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Editorial 8 

I’d like to kick-start volume 3 by introducing one more time our 3rd Special Issue 

dropped online in January this year: Epiphytic myrmecophytes of southern Asia and 

the southwest Pacific by Derrick J. Rowe, a special issue dedicated to an 

extraordinary group of plants: myrmecophytes (also known as ant-plants). (Note: in 

early February it was replaced by a slightly revised version). It covers the basic 

biology of these less known plants, and explores few hot spots where they grow: Fiji, 

Australia and various regions of Papua New Guinea (New Britain Island, Bougainville 

Island, the Central Province, and the Highlands). For all those who haven’t read it yet 

... you don’t know what you missed! Also, only three weeks ago we published our 

fourth special issue entirely dedicated to the first official description of Turbinicarpus 

schmiedickeanus (Böedeker) Buxb. & Backeb. subsp. sanchezi-mejoradae García-

Morales, González-Botello & Vargas-Vázquez, from  Tamaulipas, Mexico. Not to be missed either! 

 

Now, let’s go back to our current issue. We tried to maintain some diversity in regards to the addressed topics, and 

also continue to advocate for conservation and protection of habitats, eco-systems and various species. This is, from 

our point of view, today’s most important concern. We are determined to draw attention to all empowered 

environmental authorities and organizations on specific problems, but at the same time we want to raise awareness: 

the matter is more complex than it seems at first sight and we cannot rely only on calls/actions to save a certain 

species. Sure, we want to discourage illegal plant and seed collections, and a starting point could be the final 

consumer; it is in our intention to obliterate the mentality that "if I don’t buy it, somebody else will."  However, it is 

important to understand these things and to do everything we can. We invite everyone to see problems in their 

completeness and put off our little “collector” egos for a while...  wait until legitimate acquiring sources have been 

established. On the other hand – environmental bodies impose quite often outdated, rigid and overly formal sets of 

regulations, that might be even counterproductive at times. For example, it seems that the rigid Mexican protection 

laws or the overly “bureaucratic and politicized” CITES white elephant indirectly encourage illicit trading, rather than 

legal propagation of rare species in licensed nurseries – which from our point of view would be the best solution.  

 

I’m blessed to live in New Zealand, a realm with particularly interesting and relatively little altered habitats. In some 

places the wilderness begins at your doorsteps… and this can happen even in some parts of a big city like Auckland. 

However, I realized in time that it’s not only about pushing organisms to the brink of extinction by over-collecting or 

hunting them, not only about destroying or limiting their habitats, but also about unwanted organisms we 

(sometimes irresponsibly) release in our environment. You can find in this issue a first article on this subject and we 

hope to continue on this line; more, we strongly encourage our contributors to send us materials on this topic. Yes, it 

is true - in some parts of the world “unwanted organisms” may include cacti and succulents, but no matter how 

much we love this type of plants we must understand the broad consequences of foolish actions (or lack of action 

when required). Especially parts of the New World, native species are sometimes unable to compete with aggressive 

man or (more rarely) self-introduced newcomers. Rampant spread of invasive species (such as Opuntias in Australia, 

or gorse - Ulex europaeus – in New Zealand, or Cactoblastis cactorum across the USA) can create irreparable 

damages to pristine habitats, or even tiniest organisms such as fungi, insects, exotic grasses, etc. can imbalance 

ecosystems in couple of decades. It’s even worse than pollution… as in most of the cases there’s no way back.  

 

As always at the end of the editorial - we want to thank, once again, from the bottom of our hearts, to our loyal 

readers from over 114 countries and territories, and to all our collaborators for this new issue!  

Eduart 
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On the Turbinicarpus of Tamaulipas, part 2 
 

by Leccinum J. García Morales 

Herbarium of the Museo de Historia Natural de Tamaulipas, TAMUX 

Ciudad Victoria, Tamaulipas, México 

 

In time we explored several other new places; one of these very rich cactus regions is Miquihuana County, located in 

the southwest of Tamaulipas and neighboring Nuevo León and is the political region with the highest abundance of 

cactus species from Tamaulipas. Only a little less than half of all the species found in the state is located in this small 

county. 
 

There, in the highest mountain forested areas we found Turbinicarpus beguinii, particularly growing among dwarf 

oaks and big pines trees; we have located several populations close to Miquihuana and Bustamante towns, from 

2700 to 3200 m altitude. This is the only Turbinicarpus species that loves fresh or even cold and freezing 

temperatures for months in a row… and withstands even snow! For this reason alone it is also one of the more 

difficult species to cultivate in hotter places. It is also easier grown from seeds everywhere. This species tolerates a 

more acid substrate than other species of the genus, because of the presence of a high quantity of organic matter in 

the soil; it does tolerate a wet soil in the humid season, from July to September. However, to compensate the high 

levels of moisture, the roots spread around more than 50 cm away from the plant, staying just almost below the soil 

surface, where the excess moisture evaporates much faster.  

 
 

Fig. 1 Habitat of Turbinicarpus beguinii, Cerro El Borrado, in the mountains of Miquihuana  
reaching 3400 meters altitude, Tamaulipas. 

 

Contributions 
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Anyway, this species is widely distributed in North-eastern Mexico, from Coahuila and Zacatecas into Nuevo León, 

Tamaulipas and central San Luis Potosí. Some authors think that the northernmost populations belong to another 

subspecies. This species is also the largest species of the genus Turbinicarpus, of which I have seen specimens being 

20 cm high and 15 cm wide, an incredible “white ball of spines” in field! 
 

      
 

Fig. 2, 3 Another habitat site of Turbinicarpus beguinii, near El Aserradero, Miquihuana, Tamaulipas, at 3200 meters 
altitude, where high trees of Pinus hartwegii and P. pseudostrobus dominate the landscape - left. 

A forest of Pinus hartwegii and P. pseudostrobus near El Aserradero, devastated by fire in 2011; the habitat was 
completely destroyed on hundreds of hectares, also severely damaging plants of Turbinicarpus beguinii.  However, there 

are signs of regeneration of Agave montana and Nolina hibernica at 3000-3200 meters altitude range - right. 
 
 

 

Anyway, this species is widely distributed in North-eastern Mexico, from Coahuila and Zacatecas into Nuevo León, 

Tamaulipas and central San Luis Potosí. Some authors think that the northernmost populations belong to another 

subspecies. This species is also the largest species of the genus Turbinicarpus, of which I have seen specimens being 

20 cm high and 15 cm wide, an incredible “white ball of spines” in field! 
 

Just in the lower limit of the ecological distribution habitat of Turbinicarpus beguinii, there is a very dense pinyon 

pine forest appearing, it is basically consisting of Pinus cembroides and P. nelsoni, both having edible fruits, very 

appreciated by locals and foreigners as the seeds are used in cooking and bakery.  

 

       
 

Fig. 4, 5 The plants of Turbinicarpus beguinii growing exposed to full sun, among limestone rocks and sometimes among 
small herbs. Most of days in the year they get freezing temperatures in their habitat due to the altitude. In winter the 

plants tolerate also snow and freezing temperatures in most of their populations for several days in a row. Near 
Aserradero, Miquihuana, Tamaulipas, October 2004 - left. 

A couple of T. beguinii specimens at the lowermost locality, near La Peña; in this place the plants grow near 2400 m 
altitude in an open pinyon forest on chalky rubble.  March 2009 - right. 

 
 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.02-habitat-of-T.-beguiniiIMG_0419.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.03-habitat-of-T.-beguinii-DSC09568.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.04-T.-beguinii-La-Gloria-Miquihuana-251004.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.05-T.-beguinii-La-Peña-060309.jpg
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Fig. 6, 7 A great flowering Turbinicarpus beguinii specimen in habitat, near El Aserradero, April 2003 - left. 
A big flowering Turbinicarpus beguinii, near El Aserradero, 2800 meters,  

is showing its white-silvery spines, March 2003 - right. 
 
 

 

Also there appears the great Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, one of the two species that maintain their neotenic 

youth spines as adults. This species is widely distributed in North-eastern México, in Tamaulipas, Nuevo León and San 

Luis Potosí; also, it does not vary in its shape and spines, but do vary on the flower color; these variants are 

sometimes designated as varieties or subspecies by some authors, but in all truth they are merely just geographical 

color forms. A wider variation among specimens and flower color is found in Tamaulipas in a Northern-Southern 

pattern, the first being more pinkish to magenta, while the southern forms have a more yellowish color. This species 

is found in Tamaulipas from southern Jaumave, Miquihuana, Palmillas, Bustamante and Tula counties.  
 

 
 

Fig. 8 The habitat of Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, near La Peña, Miquihuana, Tamaulipas. The plants grow on the 
gentle slopes of the hills, but also in the flat areas, now used for crops. 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.06-T.-beguinii4-Camino-al-Aserradero-Miq.-040403.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.05-T.-beguinii-La-Peña-060309.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.08-Habitat-of-T-pseudopectinatus-DSC07395.jpg
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Unfortunately and compared with the rocky mountainous ranges where other Turbinicarpus species grow, T. 

pseudopectinatus prefer mostly the lower intermountain valleys along the Sierra Madre Oriental with deep dark 

soils, that are also very sought of for being cultivated as crops and for cattle grazing. As a result several populations 

are heavy impacted by those activities in the region; some also have disappeared in the last 15 years as those 

inhabited areas became extended. A good thing about this species is that it grows quickly from seed banks in soil and 

can recover in several years into adult plants if the place remains vacant and safe from cattle. T. pseudopectinatus 

grows in grasslands, pinyon pine forests and rosetofilous scrublands from 1000 to 2500 m altitude; it also likes deep 

soils with plenty of small rocky chips. 

         
 

Fig. 9, 10 A close-up on the habitat of T. pseudopectinatus, near La Peña, Miquihuana. November 2002 – left. 
The recently destroyed habitat of the beige flowered T. pseudeopectinatus,  

near Bustamante, Tamaulipas. March 2003 - right. 
 

 

         
 

         
 

Figs. 11 - 14 A white flowering Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus near Miquihuana, Tamaulipas, March 2012 – top left. 
A normal pink flowering form of T. pseudopectinatus, near La Peña, Miquihuana, Tamaulipas, March 2012 - top right. 

A pink-magenta flowering T. pseudopectinatus specimen near La Peña,  
Miquihuana, Tamaulipas, March 2013 – bottom left. 

The uncommon beige flowering form of T. pseudopectinatus near Bustamante, Tamaulipas – bottom right. 
 
 
 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.09-Habitat-T.-pseudopectinatus-La-Peña-111102.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.10-ExHábitat-de-T.-pseudopectinatus-El-Capulín-010303.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.11-T.-pseudopectinatusDSC09511.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.12-T.-pseudopectinatusDSC09515.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.13-T.-pseudopectinatusDSC09507.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.14-T.-pseudopectinatus-crema4-El-Capulín-010303-DSC022534.jpg
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Fig. 15 The habitat of Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus ssp. schmiedickeanus near La Perdida, Miquihuana, Tamaulipas.  
March 2013. 

  

Going down towards the Sierra Madre Oriental into the West, the Mexican High Plateau appears before our eyes, 

extending from most of the Central México, well into Northern México. This physiographical area is partially 

sympatric (*) with the distribution of the Chihuahua Desert Ecoregion, this later being limited by the presence of 

certain groups of plants and animals endemic to this big area.  

Just at the convergence of the two, a small group of hills appear near Miquihuana; there we can find the amazing 

Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus ssp. schmiedickeanus, the type species of the genus Turbinicarpus, described by 

Boedeker in 1928. At the time of the discovery there were literally thousands of the now critically endangered 

Pelecyphora strobiliformis growing together with this small Turbinicarpus; now, both species are endangered and 

there are only a couple of hundreds of plants of T. schmiedickeanus left in field, and little more than the couple 

dozen of plants of P. strobiliformis remaining in the almost extinct same location. This Turbinicarpus only grows on 

hills among rocks, surrounded by many small herbs in a rosetophylous scrubland, and are common everywhere. 

Fortunately the plants are small, and most part of the year are hidden at soil level and reproduce quite quickly from 

seeds, so the plants, if maintained untouched, will grow up in numbers over the next few years. 
 

          
 

Fig. 16, 17 The typical flowering T. schmiedickeanus ssp. schmiedickeanus at the type locality, November 2002 - left. 
Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus ssp. schmiedickeanus showing unusually white wide petals and deep magenta center in the 

type locality, an unknown ant species is hervesting stamens inside the flower. January 2003 - right. 
 
 

 

 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.15-habitat-of-T.-schmiedickeanus-DSC02246-.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.16T.-schmiedickeanus-en-flor2-La-Perdida-201102.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.17-T.-schmiedickeanus-La-Perdida-290103.jpg
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Fig. 18, 19 A very well mimetic T. schmiedickeanus ssp. schmieadickeanus, growing near a grass tussock at the type 
locality. March 2013 - left.  Flowering specimen of T. schmiedickeanus ssp. sanchezi-mejoradae in habitat, Tula, 

Tamaulipas, January, 2014 - right. 
 
 

 

A close relative plant of the latter is the just recently described Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus ssp. 

sanchezi-mejoradae. The plant came from the southwest of the Tula municipality and is a very interesting plant, 

closely related to T. schmiedickeanus ssp. rubriflorus and the T. schmiedickeanus ssp. andersonii from Nuevo León 

and San Luis Potosí states. The plants are known to occur on a single large mountain hill, between 1300 to 1400 m 

altitude, growing among rosetophylous thornscrub species like Dasylirion spp. and Agave lechuguilla in the low 

pendent top of the hill. This new subspecies must be considered as highly endangered as only few dozen specimens 

are known in field. For more data on this plant please check the  - Special Issue No. 4, March 2014. 

To end with this small species account of the 

Turbinicarpus of Tamaulipas, I will finish with one of the 

most interesting - and from my particular point of view – 

most beautiful species just recently described from 

México, Turbinicarpus graminispinus.  This species was 

just described in 2011, after it was discovered in 2008 by 

a couple of Czech enthusiasts V. Mysak and Z. Jiruse, and 

later on by a group of polish cactophiles leaded by G. 

Matuszewski, in 2009. This plant grows at the border of 

Tamaulipas and Nuevo León States, in a small series of 

rocky hills that extend into both states.  
 

Fig. 20 The habitat of Turbinicarpus graminispinus, 
Bustamante, Tamaulipas, where plants grow in the 

shallow soil on a big rock bed. Companion plants are:  
Agave striata, Yucca carnerosana and Dasylirion 

miquihuanense. March 2013. 
Tamaulipas. 
March 2013. 

 

 

This species is characterized by its delicate and curved 

long spines, which all together resemble one small tuft 

of grass. It grows on a curious flat rocky plain among 

small hills, in the crevices of rocks or below Hechtia 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.18-T.-schmiedickeanus-schmiedickeanus-DSC02253.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.19-T.-schmiedickeanus-ssp.-sanchezi-mejoradae.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Turbinicarpus-of-Tam-Fig.20-T.-graminispinus-DSC02228.jpg
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specimens or other small shrubs. The plant is not yet threatened, but as the location is close to small town and crop 

areas it can be devastated quickly by locals that want to extend those areas. This plant seems to be closely related 

with Turbinicarpus dickisoniae, which grows in the Valley of Aramberri, in Nuevo León. We have found this plant to 

be very well camouflaged and probably other places nearby have also populations of this new plant. 

      
 

Fig. 21, 22 A very well hidden T. graminispinus specimen with a flower bud, growing in the crack of a big limestone rock 
bed, Bustamante, Tamaulipas. March 2013- left.   

A great flowering specimen of T. graminispinus in habitat, Bustamante, Tamaulipas, April 2013- right. 
 
 

 

 

For sure there are other new taxa waiting for being 

discovered in Tamaulipas! 
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Editor’s Note 
 

(*) Several species, populations or ecotypes coexisting in 

the same geographycal area and regularly encountering 

each other are considered sympatric.   
 

Fig. 23 A T. graminispinus specimen showing its curly 
spines and typical geophyte stem, Bustamante, 

Tamaulipas. March 2013. 
A great flowering specimen of T. graminispinus in habitat, 

Bustamante, Tamaulipas, April 2013- right. 
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Despre turbinicarpușii din Tamaulipas, partea a 2-a 
 

de Leccinum J. García Morales 

Herbarium of the Museo de Historia Natural de Tamaulipas, TAMUX 

Ciudad Victoria, Tamaulipas, México 

 

În timp am mai explorat și alte câteva locuri noi; unul dintre acestea este municipiul Miquihuana, o zonă bogată în 

specii de cactuși, situat în sud-vestul statului Tamaulipas și în învecinatul Nuevo León și este regiunea administrativă 

cu cea mai mare abundență în cactuși din întreg statul Tamaulipas. Doar puțin sub jumătate din speciile întâlnite în 

acest stat pot fi găsite și pe teritoriul acestui mic municipiu.  

 

Aici, în cele mai înalte păduri montane, am întâlnit Turbinicarpus beguinii, care crește în mod special printre stejari 

pitici și pini înalți; am localizat mai multe populații în apropierea orașelor Miquihuana și Bustamante, la altitudini 

de 2700-3200 m. Aceasta este singura specie de Turbinicarpus care iubește aerul proaspăt și chiar și temperaturile 

scăzute și înghețurile ce pot dura luni în șir… și supravietuiesc chiar zăpezii! Exact pentru acest motiv este o specie 

mai dificilă în cultură într-un climat mai torid. Se obține însă ușor din semințe, oriunde. Această specie tolerează, 

spre deosebire de alte specii ale genului, un substrat mai acid, datorat prezenței unei cantități mari de materie 

organică. Tolerează și umezeala în sol în sezonul ploios, între iulie și septembrie. În orice caz, pentru a compensa 

cumva nivelul înalt de umiditate din sol, rădăcinile se rasfiră pe mai mult de 50 cm distanță de plantă, rămânând 

însă numai în stratul superficial de sol, chiar sub suprafață, unde apa în exces se evaporează mult mai repede.  În 

afară de asta, specia are o distribuție largă în Mexicul de nord-est, din Coahuila și Zactecas, până în Nuevo León, 

Tamaulipas centrul statului San Luis Potosí. Unii autori consideră că populațiile cele mai nordice aparțin unei alte 

subspecii.  Aceată specie este și cea mai masivă din întreg genul Turbinicarpus; eu am văzut în teren și specimene 

de 20 cm înălțime și 15 cm diametru, adevărate “mingi de spini albi”!  

 

Chiar la limita inferioară a ariei ecologice de distribuție a Turbinicarpus beguinii există o pădure deasă de pini, care 

constă în principal din Pinus cembroides and P. nelsoni, amândoi având fructe comestibile foarte apreciate atât de 

localnici cât și de străini, semințele acestora fiind utilizate pentru gătit și pentru produse de patiserie. Tot acolo se 

întâlnește și impresionantul Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, una din cele două specii care își păstrează spinii 

neotenici juvenili și ca plante adulte. Această specie este foarte răspândită în nord -estul Mexicului, în Tamaulipas, 

Nuevo León și San Luis Potosí. De asemenea nu prezintă variabilitate în ceea ce privește forma și spinii, dar este 

variabilă în culoarea florilor. Aceste variante sunt uneori desemnate ca varietăți sau subspecii de anumiți autori, 

dar în realitate ele nu sunt decât forme coloristice locale. O mai mare variație între specimen și culoarea florilor lor 

este întâlnită în Tamaulipas, pe o axă de răspândire nord-sud, la capătul nordic ele fiind mai mult roz până la 

magenta, în timp ce formele sudice au culori mai gălbui. În Tamaulipas, această specie se întâlnește în municip iile 

Jaumave (în sud), Miquihuana, Palmillas, Bustamante și Tula. 

 

Din păcate și mai ales comparând cu lanțurile montane pe care cresc alte specii de Turbinicarpus, T. 

pseudopectinatus preferă mai degrabă văile adânci inter-montane, de-a lungul Sierra Madre Oriental, cu solurile 

lor adânci și negre, care sunt foarte apreciate și pentru agricultură sau pășunat. Prin urmare, mai multe populații 

sunt puternic afectate de aceste activități desfășurate în regiune; unele chiar au dispărut în ultimii 15 ani pe 

măsură ce zonele locuite s-au extins. Dar, un lucru bun la această specie este ca ea crește rapid din băncile de 

semințe din sol și se pot dezvolta în câțiva ani în plante adulte, cu condiția ca locul respectiv să rămână viran și să 

nu fie accesibil vitelor. T. pseudopectinatus crește în zone ierboase, păduri de pin și tufișuri rosetofile aflate la 

1000 – 2500 m altitudine; preferă de asemenea soluri adânci care conțin și spărtură de piatră din abundență.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Prezentare-Leccinum-Lex-Garcia.pdf
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Coborând dinspre Sierra Madre Oriental spre vest ne va apărea în fața ochilor marele platou mexican, care se 

întinde din centrul Mexicului până departe în Mexicul de nord. Această zonă fizico -geografică este parțial 

simpatrică (*) cu eco-regiunea deșertului Chihuahua, aceasta din urmă fiind delimitată de prezența anumitor 

grupuri de plante și animale endemice pentru acest areal imens. Chiar la convergența acestora se află un grup mic 

de dealuri, lângă Miquihuana; aici se poate întâlni uimitorul Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus ssp. schmiedickeanus, 

care este specia tip a genului Turbinicarpus, descrisă de Boedeker în 1928. La vremea descoperirii ei existau aici 

literalmente mii de plante Pelecyphora strobiliformis periclitate acum, crescând împreună cu acest Turbinicarpus 

minion; în present ambele sunt amenințate cu dispariția și mai există doar câteva sute de T. schmiedickeanus 

rămase și doar puține zeci de P. strobiliformis în exact aceeași locație, în pragul exțincției. Acest Turbinicarpus 

crește pe pantele dealurilor, printre pietre, înconjurate de mici plante herbacee printre tufișuri rozetofile. Din 

fericire plantele sunt mici și ascunse în cea mai mare parte a anului la nivelul solului; în plus, ele se reproduc cu 

repeziciune din semințe, astfel încât, dacă sunt lăsate în pace, pot crește ca număr în numai câțiva ani. 

 

O plantă apropiată este recent descrisul Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus ssp. sanchezi-mejoradae. Subspecia provine 

din sud-vestul municipiului Tula și este un taxon foarte interesant, înrudit îndeaproape cu T. schmiedickeanus ssp. 

rubriflorus și T. schmiedickeanus ssp. andersonii din statele Nuevo León și San Luis Potosí. Plantele sunt cunoscute 

numai de pe o singură înălțime montană mare, la 1300-1400 m altitudine, unde crește printre specii rozetofile 

țepoase ca Dasylirion spp. și Agave lechuguilla, în zona vârfului suspendat. Această nouă subspecie trebuie să fie 

considerată ca fiind foarte periclitată, deoarece au fost observate numai câteva zeci de exemplare în teren. Pentru 

mai multe date cu privire la această plantă, vă rugăm să consultați  – numărul special 4, martie 2014. 

 

Închei această mică trecere în revistă a speciilor de Turbinicarpus din Tamaulipas cu una din cele mai interesante 

specii – și cele mai frumoase, din punctul meu de vedere – recent descrisă în Mexic: Turbinicarpus graminispinus. 

Această specie a fost descrisă abia în 2011 de doi entuziaști cehi, V. Mysak și Z. Jiruse, fiind regăsită mai târziu, în 

2009, și de un grup de cactofili polonezi condus de G. Matuszewski. Această specie crește la granița statelor 

Tamaulipas și Nuevo León, pe câteva înălțimi pietroase care se întind în ambele state. Este caracterizată prin spinii 

lungi, delicați, arcuiți, care în ansamblu se aseamănă cu un smoc de iarbă. Crește, în mod ciudat, pe o câmpie 

pietroasă dar foarte netedă, în crevasele pietrelor mai mari sau la adapostul unor specimene de Hechtia sau 

diferitor tufișuri mici. Planta nu este încă amenințată, dar locația ei este foarte aproape de un orășel și de terenuri 

cultivate și ar putea fi devastată dacă localnicii vor dori să extindă aceste suprafețe. Pare a fi îndeaproape înrudită 

cu Turbinicarpus dickisoniae, care crește în valea Aramberri, în Nuevo León. Am găsit această plantă foarte bine 

camuflată și este posibil ca și în alte locuri din imprejurimi să existe populații ale acestei noi plante.  

 

În mod cert, mai există și alți taxoni așteptând să fie descoperiți în Tamaulipas! 

 

Mulțumiri 

 

Mulțumesc din suflet lui Manfred Stöber, Daniel Labhart, Manuel Salazar și Jürgen Menzel, pentru că mi-au permis 

utilizarea unor fotografii ale lor necesare completării primei părți a acestui articol (  – Volume 2, No. 4 (7) – 

December 2013).  
 

Nota Editorului 

 (*)  Specii, populații sau ecotipuri diferite care coexistă în același areal și care se întâlnesc împreună cu regularitate 

sunt considerate simpatrice.  
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A new first description! 
 

Apart from alarming news we receive constantly from the habitat, almost from everywhere, it may be said, however, 

that the year begins very well, with first descriptions of new taxa, one more interesting than the other! 
 

Here's the other day, Acta Succulenta journal – edited by Davide Donati – has published the first official description  

of a new Ancistrocactus species: Ancistrocactus pinkavanus, L. J. García-Morales, M.A. González-Botello & R.H. 

González G., sp. nov.  congratulates the authors and the publisher for this achievement. 
 

Being sure that this description is already in the hands of all interested in and that it sparked both the echo and the 

well-deserved interest, we were handed now the opportunity to enrich the exceptional treasure of information 

submitted by the authors, with some original photographs made on the saline gypsum dunes of Cuatro Ciénegas by 

an avid hunter of cactus and succulents photos: Maestro Benjamín Catarino Morales! 
 

(1) – The firsts two of the above mentioned authors, together with Víctor Abraham Vargas-Vázquez, have described in the pages 

of  a new Turbinicarpus smiedickeanus subspecies: Turbinicarpus smiedickeanus ssp. sanchezi-mejoradae. 

          
 

         

 

O nouă descriere! 
 

Dincolo de veștile alarmante care ne parvin mereu din habitat, cam de peste tot, se poate spune totuși că anul 

începe bine cu descrierea a noi taxoni, care de care mai interesant! 
  

Iată că, zilele trecute, Acta Succulenta – condusă de Davide Donati – a publicat descrierea oficială a unei noi specii de 

Ancistrocactus: Ancistrocactus pinkavanus, J. García-Morales, M.A. González-Botello & R.H. González G., sp. nov.. 

reușită pentru care redacția  felicită călduros și autorii și editorul. 
 

Fiind sigur că această descriere este deja în mâinile tuturor și că a stârnit deopotrivă și ecoul și interesul 

binemeritate, găsim acum prilejul de a îmbogăți excepționala zestre de informații care ne-a fost dată de autori cu 

câteva fotografii inedite făcute de pe dunele de ghips sărat de la Cuatro Ciénegas de un pasionat vânător de 

fotografii cu suculente și cactuși: Maestro Benjamín Catarino Morales! 
 

(1) – Primii doi dintre autorii deja citați, împreună cu Víctor Abraham Vargas-Vázquez, au descris în paginile  o nouă 

subspecie de Turbinicarpus smiedickeanus: Turbinicarpus smiedickeanus ssp. sanchezi-mejoradae. 

News & Events 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-New-sclero-IMG_7327.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-New-sclero-IMG_7388.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-New-sclero-IMG_7284.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-New-sclero-IMG_7362.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-New-sclero-IMG_7315.jpg
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 John Exarhou 
 

I was born on the 05/12/1965 in Peterborough, England, by Greek parents. My family moved to 

Greece in the late 1960's so I grew up in Greece and got a University degree in Computer 

Science and Engineering. I worked as a Systems Engineer in various IT companies in Greece.  

 

I started collecting Cacti and Succulents since the early 1990's, joining the Greek Cactus & 

Succulent Society in 2000. I became a member of the executive committee of the Greek Cactus 

& Succulent Society in 2004. 

 

I am particularly fond of cacti especially those with strong spination (excluding ferocacti and 

echinocacti) and ariocarpi. My private collection comprises of approx. 600 plants. Other 

collecting interests: my main collection interest other than plants is collecting knives and 

militaria of Greek origin, especially of the Greek revolutionary struggles of the last 300 years. I 

am also collecting meteorites and minerals. 
 
 

 

Euphorbia abdelkuri 
 

by John Exarhou, Athens, Greece 
 

Until recently, the flora of the islands of the Socotra Archipelago, located in the Indian ocean south of the Arab 

peninsula and east of the coast of Somalia, was known only by the descriptions of the Scottish botanist Sir Isaac Bayley 

Balfour (1853 –1922) and from the information that were collected by a scientific British Expedition that visited the 

islands in 1967. During the last 125 years there have only been 6 visits for scientific research in the archipelago. 
 

The archipelago contains four islands, the biggest one is Socotra and the second largest is Abd al Kuri (also spelled 

several other ways); there also exist two smaller islands, placed somewhat in-between the largest islands, named 

Samha and Darsa often referred in the maps as “the brothers”. Due to their unique biodiversity, the archipelago is often 

referred to as the Galapagos of the Indian Ocean.  More than 37% of the plants, 90% of the reptiles and 95% of the land 

snails and birds that live on the archipelago are endemic; this meant that they cannot be found anywhere else in the 

world.  

 
Fig. 1 The Archipelago of Socotra and the island of Abd al Kuri 

 

The diversity of the plants is exceptional. More than 825 different plant species exist, of which 307 are endemic. Many 

of these plants are rare succulents with very unique characteristics and morphology.  Popular examples include 

Dorstenia gigas, Dendrosicyos socotrana, Adenium socotranum, Dracaena cinnabari and among these one can find a 

very amazing and peculiar plant, namely Euphorbia abdelkuri. This is one of the rarest and most sensational members 

of the genus Euphorbia. 
 

E. abdelkuri grows only on one of the islands of the Socotra archipelago, the island Abd al Kuri.  This is where the 

scientific name of the plant originates. The island is located 130 km west of Socotra and 90 km east of the coast of 

Connoisseur's Notes 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.01-The-Archipelago-of-Socotra-and-the-island-of-Abd-al-Kuri.jpg
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Somalia from the point of Cape Guardafui. 15 different populations of this plant have been reported on areas located 

on the east side of the island in the Jebel Saleh area (also named Jabal Hassala).  

 
 

Fig. 2 Abd al Kuri island view from the sea with Jabal Hassala in the background 
 

The plant grows in an area that expands to approximately 10 square kilometres. There have been no reports of other 

populations existing in other areas of the island. The landscape of the areas it grows is mainly limestone grounds at an 

elevation between 250 and 400 meters above sea level. However, it has been reported by the locals, that in the past 

the plant was also found in other areas (Forbes, 1903). The species was included in the Red Book of endangered species 

on 1977 and all the growing areas are now a protected natural reserve. 

                   
 

Fig. 3, 4  Dendrosicyos socotrana (An 1890s photograph by Henry Ogg Forbes) – left  
Euphorbia abdelkuri in the Archipelago of Socotra – right  

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.02-Abd-al-Kuri-island-view-from-the-sea-with-Jabal-Hassala-in-the-background-.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.03-Dendrosicyos-socotrana-An-1890s-photograph-by-Henry-Ogg-Forbes.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.04-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-in-the-Archipelago-of-Socotra.jpg
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Fig. 5, 6  Euphorbia abdelkuri, Jabal Hassala 
 

The plants are columnar forming big candelabra-like groups with plants that can reach up to 2m. The stem is cylindrical 

and smooth without spines and leaves. The colour of the stems is grey in the adult plants while young plants have 

stems that are hexagonal with wrinkled green-grey body. The plant, when scratched, produces a yellow-milky sap which 

is extremely poisonous. Even the slightest contact of the sap with the skin can result in extreme irritation. Due to this, 

the plant does not face danger from the goat herds and the other grazing animals unlike other plant species of the area. 

In its natural environment, the plant gets rain during the autumn months which in this area is from October until the 

end of December.  The annual rainfall rate is approximately 100 mm. However, in the growing areas, the presence of 

low clouds and fog is very common especially from October until late April.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7  Euphorbia abdelkuri, Jabal Hassala 
 

During summer the plants are in full sun during most of the day, but due to the monsoons that come from the 

southeast the average temperatures are lower than those of other parts of the island.  An additional role to this is also 

due to the cold oceanic currents that are common in the surrounding ocean.   
 

Euphorbia abdelkuri grows in nature together with other most common euphorbias as well as other succulents. More 

specifically one can observe Euphorbia schimperi, Euphorbia adenensis, Commiphora sp. (Burseraceae), and Ruellia 

kuriensis (Acanthaceae). The population of the plants was dramatically reduced during the 80’s. Today all the islands of 

the Socotra Archipelago are protected. In addition to that, the presence of pirates in the surrounding seas and the 

political situation in Yemen adds to the difficulty of accessing the islands especially to the westerners. 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.05-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Jabal-Hassala1.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.06-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Jabal-Hassala2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.07-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Jabal-Hassala3.jpg
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Figs. 8 - 10  Euphorbia abdelkuri in cultivation. 
Plant on own roots – left; cv. Damask– centre; grafted plant – right  

 

The first samples of the plant were collected by John Lavranos and Alan R. Smith, who were members of the first 

scientific research team that visited the islands during 1967. During that mission the scientists collected young plants, 

fruits and flower specimens from many different species. Most of the plants that are in private collections today 

originate from these samples collected by that expedition. Additionally some new plants were first described by the 

members of that team.  
 

In collection the plant can be easily reproduced by cuttings which root easily. In general it is common in collections as 

a grafted plant because it is not easy to keep it in its own root. It will rot easily if overwatered, but the common 

mistake collectors make is due to the growing season. The most common stock used for grafting is E. canariensis but 

one can also see it on E. trigona. Until now it has proved impossible for me to find seeds of this Euphorbia in the 

market and grow from seed.   
 

During 1999 a plant was discovered in a private collection in England that presented strange coloration. This plant 

was propagated by grafting from Dave Angus and has today become popular by the name E. abdelkuri cv. Damask. 

Since then several variations of this plant have surfaced the market bearing colorations from intense red to pink with 

sometimes mixed normal offsets. It is probable that this is due to some kind of variegation. My effort to root cuttings  

of this variety proved unsuccessful until now.  
 

             
 

Figs. 11 - 13  Euphorbia abdelkuri in cultivation – close up of the above plants in same order. 
 

 

My plants are in a soil mix that contains 2 parts of organic soil or compost, 1 part of pumice, 1 part of perlite &1 part of 

scoria.  I have observed that in my collection the plant grows during fall and also during spring. I keep my plants 

indoors, enjoying direct sun during most part of the day. I water them during the growing season every 10 to 15 days 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.08-E.-abdelkuri-own-roots-plant-3.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.09-E.-abdelkuri-DAMASC.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.10-E.-abdelkuri-grafted-2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.11-E.-abdelkuri-own-roots-plant-detaliu-2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.12-E.-abdelkuri-DAMASC-detaliu-2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.13-E.-abdelkuri-grafted-detaliu.jpg
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and I reduce to 1 watering every 2 months during the rest of the year.  However watering and soil habits of any plant 

rely heavily on the environment the collection is located.  
 

Additional information originates from my interview with John Lavranos in regard to his personal experience on the 

cultivation of this species. John lives in Loule in the south part of Portugal. When asked to comment on the cultivation 

of this plant he responded: “My E. abdelkuri is located in the terrace of my house in an area protected by rain but open 

to all other elements. It has been standing there for at least 15 years. It tolerates a few rainfalls when winds are coming 

from the southeast but the temperature in this place has never dropped below +2 oCelsius.” 

Finally I would like to warmly thank John Lavranos for his help in providing vital information and rare photos for the 

completion of this article. These rare photos come from the British scientific expedition that took place in 1967. 

Without John Lavranos’ help the compilation of this article would not have been possible. 
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Editor’s Notes: 

(1) This text version derives from a translated article extracted from the magazine of the Greek Cactus and Succulent Society 

“Ο ΚΑΚΤΟΣ κακτοι και άλλα παχύφυτα" (”THE CACTUS – cacti and other succulents”, 2009, Vol. IX, No 2) with some 

additions and corrections that were made afterwards by John Lavranos himself.  

(2) Figs. 8 - 13 by courtesy of Basarab Popa, Constanta, Romania; photos Dag Panco. All the other photos by courtesy of “The 

Cactus – cacti and other succulents” magazine; colour photos are original pictures on film, by John Lavranos, from 1967 

expedition. 

(3) Historic photographs have been originally published in 1903, in The Natural History of Sokotra and Abd-el-kuri. 

(4) We maintained all variations in spelling of the name Socotra and Abd al Kuri existing in this text’s body and in various 

references, as used by the authors.  
 

 
 

Fig. 14  The Abd al Kuri southern beach 
 

 

O traducere integrală a articolului despre Euphorbia abdelkuri poate fi accesată la Anexă. 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/John-Exarhou-Anexa-romana-27.03.14.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Euphorbia-abdelkuri-Fig.14-The-Abd-al-Kuri-southern-beach.jpg
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Paolo Panarotto is well known, not only throughout Europe but even the the entire world. Who has not heard of the 

man who reproduced and sold through his company - www.panarottocactus.net - plants that made generations of 

collectors happy? Today, following and enduringseveral decades of activity, Paolo Panarotto finds time to enter the 

social media and discuss with enthusiasts on cacti and succulents, giving advice, helping, encouraging and sometimes 

generating valuable life lessons by his own example as you can see below:  

 

Appeal for Sowing Rare Plants (*) by Paolo Panarotto 
 

Over the past 20 years I have sold about 30,000 Copiapoa plants. Almost all certified. Many of them rare and 

extremely rare. At least 1,000 plants were adult sized, measuring from 10 cm to 30 cm. Numerous C. cinerea and C. 

cinerea var. albispina, with snowy white spines, low and wide. Really nice. You would have no reason to envy those 

collected in the wild. Countless C. longistaminea, beautiful, almost like a 20 years old damsel. Lots of C. dealbata. All 

certified with RAP data, for many GPS information was also available. 90% of these plants were sold within the Italian 

territory. Now I'm old and tired ... little by little, I'm letting go, but you… all who have purchased and paid well, make 

them yield. Take the seeds and sow the seeds or sell them. In 10 years, you or others will get beautiful plants. They 

just take in the sun and mineral soil. So you would have a contribution to the conservation of plants in habitat, of 

species that already have a lot of problems, which struggle to survive in their native places, as our friends, who have 

just returned from a trip in the desert of Atacama, have witnessed. 
 

Now for those who have purchased plants from me and cannot cross-pollinate them, you can solve just as I have 

always done. You only have to contact other owners, and you do marry the plants for a few months, at one or the 

other’s place. Therefore you can exchange pollen. If not feasible, keep in mind that the pollen lives for a few days, so 

you can mail it. It is a bit complicated but at least for the rarest plants, it can be done. I also spotted a few plants 

remaining with me, apparently not marketable. If you need to propagate them, I will be sending them as a gift. Just 

to offer you too my little contribution... I have to make a clarification. I have a dozen of Copiapoa carrizalensis or C. 

dealbata, RAP certified 135 and 138, unfortunately stained. They are not marketable as such but to produce seeds 

they are good. The GIFT is for anyone who has one and only needs, wants, requires them for producing seeds. Do not 

ask me to sell the plants, because I will not sell them. I give them away as I wrote above, free of charge. 
 

(*) Edited reprint of a public discussion on Facebook, with the consent of the Author. 
  

      
 

Fig. 1 & 2. Ariocarpus retusus ssp. panarottoi and Copiapoa megarhiza v. copiapo KK 1871 
Both photos represent plants from Paolo Panarotto’s commercial site. 
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Habitat destruction in Central Mexico  

and its implications in the conservancy of the biodiversity (The wounds of the Earth)  
 

by Pedro Nájera Quezada, Jovana Jaime Hernández, Claudia López Martínez and Sandy Karina Neri Cardona 
 

Introduction 

In today’s world habitat destruction is becoming an extremely serious problem, causing the loss of the favorable 

conditions for the natural development of various animal and plant species as a result of the irrational use of 

ecosystem components; it affects not only the arid and semi-arid ecosystems of Mexico, but is present in all 

ecosystems worldwide, triggered by various non-natural events such as deforestation, genetic degradation, 

unnatural fires, introductions of unwanted organisms, etc. Merely producing scars on the surface of the earth. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Soil erosion. Gullies formed following the clearing of forested areas and replacing them with grasslands in order to 
introduce livestock. 

 

 

Justification 
 

This work is intended to present and raise awareness in regards to the main human activities and the problems 

created by these in the highlands and central regions of San Luis Potosi, and to suggest different practices and/or 

regulations aimed to protect these ecosystems as a whole and also each and every species.   
 

     
 

Fig. 2, 3. Huizache SGS:  The consequences of a wild fire started by builders – left. 
Construction waste and debris also generates a high impact. People fail to dispose in proper waste disposal areas and look 

for places to get rid of these, no matter what damage they are causing to the environment - right. 

 -  - 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Prezentare-Pedro-Najera.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Jovana-Jaime-Hernández-prezentare-.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Claudia-López-Martínez-prezentare.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Sandy-Karina-Neri-Cardona-prezentare-.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.01-Soil-erosion-IMG_0125.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.02-DSCF4984-Huizache-SGS.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.03-Construction-waste-DSCF1819.jpg
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There are several ways of perceiving the habitat and its components. One of them is the profit point of view, an 

economic approach that includes the ownership of those components and regards them simply as exploitable 

resources intended to produce financial rewards, and ultimately the wealth originating from this.  From a different, 

ecological, point of view the human being is only the self-appointed administrator of all natural resources that are an 

essential part of the biosphere.  This is an opposite and entirely holistic (1) approach, which considers the permanent 

assessment of the ecosystem as a whole set of entropic (2) components, and is highly efficient from an ecological 

point of view. Humans are not regarded as a fundamental part of natural ecosystems that make up the biosphere. 

This current anthropocentric perception of ownership of the ecosystem and our virtual inability to exploit the 

environment and remain at the same time within the boundaries of the natural supportability limit of each 

ecosystem we interfere with, makes us appreciate a pasture as an optimal area for the introduction of unnatural 

animals, such as cattle, horses , goats or sheep , and also makes us appreciate a wooded valley as an ideal area for 

agricultural activities and farming after the removal of vegetation cover; similar pine woodlands is seen as a 

profitable source of timber, and so in a diametrically opposite way, the ecosystem components that do not convey 

any kind of benefit to the humans are considered useless or of less importance at best, and therefore disposable. 

Instead of this we should be using all the components of the ecosystem, such as potentially useful flora and fauna, 

but only to withdraw surplus energy flow from the ecosystem for our benefit either directly or indirectly, and thus 

causing the least damage and disruption to the ecosystem as a whole.   

   

Fig. 4, 5. Soil erosion. Without vegetation to protect the soil of water erosion caused by rain, soil is highly vulnerable.  The 
fine particles end up silting levees and dams downstream and conditions for natural regeneration are gradually lost – left. 

Areas affected by overgrazing. It can be seen that goats have grazed virtually all vegetation except for Larrea tridentata - right. 
 

The worldwide population explosion over the last few centuries had a huge impact and forced the growth and 

development of human settlements, especially coupled with the technological progress of the 18th century that 

triggered and spread of the industrial revolution. Although the effects were not visible in Mexico until mid-19th 

century, the irrational exploitation of the resources was already present even before the arrival of the Spanish and 

their subsequent conquest. Even native cultures exerted a negative pressure on the ecosystem, such as excessive 

hunting due to the huge amounts of fur, feathers and other animals demanded as tribute by the Aztecs, or burning of 

grasslands in the American high planes to attract buffalo herds to their hunting grounds, the alteration of the forest 

in order to open way for agriculture, etc. However, the intensity of the impact was only minor and in many cases the 

native populations even achieved certain resilience between human settlements and the impacted ecosystem 

respectively. Nature had enough time and enough capacity to regenerate and heal the damage. But, as cities became 

bigger, our social habits have changed as a result, and that form of existence seemed to us increasingly remote. 

Society gradually became hugely dependent on agricultural and livestock exploitation, mining, forcing the 

introduction of new areas of "development", exploitation of fossil fuels, industry, etc. 

“Habitat destruction” is in essence an erroneous concept if taken literally, since the matter is neither created nor 

destroyed in this process, but only transformed; the so-called human development arises wholly and exclusively from 

the detriment or degradation of various ecosystem components. In end effect we are a detritivorous (3) species that 

cannot achieve anything without affecting its surroundings. However, appreciation of nature is, on the other hand, 

among the few things that a human being can do without degrading anything.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.04-Soil-erosion-DCP_0747.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.05-Overgrazing-DSCF6739.jpg
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Fig. 6, 7. Extension of the motorway to Zacatecas – left. 
Deliberate plantings can aid the spread of unwanted species into the habitat - right. 

 

There are many and varied ways in which you can alter a habitat, ranging from agricultural activities, mining, 

industrial activities, fires, etc. exercised in natural environments, to building of road, ports and other means of 

transportation, and to the population explosion and the subsequent expansion of the urban/rural areas and the 

pressure that they exert on ecosystem components and interactions that we use to consider  "resources" such as 

minerals, timber, hunting, water, etc., and, typically, the misuse of the "unfit for" concept when dealing with alluvial 

areas, canyons, salt beds, etc. Excluded areas may also represent resources, and often even fundamental ones, but 

to other species from the ecosystem. These areas have no particular and tangible benefit to humans as they do not 

embody any economic or cultural payback; as a result these are not considered as being valuable and have “no 

importance” to us. 

When assessing a habitat one must be aware also the significant difference between soil quality and soil health. 

Although sometimes taken as synonyms, soil quality defines the usefulness of the soil for a certain purpose (Carter et 

al., 1997), while soil health is defined (sensu Romig et al., 1995), as the state of the dynamic properties of soil, such 

as organic matter content, the diversity of organisms, microbial products, among others aspects and within a certain 

period of time. 

        
 

Fig. 8, 9. Erosion caused by overgrazing generates a great loss of the topsoil. In areas where plants are unpalatable to 
cattle, mounds form showing where the original height of the entire area was.  This particular "pedestal" as we call it is 

formed by Hechtia sp. and Prosopis laevigata. 
 

The factors that affect most habitats from the arid regions of the state of San Luis Potosi are grazing goats, horses 

and sheep, in that order. Uncontrolled grazing affects valleys from mountainous regions, where in some other cases 

the introduction of exotic grassland after removal of the original vegetation cover, or just poor farming practices, is 

causing the decline of the natural endurance capacity of the ecosystem. At the same time, the soil condition (soil 

health!) is affected, causing landslides and slope gullies where tons and tons of fertile soil may be lost dragged by the 

water and eroded by the wind.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.06-Motorway-IMG_9645-2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.07-Deliberate-planting-DSCF2153.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.08-Erosion-IMG_0126.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.09-Erosion-IMG_0787.jpg
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Agricultural regions, even if less extensive and mainly located on flat and lower parts of the highlands, substantially 

alter the ecosystem of the area; typically all kind of natural vegetation is removed, except for a few trees on the edge 

as windbreak walls, and opens the way for the introduction not only of domestic plants, otherwise unwanted plants, 

but also of insects and other animals from outside the natural environment, as well as plastics, chemicals and other 

pollutants. 

 

Fig. 10, 11. Quarries can completely change a habitat - left. 
Around most large cities there is a ring of desolation and San Luis Potosi is no exception. Lower parts of Sierra de San 

Miguelito have been historically impacted by deforestation, coal smelters and livestock overgrazing, destroying the native 
alpine grasslands of the area – right. 

 

The current development trends continue to maintain an economic model based on the exploitation and use of 

ecosystem components and thus fetches the economy under the banner of development, fragmented through the 

ownership and operation and nurturing a subsequent loss of natural resources for future generations. 

            

           
 

Figs. 12 - 15. Around most large cities there is a ring of desolation and San Luis Potosi is no exception. Lower parts of 
Sierra de San Miguelito have been historically impacted by deforestation, coal smelters and livestock overgrazing, 

destroying the native alpine grasslands of the area – top left. Forest fires cause a great impact where species are not 
adapted to fire, causing the total loss of vegetation in these areas – top right.  

After wildfires comes the subsequent soil loss due to deflocculation (the reverse of coagulation) caused by heat and 
amplified by rain) – bottom left. The introduction of alien species cause, at best, the original vegetation cover 

displacement. They replace native species, and, if tough and aggressive, they can invade large areas – bottom right. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.10-Quarries-IMG_1849.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.12-Desolation-DSCF7852.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.13-After-fire-forest-IMG_1219.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.14-After-wildfires-IMG_1363.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.15-Replacing-species-IMG_9713-2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.11Desolation-DCP_0746.jpg
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The development and growth of population centers involves the expansion of urban areas (housing or industrial 

development) and of the agricultural areas into the adjacent natural ecosystem.  This fact alone generates a kind of 

expanding circular degradation around population centers as the demographics continue to increase its pressure. 

Poor waste disposal systems and the increased influx of commercial mass-products even in the most remote areas of 

the highlands have caused large land areas to become mounds of trash, which eventually are burned to make room 

for even more garbage. 
 

      
 

Fig. 16, 17. In rural areas disposed garbage is usually incinerated – left. More construction waste littering the habitat - right. 
 

Mines and mineral beneficiation stations will alter water flows, the levels of groundwater and eliminate much of 

vegetation as well in the areas of operation, processing and transportation. These activities pose an enormous risk to 

water quality, both surface and groundwater, due to the chemicals used in the processes, such as mercury, lead, 

cyanide, etc. 
 

      
 

Fig. 18, 19. Without an efficient system for garbage collection, without the interest of the people to have a clean 
environment, the influx of disposable products and packaging stimulates  

the emergence of garbage heaps around the villages – left. 
Gold mine in Cerro de San Pedro, which has completely wiped out a population of Pelecyphora aselliformis and affected 

many others in importance for conservation, such as: Calibaus hookerii, Villadia cucullata, Coryphantha voghterriana, 
Ferocactus histrix, Mammillaria crinita ssp. crinita, Mammillaria aureilanata var. alba, etc. - right. 

 

The use of stone benches, sand, plaster, etc. on the sites have also similar effects on the ecosystem, but they do not 

tend to contaminate the underground water table; however, surface waters quality is altered by scouring fine 

particles produced and released into the environment. Water courses and other fresh water sources are sometimes 

very seriously affected by the inflow of fine particles generating self-sedimentation layers.  

In a similar way, the construction of roads inevitably modifies the ecosystem where these are located, not only by 

permanently removing vegetation on a long continuous strip, but also by segmenting and isolating vegetation 

patches or discontinuing communication, in an ecological sense, between organisms from both sides of the road. 

Moreover, roads are the main vector for the spread of unwanted organisms, plants and animals alike, in less altered 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.16-Incinerated-garbage-IMG_0295.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.17-More-construction-waste-031.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.18-Garbage-around-the-villages-IMG_0592.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.19-Golden-mine-IMG_1847.jpg
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habitats. Roads also allow easy access for people and more traffic, which means more waste and an increased 

possibility of both farming and mining, not to speak of the quarrying of sand from local sand banks to build the board 

which is placed on the same road, leaving large holes alongside.  

            
 

          
 

Figs. 20 - 23. Tonnes of waste are flattened and compacted to form immense embankments on areas surrounding the 
mines or the aggregates heaps – top left.  

Embankment of quarried limestone within the protected area of Sierra de Álvarez – top right.  
“Leftovers” from the Cerro San Pedro – bottom left.  

Huizache SGS: Yucca carnerosana affected by bad weed control practices during the construction of the Soledad-Mexquitic 
bypass - bottom right.   

 

Excessive timber and non-timber forest harvesting causes loss of genetic diversity, pushing the species towards uniformity, 

triggering vulnerability to pests, diseases and other natural adversities, and a high probability for the appearance of 

atrophied generations; on the other hand, deforestation also upholds erosion when done on a large scale. 
 

      
 

Fig. 24, 25. Highway construction generates a high impact on ecosystems, mainly to facilitate access for humans.   
This brings more disruption by adjacent to the roads construction works, such as gas stations, hotels, shops, and even villages, 

and all them producing more garbage – left.  
Extraction of materials such as gravel, sand, metals, etc. generates an irreversible impact in areas all across the Mexican 

highlands, leaving large holes in the hills and in the valleys.  Not only cover vegetation is removed, but also the bedrock - right. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.20-Waste-DSCF5034.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.21-Embankment-204.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.25-Extraction-of-materials-027.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.23-Yucca-affected-DSCF4982-Huizache-SGS.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.24-Highway-construction-IMG_0594.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.25-Extraction-of-materials-027.jpg
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Sometimes malpractices in reforestation, restoration and rehabilitation may achieve the contrary. There is a poor 

application of government projects for the implementation and definition of areas to be reforested; these areas are 

often selected to be replanted with vegetation types that do not correspond, as lechuguilla (Agave lechuguilla Torr.) 

plantations on flat terrain associated with izotal shrub vegetation (Larrea sp. – Yucca sp.) where lechuguilla never 

originally existed. Reforestation with introduced species such as Pirul (Schinus molle), Eucalyptus sp. and Aloe vera 

was also promoted, which has caused a major invasion of exotic species and triggering major changes in the 

ecosystem. Even more, another wrong practice sub-soiling or chiseling inadequate soil to encourage growth of shrub 

in montane grasslands, causing increased incidence of gullies, creating niches for invasive plants (disturbed earth is 

all they need!) and loss of the already thin layer of soil, being washed away by the rainwater. In a similar way, they 

tried to induce nopaleras (prickly-pear cactus – Opuntia sp.) in areas where oak woodlands were, pine trees where 

grasslands were and grasslands where mesquite shrub were (Prosopis sp.).  
 

      
 

Fig. 26, 27. Huizache SGS: Echinocactus platyacanthus recovering after fire damage - left. 
A scooped Echinocactus platyacanthus. Its content was used to prepare the national candy  

called “acitrón” or "crystallized biznaga" - right. 
. 
 

 

Soil  degradation can be defined, when taking into account the effects on the intrinsic characteristics of the soil or on 

the functions that it potentially could perform, as the constant  loss of actual or potential characteristics allowing the 

soil to carry out less and less functions normally expected of it, as degradation progresses. (J. Porta et al, 2008). 

In regards to the intrinsic properties of the soil, degradation can be also defined as a decrease, loss or change of soil 

quality parameters, such as the thickness of epipedon (4) by erosion, the loss of fine material on the surface (the 

thinner, the better). Erosion is increasing the soil’s total surface exposed to the elements and also reduces its 

hydraulic conductivity. (UNCCD, 1977) 

      

 

Fig. 28, 29. Trash left after a looting Sotol flowers (Dasylirion acrotriche), listed in the NOM-059-SEMARNAT-2010, for 
clandestine fabric manufacturing - left. 

Excessive use of forest resources changes the composition of the vegetation and this disrupts the life cycle in parts of the 
ecosystem; in the same way, over-harvesting of some species, such as Dasylirion acritriche and Echinocactus platyacanthus 

have brought them close to extinction - right. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.26-Echinocactus-platyacanthus-DSCF4985-Huizache-SGS.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.27-Echinocactus-platyacanthus-scooped-19.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.28-Trash-left-IMG_0192.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.29-Excesive-use-IMG_0103.jpg
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Fig. 30, 31. Planted Aloe spp., Kalanchoe spp., Lampranthus spp., etc.., all originating from regions with similar conditions 
to those of the Mexican highlands, are prolific, aggressive and a danger to the natural condition of the arid and semi-arid 

ecosystems. The incompetence of officials responsible for restoration, coupled with strategies that are not focused on 
regional characters, means that ironically the government pays for reforestation with these very aggressive species, now 

forming literally plantations covering several hectares, with a density of over 1,000 individuals per hectare - left. 
 Soil erosion.  Gullies may contribute to the loss of hundreds of tons of topsoil in one single place. It can take hundreds of 

years to recover and stop the runoff of the fine particles - right. 
 

 

      
 

Fig. 32, 33. “Pedestal” for Larrea tridentata and Coryphantha delicata in Guadalcazar, SLP - left. 
Ferocactus latispinus being affected by soil loss, while some other plants (Jatropha dioica) have the ability to adapt to the 

reduced depth of the soil layer - right. 
 

 

  

Fig. 34, 35. Soils in the Mexican highlands are extremely thin, especially in the mountainous areas, where sometimes do not 
even exceed a depth of 20 cm. Therefore, erosion back to the bedrock happens easily – left. 

Cesar Hernandez observing a pedestal with Larrea tridentata and Mammilaria formosa in Moctezuma, SLP. - right. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.30-Planted-species-DSCF1638.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.31-Soil-erosion-IMG_0122.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.32-Pedestal-IMG_0310.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.33-Ferocactus-latispinus-IMG_9715.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.34-Soil-erosion-IMG_0128.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.35-Pedestal-DSCF1076.jpg
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Fig. 36, 37. "Pedestal" with a Mesquite (Prosopis laevigata), which, thanks to deep roots  
still has managed to keep a little ground - left. 

Area where due to overgrazing (cattle and horses) the vegetation has been removed almost entirely – right. 
 

J. Porta et al (2008) highlights a distinction between two different types of degradation: 

- Degradation that involves a physical loss of soil resources due to erosion, the effects are evident, usually 

immediately after a rainfall. 

- Degradation which leads to increased internal stress, however, with no external indicators. The soil is apparently 

intact, but increased internal tensions within the system will appear to be able to hold everything together. When 

the first signs of degradation appear, it will already be in an advanced stage of degradation. For example degradation 

by acidification processes, salinization, compaction, contamination, and others. 

Desertification is considered as a set of degradation processes (erosion, compaction, loss of vegetation, etc.), stating 

the significant decrease or destruction of the biological potential and main parameters (biomass, soil fertility, life 

support capacity, biodiversity, etc.), transforming entire land masses in arid and semi-arid regions, and, in extreme 

cases, even leading to the apparition of extreme arid areas or true deserts where over all vegetation may suffer 

irreparable shifts compared to its original condition. Both natural and anthropogenic (5) factors may contribute to 

deserts formation.   

      

 

Fig. 38, 39. Agave lechuguilla and Hechtia glomerata piles ready to be incinerated - left. 
Extensive mining is not only failing the area, but also affects the surroundings (warehousing banks, processing units, roads, 

etc.) and is dispersing fine particles for miles  the prevailing wind direction – right. 
 

 

Unlike poaching or illegal hunting or collection of species, habitat destruction is not a selective phenomenon, i.e. it 

usually affects flora and fauna generally and unsystematically, except for certain practices such as excessive logging. 

Destruction of habitat occurs consequential form our development activities.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.36-Pedestal-DSCF1150.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.37-Overgrazing-DCP_0748-modificata.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.38-Plants-to-be-incinerated-13-12-13-188.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.39-Extensive-mining-184.jpg
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Conclusions  

A settlement of this problem lies with each and every one of us as, members of the human race. And while the politic 

and economic models will continue to require the appropriation and use of natural resources as development drive 

in order to generate wealth, while markets and societies support their opulence and comfort through this wealth, 

the global economy will continue to fight only a constant decline as much as it will continue to supply from nature in 

the same manner, causing its degradation.    

             
 

Fig. 40, 41. Although the garbage as such does not seem a significant danger for the ecosystems,  
cryptic species such as Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, Pelecyphora aselliformis, Turbinicarpus lophophoroides, etc.  

that have their populations near the towns are in serious danger of being covered by garbage and then incinerated,  
even without people noticing their existence - left. 

Sandi Karina Neri Cardona supporting us during an emergency rescue operation in one of the populations of A. 
kotschoubeyanus. The entire process of translocation will be subsequently exposed to have sufficient information on 

survival over a long period of time – right. 
 

      
 

Fig. 42, 43. Scars on the surface of the earth 
 

 

Thoughts & Proposals 
 

Try to see and understand the ecosystem as a whole, as a system of interacting modules; don’t treat it as a swarm of 

separate components. 

Implement rational use of local ecosystem elements for our benefit, but only in correlation with the restoration and 

conservation of ecosystems.  

Limit the trade of disposable items in certain conservation areas until there are efficient programs for waste 

management in place. 

Limit the urban growth and population explosion. 

And at last but not the least, the implementation of social equity and family planning for proper distribution of the 

ecosystem benefits is a highly urgent task to achieve.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.40-Covered-by-garbage-124.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.41-Translocation-132.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.42-Scars-on-Earth-DSCF5043.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.43-Scars-on-Earth-IMG_1848.jpg
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Editor’s Notes: 
(1) Holism is the idea that natural systems (physical, biological, chemical, social, economic, mental, linguistic, etc.) and their properties 

should be viewed as wholes, not as collections of parts. This often includes the view that systems function as wholes and that their 

functioning cannot be fully understood solely in terms of their component parts. The term holism is derived from Ancient Greek 

holos ὅλος, meaning "all, whole, entire, total." (Wikipedia) 

(2) Entropy is a measure of biodiversity in the study of biological ecology. (Wikipedia) 

(3) An organism that feeds on and breaks down dead plant or animal matter, returning essential nutrients to the ecosystem. Detritivores 

include microorganisms such as bacteria and protists as well as larger organisms such as fungi, insects, worms, and isopod 

crustaceans. In a food chain, detritivores are primary consumers. (The Free Dictionary) 

(4) The epipedon is a layer that forms at or near the surface of the soil (or rock) and in which most of the original soil (or rock) structure 

has been destroyed. It is usually darkened by organic matter or shows evidence of eluviation, or both.  

(5) Anthropogenic means caused or produced by humans. 
 

 

O traducere a articolului “Distrugerea habitatului în Mexicul central şi implicaţiile acesteia în conservarea 

biodiversităţii (Rănile pe suprafața Pământului)”de Pedro Nájera Quezada et al. poate fi accesată în Anexă.   
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Pedro-Najera-Despre-distrugerea-habitatelor-Anexa-27.03.14.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-Habitat-destruction-Fig.44-Fires-in-the-night-IMG_0297-red-scrisa2-.jpg
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cactus genera. 

E-mail: teocallitos@live.com.mx  Facebook: Benjamin DE Coahuila  
 

 

Epithelantha of Coahuila – part 1 
 

by Benjamín Catarino Morales, Monclova, México 
 

In terms of surface, with its 152 595 km2, the Coahuila is the third largest Mexican. It is home of the largest number 

of species and subspecies belonging to the genus Epithelantha. Among the species described, in Coahuila are found 

all known species and several of their subspecies, as follows, in alphabetical order: Epithelantha bokei, Epithelantha 

cryptica, Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Epithelantha greggii subsp. polycephala, Epithelantha ilariae, 

Epithelantha micromeris, Epithelantha pachyrhiza subsp. pachyrhiza, Epithelantha pachyrhiza subsp. parvula, 

Epithelantha pachyrhiza subsp. elongata, Epithelantha pachyrhiza subsp. pulchra and Epithelantha unguispina subsp. 

unguispina. Outside the Coahuila state borders there are only Epithelantha greggii subsp. potosina and Epithelantha 

unguispina subsp. huastecana. 

Populations of all Epithelantha forms are actually so numerous, that most probably specimens will be encountered in 

almost all areas of the Coahuila state, even in urban areas where plants of this genus are witnessed today, growing in 

gardens and courtyards . 

The main target of the expeditions completed by the "guardian angel" Jos José Ángel Castillo Cano and your truly, 

was to photograph and re-categorize the various Epithelantha species and subspecies of Coahuila. We went many 

times in different locations almost everywhere in Coahuila, which was not too hard for us, given that we live in the 

central desert region of the state, namely city of Monclova. Here, in this central area, are converging the natural 

habitats of the species Epithelantha bokei, Epithelantha cryptica, Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Epithelantha 

ilariae and Epithelantha micromeris. 

For cataloging and identification of species and subspecies, we have relied upon existing literature, particularly on 

the newly published work of the Italian masters Davide Donati and Carlo Zanovello. We followed the basic principles 

and rules used in morphologic studies and, especially, the examination and investigation of areolas in juvenile 

specimens (spines form, size, colour, etc.), but our identification of species on the field is based on general aspect, 

not on fertility research or microscopic studies on the spines. As a result, we used the above mentioned source as a 

location guide of ecotypes and areas with a high degree of endemism, but also – surprisingly – we have identified 

other locations outside the distribution areas known from the scientific literature, such as Epithelantha ilariae and 

Epithelantha cryptica, found around the city of Monclova, almost near its outskirts; we also located Epithelantha 

pachyrhiza subsp. pulchra at the edges of the Predón population, in Coahuila, and Epithelantha bokei in the 

northeast of the Parras de la Fuente municipality. 
 

Editor’s note: 

All the photos by the author. 

The maps were made especially for Xerophilia by Mr. Miguel Angel Gonzalez Botello, from Guadalupe, NL, Mexico, 

Geographical Information System & Remote Sensing Consultant (GIS&RS) and President of the “Sociedad de 

Cactáceas y Suculentas del Estado de Nuevo León” - gonzalezii@gmail.com 

mailto:teocallitos@live.com.mx
mailto:gonzalezii@gmail.com
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Epithelantha bokei Benson  

Locality: El Durazno, NE Parras de la Fuente. 

Approximated altitude: 1520 m above sea level.  
Soil: mountain top; limestone.  
Associated species: Coryphantha difficilis, Ariocarpus fissuratus subsp. lloydii, Corynopuntia sp., etc.  
 

      
 

     
 

Figs. 1 - 4. Epithelantha bokei, El Durazno, NE Parras de la Fuente. 
 

 

Locality: East Monclova. 

Approximated altitude: 600 m above sea level. 

Soil: Plains, on gravel mixed with earth containing a big amount of organic compounds from decayed leaves. 

Associated species: Echinocereus pectinatus, Sclerocactus scheeri, Mammillaria heyderi, Opuntia sp. etc. 

     
 

Fig. 5, 6. Epithelantha bokei, Est Monclova. 
 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.01-BOKEI-El-Durazno.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.02-BOKEI-El-Durazno.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.03-BOKEI-El-Durazno.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.04-BOKEI-El-Durazno.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.05-BOKEI-Est-Monclova-IMG_3682.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.06-BOKEI-Est-Monclova-IMG_3687.jpg
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Fig. 7, 8. Epithelantha bokei, East Monclova. 
 

 

 

Epithelantha greggii (Eng.) Orcutt subsp. greggii  

Locality: Cuatro Ciénegas  

Approximated altitude: 740 m above sea level.  
Soil: Hills with low slopes, mountain plateaus, on coarse stone chips and gravels. 

Associated species: Echinocactus horizonthalonius, Ariocarpus fissuratus subsp. fissuratus, Coryphantha 

poselgeriana, Coryphantha pseudoechinus, Grussonia bradtiana, Escobaria strombiliformis, Echinomastus 

mariposensis, Mammillaria lasiacantha, Opuntia microdasys, Neolloydia conoidea, etc. 
 

     
 

Fig. 9, 10. Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Cuatro Cienegas. 
 

 
Locality: Sierra de la Pailla, Las Coloradas. 

Approximated altitude: 1380 m above sea level. 

Soil: Hills with low mountain slopes, on coarse stone chips and gravels. 

Associated species: Echinocactus horizonthalonius, Ariocarpus retusus, Coryphantha poselgeriana, Coryphantha 

delaetiana, Neolloydia conoidea, Coryphantha gladiispina, Grussonia bradtiana, Escobaria strombiliformis, 

Lophophora williamsii, Thelocactus bicolor subsp. bicolor, Mammillaria pottsii etc.  
  

     

      

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.07-BOKEI-Est-Monclova-IMG_3692.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.08-BOKEI-Est-Monclova-IMG_6633.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.09-GREGGII-Cuatro-Cienegas-1.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.10-GREGGII-Cuatro-Cienegas-7.jpg
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Figs. 11 - 16. Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Sierra de la Pailla, Las Coloradas. 
 

 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.11-GREGGII-Sierra-de-la-Pailla.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.13-GREGGII-Sierra-de-la-Pailla.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.14-GREGGII-Sierra-de-la-Pailla.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.15-GREGGII-Sierra-de-la-Pailla.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.16-GREGGII-Sierra-de-la-Pailla.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.12-GREGGII-Sierra-de-la-Pailla.jpg
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Locality: Monclova 

Approximated altitude: 600 m above sea level. 

Soil: around dried torrents, in clayish soil. 

Associated species: Epithelantha micromeris, Echinomastus mariposensis, Ariocarpus retusus, Sclerocactus scheeri, 

Sclerocactus brevihamatus, Corypahnta runyonii, Coriphantha speciosa, Echinocereus pectinatus, Thelocactus bicolor 

subsp. bicolor, Echinocactus textensis – a variation ‘monclovensis’ subsp. nov., etc. 
 

    
 

Fig. 17, 18. Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Monclova. 

 
Locality: Castaños 

Approximated altitude: 750 m above sea level. 

Soil: Low hills, on gravel mixed with soil containing organic compounds. 

Associated species: Epithelantha micromeris, Epithelantha cryptica, Echinocactus textensis, Sclerocactus scheeri, 

Thelocactus bicolor subsp. bicolor, etc. 
 

      
 

      
 

Figs. 19 - 22. Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Castaños. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.17-GREGGII-Monclova.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.18-GREGGII-Monclova.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.19-GREGGII-Castanos.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.20-GREGGII-Castanos.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.21-GREGGII-Castanos.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.22-GREGGII-Castanos.jpg
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Locality: Hipólito 

 

Approximated altitude: 1380 m above 

sea level. 

Soil: Low hills and gentle slopes, on 

gravel mixed with soil containing 

organic compounds. 

 

Associated species: Echinocactus 

horizonthalonius, Thelocactus bicolor 

subsp. bicolor, Lophophora williamsii, 

Coryphantha salinensis, Coryphantha 

difficilis, Neolloydia conoidea, etc. 
 

 
 

Fig. 23. Epithelantha greggii subsp. 
greggii, Hipólito. 

 

 

 

 

 

Epithelantha cryptica D. Donati & C. Zanovello sp. nov 

 

Locality: Monclova 

Approximated altitude: 600 m above sea level. 

Soil: Hills with low slopes, on gravel mixed with soil 

containing organic compounds. 

 

Associated species: Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, 

Echinocereus pectinatus, Echinocereus enneacanthus, 

Coryphantha macromeris, Sclerocactus scheeri, 

Echinomastus mariposensis etc. 

 
   

Fig. 24, 25. Epithelantha cryptica, Monclova. 
 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.24-CRYPTICA-Monclova.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.23-GREGGII-Hipolito.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.25-CRYPTICA-Monclova.jpg
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Locality: Castaños 

Approximated altitude: 750 m above sea level.  
Soil: Low hills and gentle slopes, on gravel mixed with soil containing organic compounds. 

Associated species: Epithelantha greggii subsp. greggii, Echinocereus pectinatus, Echinocereus enneacanthus, 

Sclerocactus scheeri etc. 
 

   

      
 

 
 

Figs. 26 - 28. Epithelantha cryptica, Castaños. 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.26-CRYPTICA-Castanos.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.27-CRYPTICA-Castanos.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.28-CRYPTICA-Castanos.jpg
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Epithelantha pachyrhiza subsp. pulchra D. Donati & C. Zanovello 

Locality: Paredón. 

Approximated altitude: 770 m above sea level. 

Soil: torrent dried bed, on sand, clay and rocky slope walls.  
Associated species: Echinocactus horizonthalonius, Coryphantha salinensis, Echinocereus stramineus, Astrophytum 

capricorne subsp. minor, Mammillaria plumosa etc. 
 

     
 

     
 

 
 

Figs. 29 - 33. Epithelantha pachyrhiza subsp. pulchra, Paredón. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.29-PULCHRA-Paredon.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.30-PULCHRA-Paredon.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.31-PULCHRA-Paredon.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.32-PULCHRA-Paredon.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.33-PULCHRA-Paredon.jpg
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Epithelantha ilariae D. Donati & C. Zanovello 

Locality: North Monclova 

Approximated altitude: 570 m above sea level. 

Soil: Semi-elevated slopes, between rocks on gravels mixed with earth containing organic compounds.  

Associated species: Mammillaria lasiacantha, Coryphantha sp., Echinocereus enneacanthus, etc.  
 

      
 

 
 

 

Figs. 34 - 36. Epithelantha illariae, North Monclova. 
 

1 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.34-ILARIAE-North-Monclova.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.35-ILARIAE-North-Monclova.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Epithelantha-Fig.36-ILARIAE-North-Monclova.jpg
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Despite their spines: Mexican cacti under threat 

 

by Gabriel Millán Garduño , Cuernavaca, Morelos, México 
 

For decades, the looters had no rest. Every day, these characters travel to the desert areas of the country to get 

plants. Mexican and foreigners alike, they ransack cacti from their natural habitats, motivated by profit or simply by 

the satisfaction they get of having them. 

This is an old problem and sadly examples like this are abundant: in a newsletter from October 2011, the Attorney 

General of the Republic declared that federal police had arrested two Germans, 51 and respectively 71 years old, at 

the Mexico City airport, while they were just about to board a flight to Madrid. In four suitcases, whose final 

destination was Frankfurt, carrying 543 cactus specimens taken from their habitats, some endangered and others 

subject to special protection. 

      
 

Fig. 1, 2. Wild Stenocactus coptogonus for sale in a municipal market of San Luis Potosí (SLP).  
Ferocactus latispinus, Soledad Graciano, SLP. 

 

In December of the same year I witnessed the commercialization of wild specimens in a market from Puebla. Two 

large spherical cacti, with fierce red spines and naked roots were for sale, as well as dozens of small white spined 

globular cacti. The large ones were Ferocactus latispinus specimens and small were Mammillaria haageana. Months 

later, I found Coryphantha elephantidens on sale in a farmers' market from Morelos, along with broom sticks, beans 

and corn. These three species are protected by Mexican law and international law for wildlife trafficking as well. 

However, all were slashed and taken from their habitats and offered for sale. 
 

     
 

Fig. 3, 4. Seized cacti (dead now) at the UASLP (Universidad Autónoma de San Luis Potosí) glasshouse.  
Seized Ferocactus pilosus at the UASLP glasshouse. 

 

Ecology - Biology - Conservation 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Prezentare-Gabriel-Millan.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Poze-nr.8-Mexican-cacti-under-threat-nr.01-Stenocactus-coptogonus.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Poze-nr.8-Mexican-cacti-under-threat-nr.02-Ferocactus-latispinus-.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Poze-nr.8-Mexican-cacti-under-threat-nr.03-Seized-cacti-.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Poze-nr.8-Mexican-cacti-under-threat-nr.04-Seized-cacti-.jpg
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The harvesting and selling of wild species is a nationally and internationally documented fact. According to a 2003 

publication of the TRAFFIC initiative of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF for its acronym in English), cacti traffic brings 

large profits. According to the report, during the decades of the eighties and nineties, about 42 thousand Ferocactus 

cylindraceus plants were collected and sold illegally to be used in the production of citron, a traditional Mexican sweet. 

     
 

Fig. 5, 6. Mammillaria sp. growing among rubble, Soledad Graciano, SLP.  
Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, Soledad Graciano, SLP. 

 

Besides illegal collection, cacti face devastating threats as a result of urbanization and land use change. First of all 

there is no consensus: for the government and for some social organizations, extraction and illegal trade are 

presented as the major risks, while for researchers and collectors, it seems that the change in land use and habitat 

destruction are the main endangerments. 

The characteristics of these plants do not seem to contribute to their intransience. First, grow exclusively in the 

Americas and in many ways are so different from other plants that they are considered exotic. The Cactaceae family 

includes about 2000 species, some restricted to small geographic areas, or isolated locations, or very specific 

environmental conditions (there are species that only grow in cracks in mountains made of gypsum). The greatest 

concentration of species (40%) is found in Mexico, with about 850 species. Of that number, 70% are endemic to the 

country. As they are native to arid and semi-arid regions, cacti have developed unusual adaptations, such as lack of 

leaves, spines or developed the capacity to store water in their tissues and withstand long periods without rain. They 

have a metabolism that makes the most of what little moisture they can capture, but this comes at a price: it limits 

their growth rate. For some genera, such as Ariocarpus, Strombocactus, Aztekium and Turbinicarpus, may take two to 

three years for a small plant to reach a centimeter in diameter. Coincidentally, these same genera are very popular 

with cactus collectors and, therefore, are more vulnerable and suffer to a greater degree from illegal collection, and 

it will take many years before a plant reaches the size of the specimens which are usually extracted from the habitat. 

      

  Fig. 7, 8. Removed Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, Soledad Graciano, SLP. 
 Ariocarpus bravoanus at the type locality after being looted.  
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  Fig. 9, 10. Wild Echeveria agavoides for sale in SLP capital city (left). 
 A huge pile of wild Sedum ebracteatum for sale in SLP capital city (right). 

 

According to the National Commission for the use of Biodiversity (Comisión Nacional para el uso de la Biodiversidad - 

CONABIO), much of the "endangered species found belong to small populations, have limited distribution, or are 

newly discovered species to science, so we know very little of their biology." 

*** 

Chatting with a German collector and expert on Mexican 

cacti, he told me he loves Mexico, its cuisine, its people 

and, especially, its cacti. He has traveled the country 37 

times and visited every time the desert areas in search of 

wild cacti to take them with him to Germany, well, not 

physically, but in pictures. In a website, created to share 

photos of his travels, he has hosted more than 5000 

images, mostly of cacti. According to him, the illegal 

collection and trafficking are not real threats: “I think that 

only few and stupid cactophiles will risk transporting 

Mexican cacti to Germany. It's very expensive if the police 

realize you’re smuggling cacti at the border. In addition, 

we have enough stores to buy plants and seeds for 99% of 

the Mexican cacti, legally.” Do you think the illegal traffic 

is not a big problem, compared with habitat destruction, I 

ask? “I think that the destruction of habitats comes mainly 

from building new roads, homes and perhaps from 

extending farmlands. For example, 10 years ago I found a 

location with hundreds of Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, 

two years later in the same place there is a huge orchard, 

and all Ariocarpus plants have disappeared. I think that 

less than 1% of Mexican cacti arrive illegally to 

cactophiles. They just want plants Ariocarpus, 

Astrophytum and Turbinicarpus, which are growing more 

slowly.” 

Moreover, Oscar Ricardo García Rubio, professor at the 

Autonomous University of Querétaro (Universidad 

Autónoma de Querétaro  - UAQ), ensures that converting 

a natural zone into a settlement, in an industrial, 

agricultural or livestock area, has the greatest impact on 

the loss of species, although in many cases it is claimed 

that devastation by illegal harvesting is what most affects. 

 

 
Figs. 11 – 13. Thelocactus bicolor and Opuntia sp. growing 

between garbage in El Huizache, SLP (top). 
Thelocactus bicolor growing between garbage in El 

Huizache, SLP. A young Thelocactus bicolor (bottom). 
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“Generally it is considered that collections of plants do the most damage, and it is true to a certain extent, but only 

when the population of a given species is very small. If, for example, the population was of only 100 specimens and 

someone takes 20 plants, this represents a steep and very significant decrease of the headcount. A variation of this 

practice we have seen in our field is the collection of seeds. We have found collectors, mainly European, looking for 

plants, marking them with a GPS [geo satellite positioning] device and leave. Then, by the time the seed production is 

ripe, they return to collect seed without running the risk of being arrested for wildlife trafficking. However, by 

gathering the fruits these collectors virtually quash the possibility that the seeds fall to the ground and germinate, 

giving rise to a new individual. What seems a harmless practice is really not!”  One study of Ricardo García Rubio 

found that thousands of seeds are needed to be released into the environment, so that a single new plant could 

grow. "In the case of Mammillaria mathildae, a small cactus native of Queretaro, about 4,500 seeds are needed for a 

single new plant to establish. Each fruit produces in average 26 seeds, so almost 180 fruits are required to propagate 

a single cactus. " 
*** 

           
 

Fig. 14, 15. Mammillaria sp. mutilated by grazing animals, Guadalcazar, SLP.  
Livestock manure with beetles, Guadalcazar, SLP. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16. Gypsum mined at the type locality of Ariocarpus bravoanus, Guadalcazar, SLP. 
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While the discussion about which activity is more harmful to biodiversity continues and the picture becomes bleaker, 

many players join forces in the country in favor of the conservation of cacti. At the government level, strategies that 

have an effect on biodiversity conservation have been promoted, such as the inclusion of Mexico in the Convention 

on the International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) from 1991, the further development in 2010 of the NOM- 

059- SEMARNAT- 2010 for environmental protection of native species of Mexico wildlife into risk categories, and the 

establishment of new protected areas and conservation of existing ones. While work is being done about it, by itself, 

the government is far from being able guarantee the survival of plant and animal species, which increases the need 

to strengthen the strategy for preserving ecosystems and biodiversity, since the entire environmental imbalance has 

a direct impact on our lives. Meanwhile, civil society and academia are also undertaking important works in regards 

to conservation. In 2001, when the then-worker of the Federal Electricity Commission, Manuel Nevarez, took 

pictures in Nuevo León of the flora inhabiting the area where later on they would install power lines, he found on the 

ground, hidden by bushes, branches and leaves, an almost imperceptible plant, strange and a bit like some cacti but 

substantially different. -I had never seen that plant and suspected it was something new, but was not sure. “When I 

took it to a botanist expert [Carlos Velazco], his reaction was awesome, joyful, and effusive. The moment he saw it, he 

knew we had discovered a new species ... not only a new species, but a new genus.” At this time, to discover a new 

species is not a common occurrence, by contrast, it is something that hardly happens. After the discovered new 

species is being reported and described, the name of the new species will always be quoted with the surname of who 

discovered it, at any time, anywhere in the world.   
 

 
 

     
 

Figs. 17 – 19. A huge quarry in Guadalcazar, SLP (top). Road crossing a locality of Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, Soledad 
Graciano, SLP (left). Narrow dirtroad in Guadalcazar, SLP (right). 
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Following the event, along with Manuel Nevárez, Carlos Velazco became known as the discoverers of Digitostigma 

caput-medusae a cactus species and genus never before encountered in the wild, catching quickly the attention of 

domestic and foreign collectors. After publication, recording and a series of procedures, Carlos Velazco founded the 

Digitostigma Project, an initiative intending to artificially reproduce enough specimens of this plant to cover the 

needs of a demanding market, driven by trailblazers that threatened to get what they wanted, legally, or not. 
 

“When we published the article and described the new species, we did not make public the location of the plant, in 

order to protect it. But given the history of the discovery data, someone tied ropes, he joined the signs and the little 

information that were mentioned and finally found the place and ransacked it. Yes the amount of plants dwindled, 

but the species still remains in habitat.” 
 

      
 

Fig. 20, 21. Echinocactus platyacanthus growing on mining rock waste, Guadalcazar, SLP.  
More mining rock waste, Guadalcazar, SLP. 

 

Carlos Velazco explains that 10 years after the discovery, the demand has decreased. Also says that the biology of 

Digitostigma makes it very conducive to reproduce artificially, either grafted, by cuttings or seed. “In the beginning 

there were many plant exports, mainly to Europe and USA. However, artificial propagation helped stop the massive 

looting that could have been triggered. Now Digitostigma is a very commonly traded item, you can find it offered all 

over the internet, in Italy, Japan, the United States, and so on ... would now people ask me to acquire specimens for 

them? No, they can find it in their countries, in other cities, or even if they live in… there’s always someone who has it 

and can sell it.” 
 

      
 

Fig. 22, 23. At a rock quarry in Guadalcazar, SLP (left). 
Soon there will be an open mine here. Guadalcazar, SLP (right). 

More mining rock waste, Guadalcazar, SLP 
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On a different front, Ricardo García, researcher at the Autonomous University of Queretaro (Universidad Autónoma de 

Queretaro – UAQ) conducted a successful project to propagate and reintroduce Mammillaria mathiladae. In a joint 

work with other sectors, the project ensured the existence of a protected area, where once propagated, plants could be 

reintroduced into the habitat first. Through highly innovative methods of in vitro and tissue culture propagation in 

mycorrhizal and aeroponics laboratories, in only 10 months Ricardo García’s team managed to obtain specimens 

comparable to three years old plants in the wild. After being subjected to a process of stress, plants were reintroduced 

in the protected area, and after that on average 9 out of 10 reintroduced Mammillaria survived and entered the 

reproductive phase. For now, they apply the same method to three species: Turbinicarpus alonsoi, Strombocactus 

diciformis var. esperanzae and Turbinicarpus pseudomacrochele. According to the researcher the same may be 

replicable for other plants, not necessarily cacti, providing a strong hope for the future of plant conservation work. 
 

 

Despite their fierce spines, Mexican cacti remain under a constant threat. They are in a race that they seem to lose, 

but eventually only the main destroyers, us, will make the difference between going extinct or survive. Meanwhile, 

governmental, social, collectors and researchers organizations formulate strategies to raise awareness about the 

importance of preserving the wealth and diversity of the cactus family in our country, a group of plants immersed in 

our culture since pre-Hispanic times.  

 

În ciuda spinilor lor: cactușii mexicani în pericol! 
 

de Gabriel Millán Garduño, Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexic 
 

(traducere prescurtată) 
 

De mai multe decenii jefuitorii habitatelor, mexicani și străini, nu au odihnă, fiind motivați de dorința de a obține un 

profit sau de satisfacția dată de posesia plantelor. Exemple sunt destule – de la cetățeni germani arestați pe 

aeroportul din Mexico City (pe când se îmbarcau pentru Frankfurt via Madrid cu patru valize conținând 543 de 

cactuși), până la zecile de specimene sălbatice (Mammillaria haageana, Coryphantha elephantidens, Ferocactus 

latispinus etc. -  toate specii protejate) vândute de localnici într-o piață din Pueblo. Conform unui raport din 2003 al 

WWF în anii 1980 și 1990, aproximativ 42.000 de exemplare de Ferocactus cylindraceus au fost colectate ilegal și 

vândute pentru producția de citron, o băutura tradițională mexicană. În afară de colectarea ilegală, cactușii mai sunt 

amenintați și de efectele devastatoare ale urbanizării și modificării în utilizarea fondului funciar. Aici nu există 

consens: în timp ce guvernul și unele organizații sociale consideră colectarea ilegală ca fiind principalul risc, 

cercetătorii și colecționarii cred că distrugerea habitatului este cel mai acut pericol. 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Prezentare-Gabriel-Millan.pdf
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Cactușii cresc numai în cele două Americi și sunt mult deosebiți de alte plante considerate exotice. Familia Cactaceae 

conține aproximativ 2000 de specii, unele cu distribuție foarte restrânsă sau izolată și care necesită de multe ori 

condiții de mediu specific (de exemplu cresc în fisurile blocurilor de ghips). Mexicul cunoaște cea mai mare 

concentrare de specii - 850 (40% din total), din care 70% endemice. Întrucât cresc în condiții aride și semi-aride,  ei 

au dezvoltat adaptări specifice (spinii) și și-au modelat metabolismul astfel încât să reziste perioade îndelungate 

fără ploaie. Ca urmare, au un ritm de creștere foarte încet, unele genuri (Ariocarpus, Strombocactus, Aztekium și 

Turbinicarpus) având nevoie de 3 ani pentru a atinge 1 cm în diametru. Întâmplător, tocmai aceste specii sunt cele 

mai căutate de colecționari și prin urmare sunt cele mai expuse. Multe specii au încă o biologie puțin studiată sau 

chiar aproape necunoscută. 
  

Am discutat cu un colecționar german expert în cactușii mexicani, care a călătorit de 37 de ori în Mexic, dar numai 

pentru a “colecta” fotografii – peste 5000 de imagini cu cactuși. El consideră că este o prostie să riști transportul 

ilegal de cactuși din Mexic în Germania, deoarece devine usturător de scump dacă ești prins de poliția de 

frontieră. În plus,99%  din  cactușii  mexicani  pot  fi  cumpărați  legal,  din  alte  surse.  Dar, în același timp 

adevăratul pericol este restrângerea habitatului. Cu 10 ani în urmă, a descoperit o locație cu sute de Ariocarpus 

kotschoubeyanus; 2 ani mai târziu în același loc era o livadă. Mai mult, Oscar Ricardo García Rubio, professor la 

Universitatea Autonoma din Querétaro, consideră că o colectare ilegală poate crea probleme numai în populații mici; 

dacă din 100 de exemplare sunt colectate 20 apare un dezechilibru. O alternativă este colectarea de semințe. La 

populațiile descoperite (în general de către europeni) sunt marcate coordonatele GPS, colecționarii revenind numai 

când semințele sunt bune de cules. Nu este însă o practică inofensivă: în natură este nevoie de germinarea a mii de 

semințe pentru a se obține o plantă adultă. Studii efectuate pe Mammillaria mathildae au confirmat că, în cazul 

acestei specii, sunt necesare 4.500 de semințe, adică aproximativ 180 de fructe, pentru a propaga un singur 

specimen. 
 

La nivel guvernamental se manifestă de asemenea interesul pentru adoptarea unor strategii pentru conservarea 

biodiversității. Astfel, în 1991 Mexic a aderat la CITES, iar în 2010 a adoptat un nou normativ pentru protecția și 

conservarea speciilor de animale și plante native. 
 

În 2001, în timpul unor prospecții pentru Comisia Federală de Electricitate, Manuel Nevárez a descoperit ceea ce s-a 

dovedit a fi o specie nouă: Digitostigma caput-medusae, descrisă ulterior împreună cu Carlos Velazco. După o serie de 

formalități, a fost înființată Digitostigma Project – o inițiativă destinată reproducerii artificiale a speciei, în număr 

suficient de mare pentru a satisface cererea într-o piață modelată de aventurieri deciși să obțină tot ce doresc, legal sau 

ilegal. Când a fost publicată descrierea nu a fost dezvăluită și locația; totuși, punând puținele informații cap la cap, 

cineva a descoperit-o și a început devalizarea. Da, numărul de exemplare a fost redus drastic, dar specia mai există în 

natură. Carlos Velazco explică cum, după 10 ani, cererea s-a diminuat. Digitostigma poate fi propagată cu ușurință, prin 

butași, altoire sau semințe. Inițial s-au exportat multe plante, mai ales către Europa și SUA. Propagarea artificială a 

stopat însă potențiala devalizare masivă a habitatului, întrucât specia este oferită spre vânzare pretutindeni. Nimeni nu 

mai este interesat de specimene din habitat dacă poate găsi planta respectivă uneori chiar și în orașul natal. 
 

În mod similar Ricardo García, cercetător la Universitatea Autonomă din Queretaro, a condus cu succes un proiect de 

propagare artificială și reintroducere în habitat a Mammillaria mathiladae. Prin cultura in vitro în numai 10 luni au 

fost obținute plante comparabile cu specimene din habitat având 3 ani. După un proces de adaptare la stress, 

plantele au fost introduse în habitat unde au avut o rată de atingere a fazei adulte de 9 din 10.  În prezent aceeași 

metodă este folosită și în cazul altor 3 specii (Turbinicarpus alonsoi, Strombocactus diciformis var. esperanzae și 

Turbinicarpus  pseudomacrochele)  și  este  aplicabilă  și  pentru  alte  grupe  de  plante,  nu  numai  pentru  cactuși, 

constituind o speranță pentru viitorul muncii de conservare. 
 

În ciuda spinilor lor ascuțiți și periculoși, cactușii mexicani sunt amenintați în permanență. Poate că lupta pare 

pierdută, dar în ultimă instanță, numai cei care îi distrug (adică noi, oamenii) pot face într-adevăr diferența 

între supraviețuire și extincție. Între timp organizații guvernamentale, sociale, colecționari și cercetători 

formulează strategii pentru conștientizarea oamenilor în privința importanței conservării bogăției și diversității 

biologice a cactaceelor din Mexic, plante atât de contopite cu cultura locală încă din vremuri pre-hispanice.    
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Via Indolence, from Indecency to Impudence  

 
by Dag Panco, Țegheș, Romania 

 
 

 
 

Following the article from No. 4 (7) - December 2013, I thought I have no longer anything to say about this 

subject, except perhaps to ascertain the dilapidated state of the species or its extinction. 

Therefore, I would not have written just to let you know that in addition to the Czech Republic, Thailand and Japan 

(Link 4), now such plants are offered in Poland yet ... and even without roots (Link 1; Link 2; Link 3) ... But petty posts 

on Facebook - this place has become for some a tool to express indecency - and a blog of a reputed and recognized 

member of the cactophile community in the Czech Republic today, forces me to expose the lack of common sense of 

those who, dissatisfied with the immoral profits they have, even brag publicly about. Even if we already have been 

habituated to see how they frolic freely on the www, taking advantage of the total impunity of the much too 

indolent authorities, we are shocked instead to see that they enjoy the admiration and silent envy of the great 

majority of viewers. This is - perhaps - the worst thing, because such a silent admiration becomes a vain boasting 

vector that can flourish, fructify and - especially – become the spreading vector, creating proselytes even among 

those who cannot afford  them and stay out,  considering the amount of money needed for the purchase of plants or 

seeds smuggled from the habitat is not exactly petty cash.  

How can we consider a hobbyist who comes out to thank publicly to someone, because he was gifted by that person 

with four stolen plants (Link 5)? How is it possible?! How can we classify the action of a certain Facebook group 

member, who recently came and posted emphatically a picture of two recently purchased plants, obviously removed 

from nature? How can we classify, other than admiring envy, those likes and replies that have welcomed the 

purchase? It was necessary for a group of people to take action, and as a result - after almost 24 hours – that person 

to be excluded from the group and his posting to be deleted. And it was a long day, indeed! A day in which people, 

without a minimal environmental protection knowledge or education, popped in, have seen, and have shared the 

image, spreading the "I want one too" virus (Link 6; Link 7; Link 8). How can we label the attitude of one who, despite 

the fact that we posted screenshots of his blog, both on our Facebook page and  magazine fans group, 

proving that he is guilty of "wholesale" selling seeds Aztekium valdezii, which is completely illegal today, continues to do 

the same, constantly updating the blog and posing as connoisseur of the species (Link 9; Link 10)...? How can we call 

someone’s stupid gesture of posting on Facebook photos of the first Aztekium valdezii flowering in captivity - obviously 

plants originating from habitat ... supplementing the album (if that wasn’t enough!) with a series of pictures of Copipoa 

cinerea still bearing the unmistakable mark of their natural authenticity (Link 11; Link 12; Link 13)? 

If public exposure of things and facts that one should not brag may be considered indecency, in turn the express 

desire to be recognized as such, displaying a cheeky indifference to the public opinion, and even more, trying to brag 

with the impunity and with the satisfaction of shocking the viewers, takes on a whole new name: the act of rampant 

and ostentatious exhibitionism is impunity! 

 and its loyal fans stand firmly not only against habitat destruction, but also against the plunder of the 

natural heritage of the countries where these plants were taken captive from! 

 will make subject of public disapproval, at any time, both indecency and impunity! 

And last but not least,  is acknowledging the indolence of the all too bored and self-sufficient authorities! 

Originalul în limba română poate fi accesat în Anexă. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Aztekium valdezii dossier 
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Miklós Ficzere 
My name is Miklós Ficsere and I live in Debrecen, Hungary. I am a professional 
agronomist specializing in food trade. That means I'm primarily dealing in agro-food 
commodity markets. Because of this, I have a true professional connection with the 
plant world only my garden where I grow about 2000 different plants for the 
enjoyment of my family and friends. The most important collections from my garden 
consist mostly of  hardy cacti and succulents (Yucca, Sedum, Sempervivum, Crassula, 
Rosularia, Orostachys, Delosperma and several other genera), but also of a selection of 
alpine plants (Hemerocallis, Iris, Hosta). Pines are represented by some 80 individuals, 
the majority of them being small growing species. I am particularly interested in those 
plants that, in theory, should not resist to the winter climatic conditions in our area. 
Creating and maintaining  an environment conducive to these plants is a serious task. 
However, because lack of space I have managed to grow so far only 17 Yucca taxa 
outdoors during winter. I suppose that Cupressus sempervirens (Mediterranean 

Cypress) growing in my garden comes from the northern areal of this genus. This plant is the only one left after sowing 8 
kg of seeds and  is now 7 metres tall. Tracking growth of plants in the garden while still learning leads to practices that are 
not found in the literature or contradict what is written there, both in terms of culture and propagation. The most 
delightful surprises have been offered to me by cacti and alpine plants. It turned out that some Pediocactus species may 
successfully be overwintered outdoors  in our climatic conditions. I am the Vice President of Magyar Kaktusz és Pozsgás 
Társaság (Hungarian Cactus and Succulent Society http://kaktusz-es-pozsgas-tarsasag.hu) and Chief Editor of the 
Debreceni Pozsgástár magazine (Receptaculum Succulentarum Debreceniense, Hungaria). I also holdjng presentations on 
horticulture, viticulture and winemaking.  

 
 Cacti and succulents at -23 oC (*)  

 

by Miklós Ficzere, Debrecen, Hungary 
 

Presenting my rock garden. For more than 15 years I had in care plants suitable for rock gardens; well, plants for 
which the particular climate and soil type of my home area appeared to correspond. I have used therefore these 
plants for setting up a rock garden. The term "rock garden plants" seems inappropriate to me because much of the 
plant world lives on inauspicious land, on rocky surfaces. For this reason I consider this expression rather a biased 
commercial invention. 
 

     
 

Fig. 1, 2. Snippets of the large rock garden, which  is not covered in winter. Outdoors planted succulents  in the foreground. 
In the background is Maihuenia poeppigii and purple flowered  Delosperma sp. They stay permanently outdoors. 

 

The real merit does not  lie with me on how I built the rock garden, but with the plants being forced to survive at the 

limit of their endurance, some just hanging on to life. Along with alpine, subalpine perennial and herbaceous plants, 

particularly challenging are the cacti and succulents, several of the species over-wintering outdoors. To appreciate 

the true value of their resilience and survival abilities of these plants, one should know first the conditions that are 

offered in my garden and compare them to the conditions of their natural habitat. 

Botanical Gardens & Collections 
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I live in Debrecen, which is the second largest city of Hungary, in the old city centre. The city is located in a fertile  

lowland area without rivers, lakes or fresh water sources whatsoever, and without any rocky areas around a range of 

80-100 km. While I’m writing these lines the outside thermometer displays 38 oC. 

      
 

Fig. 3, 4. Echinocereus coccineus, the flower has a special touch (left). Echinocereus with Opuntia in the background (right). 
 

      

Fig. 5, 6. Maihuenia poeppigii forms a spreading mat. Needs trimming every now and then.  
Opuntia rodacantha, a big sized plant, but such a wonderful flower! 

 

      
 

Fig. 7, 8. Crassula setulosa grows in the rock fissures. Opuntia fragilis. 
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Climatic features. The average number of sunshine hours in Debrecen is around 1960, but this number may vary from 

year to year. However, over the last decades the annual 

rainfall levels seem to drop, being now around 540 mm. 

The highest rainfall is in June, while the lowest levels are 

reached between January and March – under all forms 

snow, sleet or rain. The coolest month is January (the 

lowest temperature measured was - 30.2 oC), while the 

hottest is  July. Generally in summer the extreme daytime 

temperatures become more and more frequent and 

persistent, exceeding for days in a row +40 oC. While we 

talk extremes: I remember that in 2013 temperatures 

started to increase significantly  after the 20th of February, 

forcing me to start outdoor plantings and remove all the 

protection covers of outdoor plants; however, after the 

15th of March winter returned for two weeks with 

temperatures of -15 oC and a 15 cm thick snow cover! In 

the end this was actually the coldest period of the entire 

2012/13 winter. 
  
 

Fig. 9.  The succulent section of the other large rock garden. 
 

 

Thanks to these characteristics, the vegetation period of 

outdoor cultivated cacti is restricted very much. It starts 

in early May and by late August plants already show 

signs of preparing for the winter dormancy.  

The characteristic of the soil. I refer here only to the area occupied by the garden and by my plants. The black top 

layer is about 20 cm deep, and is rich in humus and other organic compounds. Underneath there is a layer of sand, 

which is quite permeable.  As a result, in summer the top layer dries out quickly. During autumn and spring it rains 

consistent and in winter it gets even worse and the permeability no longer works. Probably because in this area 

there were already settlements dating 400-500 years ago, over the centuries the earth was mixed repeatedly with 

lime, so that the lime content is quite high, the soil having a high pH (it is alkaline).  
 

    
 

Fig. 10, 11.  Spring flowers 1 and 2. In the background is Yucca gilbertiana, and behind it Yucca nana. 
 

How did I chose thesite for the rock garden? The conditions described above are suitable just for some of the plants 

planted in the rock garden. I had to look for places where micro-climatic spots corresponded more or less to the 

requirements of some succulent plants and cacti that were to stay outside in winter, summer being no real problem 

for years, although lately things have changed. Unfortunately in recent years summer started to raise serious 
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problems as well. Affected by high temperatures and heat are particularly some succulents, including the large 

Sempervivum collection totalling over 300 taxa. To protect them I am now forced to use shading cloth. I had to move 

the Rosularia species to shady places. Observing the 

conditions and the micro-climatic niches around, I chose 

five different places where, over the years, I have 

arranged rock gardens especially for succulent plants.  

Fig. 12. Echinocereus reichenbachii v. albispinus and 
Echinocereus viridiflorus 

 

Factors that I followed when choosing the sites! Most 

importantly, the exposure to sun! The site needs to 

benefit from this all throughout the day, as much as 

possible. If this condition exists, the chosen place will 

surely be also the driest. I found two such places in my 

garden where the fence is built of brick, facing north. The 

beneficial role of this fence is observed in winter when 

cold air is obstructed above the ground and reflected 

sunlight provides for a slightly higher air temperature in 

that particular area. I improved the soil permeability 

around by incorporating crushed brick, well cleaned and 

with all the mortar residues removed, gravel and 

perforated drainage bricks. The lawn adjacent to the rock 

garden was planted with evergreen 

shrubs in such a way that they do not 

keep shade during the day. 

Fig. 13. Austrocactus philippii  
is a slow grower. 

 
 

The idea of planting some cacti 

popped after that the area under some 

tall evergreen shrubs can provide 

suitable conditions for a rock garden, as long as the plants receive enough sunlight from the east and south. Taking 

into account the specific site and following my idea, I chose two places in the garden to establish two rock gardens.           

                   
 

 

Fig. 14, 15.  Opuntia clavata. Needs trimming as well.  
Escobaria missouriensis v. caespitosa and Escobaria vivipara v. neomexicana. 
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One was under an European spruce (Picea abies), 

the other one under an Arizona cypress (Cupressus 

glabra - synonym Cupressus arizonica). Due to their 

very large crownthe two rock gardens are sheltered 

and receive low precipitations, especially in winter, 

which is very important. Under Picea abies the soil 

was so dry every summer, that nothing else survived 

too long. It seemed just the ideal  spot for cacti.  
 

Fig. 16. Escobaria dasyacantha has a wonderful, 
white flower. 

 
 

 

 

The idea proved to be good today, after almost ten 

years, many of the cacti planted back then being still 

alive. I did not change the soil structure under two 

evergreen shrubs, both carrying on with their life 

cycles normally, but surprisingly is that I must water 

here starting to kick-start the vegetation on these rock 

gardens.   
 

Fig. 17. Echinocereus triglochidiatus v. marconsinii (?).  
I got it under this name. 

 
 

However, I didn’t consider one thing that caused me 

much trouble, especially in the first year: the evergreen shrubs lose their dead leaves and produce a lot of debris 

from the withered flowers, so that the two rock gardens 

have to be cleaned quite often. This is an operation that 

cannot be done with a broom so I made a change to a 

leaf blower by attaching an adapter, a narrow tube that 

can be easily slipped between the individual plants. 
 

Fig. 18, 19. Cacti with flowering Delosperma in the background. The cheap Winter roof that can be re-used several times. 
Under the fence is Yucca aloifolia x Y. glauca. The picture was taken on March 16, 2013. 

 

I built my fifth rock garden by matching few travertine slabs and which is placed, especially in winter, in a shady 

place. It turned out to be an experiment which provided the most surprises. I easily planted few small seedling, only 

few  months old,  in travertine debris without using any  soil mixture and they developed very nice since. 
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The rocks used in my rock gardens. I already mentioned 

that  Debrecen is situated on flat lowlands, with no hills 

nearby. Therefore I needed to choose the rocks and 

stones and carry them home by car, from distant hills 

form 100-150 km away. It wasn’t an easy job, but the 

beauty and uniqueness of some of the stones carried 

back home compensates the effort, proving also to be an 

excellent physical exercise. My garden soil is calcareous, 

90% of stones are limestone, 10% is rhyolite I was lucky 

to find at only 80-90 km distance, and there is a small 

amount of travertine. Who knows travertine, appreciates 

this is a soft rock, which is why I surrounded it in my rock 

gardens with rhyolite rocks built in to prevent crushing 

the travertine edges if someone would trample on it. In 

addition, by placing the two rock types close together, I 

found the best of both is highlighted considering also the 

plants growing between them. I also took into account 

the claim usually found in the specialty literature, that 

the most rich and varied vegetation grows on massive 

limestone slabs. 
 

Fig. 20. The rock garden under the Cupressus glabra. 
 

The plants and the -23 oC. The lowest temperature my cacti and succulents were exposed to while in the rock garden 

was -23 oC. It happened during two consecutive winters.  

 
 

 
Figs. 21 - 23. Cacti planted in the cracks of the counterfort.  Thriving Echinocerei, Echinocereus coccineus withstands the 

neighborhood of Cupressus glabra. 
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The first time it was in 2005, when on or around January 

20th came a cold snap which lasted almost two weeks ; 

even during the day the temperature remained below -15 oC! 

This phenomenon was repeated the following year, but a 

little later, from the 10th of February onwards. However, in 

both cases there were only a few patches of snow in the 

garden so that there was no protection from a snow 

blanket whatsoever. Winters here are characterized by 

longer or shorter spells of freezing cold temperatures 

around -15 oC, with the soil usually covered with snow 

blanket from a few to 50 cm, with frequent snow falls or 

rains when a bit warmer.  
 

Fig. 24. The travertine rock garden under the Picea abies. 
 

When the snow starts to melt, water is going to form a 

small puddle around the plant’s collet or stem base;  

during the night this can freeze and strain. However, in 

many cases the plants are destroyed by becoming 

waterlogged, and not because of negative temperatures. I 

could enumerate many other cases of extreme 

temperatures my rock garden plants must endure to 

survive, but I think these examples are sufficient. 
     

 

 

 

Figs. 25 – 27. Escobaria sneedii subsp. leei,  thriving plants and a very interesting Echinocereus russanthus (?) flower. 
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Fig. 28, 29. The amazing travertine - Pediocactus and the somewhat more demanding Escobaria.  
Pediocactus knowltonii and Pediocactus simpsonii. I wonder what they feed on?  

 

I have in my rock gardens the following cactus genera: Escobaria, Echinocereus, Maihuenia, Austrocactus, Opuntia, 

Pediocactus, Cylindropuntia. The hardiest species are Opuntia and Cylindropuntia. Being sizeable species, I have 

gradually reduced their number but still there are 12 different taxa present. Due to the little space I have available, a 

specimen of Cylindropuntia imbricata is grown somewhat similar to the vines, tied to a tutor, periodically cutting and 

tying its limbs, although these operations can be quite dangerous and are not fun at all.  

 

The Genus Pediocactus is represented by: P. despanii, P. 

simpsonii, and P. knowltonii; the Genus Echinocereus is 

represented by: E. viridiflorus, E. triglochidiatus (var. 

inermis, var. arizonicus), E. reichenbachii subsp. baileyi, 

subsp. albispinus, subsp. perbellus, var. caespitosus, E. 

baileyi, E. pectinatus, E. coccineus (var. octacanthus), E. x 

roetteri. The latter is a natural hybrid between 

Echinocereus coccineus and E. dasyacanthus. And, not to 

forget to mention, E. engelmannii and its variety, 

chrysocentrus.  From the Genus Escobaria I have to 

mention E. vivipara with its varieties neomexicana, 

kaibabensis, arizonica and bisbeana, and E. dasyacantha, 

E. dasyacantha ssp. chaffeyi, E. sneedii, E. sneedii subsp. 

leei, subsp. orcuttii, E. tuberculosa. Two South American 

species are represented by species that deserve a little 

attention. In their habitat they grow on volcanic rocks, on 

an acid soil. However, in my rock garden both are thriving 

on a rather alkaline soil and limestone base. About 

Maihuenia poeppigii I can say that it grows well and is 

spreading fairly aggressively, it is tough and blooms profusely. Occasionally I must even trim it, as I do with other 

plants in my rock garden as well. On the contrary, Austrocactus philippii grows slow; I would say it is just surviving. 

The list is not complete.  

Succulent plants are present in larger numbers and are represented by a more diversified number of genera. 

Sempervivum species were not at all affected by the negative temperatures mentioned above, even the most 

demanding species such as S. atlanticum and S. italicum. Well behaving was also Phedimus stellatus from the Atlas 

Mountains in North Africa. A big surprise was Talinum calycinum that bravely supported everything: cold, heat, 

drought, and heavy rain. It is self-propagating by seed, and now  it is already present in many places in the garden. 

Fig. 30.  Flowering Escobaria vivipara.  Note the Saxifraga 
longifolia and the round, small leaved Viola koreana 

supporting the same conditions as the cacti. 
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Also by seed is self-propagating Lewisia nevadensis as well. Contrary to some opinions and Yucca gloriosa Hesperaloe  

parviflora withstand our harsh. In the book Yuccas, and related plants by Mary & Gary Irish, published in 2004, is 

mentioned on page 256 that Yucca gloriosa dies off at -9 oC. In the autumn of 2004 I planted in my rock garden Yucca 

gloriosa ’Variegata’, considered to be even more sensitive, and the following winter seemed to enjoy the -23 oC. 

Luckily nothing has happened, since then it is vigorously growing and flowering for several years in a row. I cold also 

mention few other plants, such as Rosularia, Crassula, Prometheum, Orostachys, Delosperma and few more, all 

thriving in my rock garden.  

Over the years, seeing how plants are thriving in the rock garden during their growth season, it also grew my fear 

that they will die in winter. Because of this I cover the rock-gardens, except the largest that cannot be covered to 

protect from the damaging moisture of the winter. But this cover does not protect plants from negative 

temperatures. In the large rock garden I am planting in spring various cacti species, aloes, euphorbias, all plants I 

know they are not hardy.  In late October I take out these plants and move them indoors in sheltered places. 

Most plants you can see in these pictures have managed to survive at -23 oC, but not all of them.  Luckily such low 

temperatures are rare events, at least for now.  

 

 

Because I love experimenting I’d like to acquire any 

seeds of succulent plants  which are supposed to be 

resistant to negative temperatures. It is gratifying that 

those attracted to experiments can find whenever 

succulent species being able to withstand our harsh 

winters. 

Do not forget that a garden is constantly changing due to the will of the gardener or of nature. 

 

All pictures by the Author. The pictures are grouped by rock gardens, hence the peculiar numbering: 

- Group 1 (Figs. 1 – 8) - Snippets of the large rock garden, which  is not covered in winter. I remove all non-hardy 

succulents in winter. 

- Group 2 (Figs. 9 – 19)  -  The succulent section of the other large rock garden. 

- Group 3 (Figs. 20 – 23)  -  The rock garden under the Cupressus glabra. 

- Group 4 (Figs. 24 – 27) – The travertine rock garden under the Picea abies. 

- Group 5 (Figs. 28 – 30) - The amazing travertine - Pediocactus and the somewhat more demanding Escobaria. 

- Group 6 (F9g. 31) - The large roock garden in late winter / early spring.  

- Group 7 (Fig. 32) - Yucca gloriosa 'Variegata' is already 60 high cm. I had to trim the basal leaves few times.  

 (*)The original version of this article was written in Hungarian. The English version is based on a Romanian translation by 

Alexandru Tar, Satu Mare, Romania. 
 

Traducerea integrală în limba română, realizată de Alexandru Tar, Satu Mare, România, este în Anexă. 
 

Fig. 31, 32.  The large rock garden in late winter / early 
spring.  Yucca gloriosa 'Variegata' is already 60 high cm. I 

had to trim the basal leaves few times. 
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Turbinicarpus x mombergeri, a natural hybrid and its parents  
Descriptive profile of the species 

 

 

by Pedro Nájera Quezada, Jovana Jaime Hernández, Claudia López Martínez and Sandi Karina Neri Cardona  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Turbinicarpus x mombergeri. 
 
 

In a small region of the municipality of Cerritos in the state of San Luis Potosí, México, a very particular situation has 
been noticed, where overlapping populations of Turbinicarpus laui (an endemic plant of the same state) with T. 
pseudopectinatus, a national endemic species this time, both flowering at the same time, between early and late 
winter.  This is how a unique event took place, the appearance of a Turbinicarpus intra-generic hybrid, whose first 
description was published in 1996 by Jan Ríha, Kaktusy 32; 2, 54-58, as Turbinicarpus mombergeri.  
  

 
 

Fig. 2. Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus and Turbinicarpus laui, the two parent taxons next to each other. 
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History 
 

The genus was established by Buxbaum and Backeberg in 1937, although one member of the genus, Turbinicarpus 
schmiedickieanus (Boed.) Buxb. & Backeb., was described by Bödecker in 1927 under the name Echinocactus 
schmiedickieanus. The genus included back then several taxa now included in different genera, such as Pelecyphora 
valdeziana Møller, Pelecyphora pseudopectinata Backeb., Strombocactus pseudomacrochele Backeb., Neolloydia 
lophophoroides (Werderm.) E. F. Anderson and Rapicactus subterraneus (Backeb.) Buxb. & Oehme, among many 
others. 
 

In his description (1996) Riha is mentioning the existence of this species in reportedly large numbers; however, these 
were drastically reduced by illegal trade, which brought this plant to the brink of extinction. It was named after Peter 
Momberger, a Wiesbaden born German cactus collector and trader who reportedly discovered the plant. 
 

In 2002, a group from San Luis Potosí consisting of Dr. J. Manuel Sotomayor M. del C., Biologist Alberto Arredondo 
Gomez and others, published the book on Turbinicarpus of San Luis Potosí,  after visiting all habitats discovered to 
that time in the state of SLP, making public several interesting notes on the recent history of the genus, including a 
fact that should be emphasized, namely  the small number of individuals of Turbinicarpus x mombergeri reported by 
the authors: only 15 for 1998 and another different 15 found in 1999, while the ones  reported in initially 1998 
couldn’t be found anymore. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Holes were T. x mombergeri used to be a few months ago. 
 

During the conduct of this research (2013-2014) all known localities were visited and we managed to find only five 
specimens in the first exploration and accomplishing few other positive outcomes in subsequent visits thereafter; 
however, during the last visit in the first week of February 2014, were identified sites where Turbinicarpus x 
mombergeri was found a few months ago, and now only holes were  left in the ground, or stones placed trying to 
cover up the signs of looting; it should be also noted that in most cases they only extracted Turbinicarpus x 
mombergeri and we were able to find Turbinicarpus laui and Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus growing right next to 
the holes, which reveals the fact that these looters knew exactly what they were doing.  The other sub-population 
found presented no apparent signs of looting but a total lack of the hybrid despite of both parents being present in 
the area.The Turbinicarpus x mombergeri hybrid is located in an area dominated by gypsum rocks, sheltered 
between the thick and dense vegetation of sub-montane scrub in a series of natural clearings among the bushes, 
consisting of: Gochnatia hypoleuca, Dodonea viscosa, Leucaena leucocephala, Helietta parvifolia, etc. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.03-Holes-IMG_0393.jpg
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The taxon occurs at altitudes above 1200 m, on slopes having between 5-20% inclination and a south exposure.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Claudia Lopez M. while measuring the habitat attributes in the area. 
 

In species hybridization process occur two different types of offspring and in this case there is no exception. The 
hybrid Turbinicarpus x mombergeri that comes from fruits of a Turbinicarpus laui are different from those coming 
from fruits of a Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, contrary to what was believed, respectively that over time the 
phenology of spines was modified by way of neoteny; however, what happens is similar to crossing a male horse 
with a female donkey and a female horse with a male donkey, although in this case, the offspring is fertile and can 
cause retro crosses (back-cross hybridization with one of its parents).  
 

      
 
 

Fig. 5, 6. Turbinicarpus laui Glass & R.A. Foster - S Buenavista Villa Juarez 
--- typical T. laui Buenavista phenotype, differences can be noticed in the bigger size of the plant and in the straight and 

rigid spines. 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.04-Claudia-Lopez-DSCF7545.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.05-Turbinicarpus-laui-Glass-R.A.-Foster-S-Buenavista-Villa-Juarez35.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.06-Turbinicarpus-laui-Glass-R.A.-Foster-S-Buenavista-Villa-Juarez52.jpg
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Fig. 7, 8. Turbinicarpus laui Glass & R.A. Foster - Tepozan 
--- typical T. laui Tepozan phenotype, differences can be noticed in the smaller size of the plant and the flexible and thin 

spines. 
 

     
 

Fig. 9, 10. Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus in the locality. 
 

 

      
 

 

Fig. 11, 12. Turbinicarpus x mombergeri, apparently coming from the fruits of a T. pseudopectinatus. 

Historically the area belonged to the hacienda of Santa Gertrudis de Carbonera and later to the municipality of 

Cerritos. During those times stone blocks used to be extracted at a series of excavations sites intended for this, and 

apparently these were located precisely in this area, as there were remnants of these excavations discovered among 

populations of T. x mombergeri. That was many years ago, as they are not being quarried anymore. Now all you can 

just see are only the cuts made to remove the blocks, because vegetation and sediment accumulation has managed 

to restore the impacted area, at least in its dominant vegetation, since no species of cacti were found. 

The existence of this fascinating hybrid is widely known in the town the Tepozan and the municipal capital of 

Cerritos, yet few people know about this place, and even fewer have ever managed to see the plant. This elusive 

reputation is largely built on the great number of foreign visitors who frequent the area, which has led to the belief 

that it's a kind of rare highly prized by cactus collectors and it even has a value of several thousand dollars, which is 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.07-T-laui-DSCF7524.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.08-T-laui-DSCF7541.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.09-T-pseudopectinatus-DSCN0765.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.10-T-pseudopectinatusDSCN0770.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.11-x-Mombergeri-IMG_0407.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.12-x-Mombergeri-DSCN0786.jpg
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totally wrong, now the plants are constantly reproduced abroad and are legally and affordable. However, in Mexico 

it is not cultivated, and passion for cacti has just been born in this country, which means there are many new 

collectors eager to possess the strangest oddities, but without the ability to acquire these species from legal sources. 
 

      
 

Fig. 13, 14. Turbinicarpus x mombergeri, apparently coming from the fruits of a T. pseudopectinatus. 
 

 

The fact that the species is included the NOM-059-SEMARNAT-2010, generated much controversy, because it is 

limiting the collection of specimens or germplasm directly or indirectly from the field without permits. This species is 

in the highest regard for conservation, because of the small size and scarcity of specimens in their populations. While 

the legal collection of this species is not allowed, the collectors and local nurserymen are driven to acquire the seeds 

from abroad, even though they know that these come from the original looting that caused so much damage to the 

populations. 
 

     
 

     
 

Figs. 15 - 18. Turbinicarpus x mombergeri, apparently coming from the fruits of T. laui Tepozan phenotype. 
 

 

There are currently no signs of interest from the state or from the municipality for the protection of this species, let 

alone this area, even if it is obvious how important is to efficiently protect the area. So far this was left to the owners 

of the property where the plants grow, and of those who care in good faith, but with no resources allowing to do 

more than discouraging access with signs and barbed wire fencing. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.13-x-Mombergeri-IMG_0392.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.14-xMombergeri-DSCN0801.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.15-x-Mombergeri-IMG_0439.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.16-x-Mombergeri-IMG_0440.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.17-x-Mombergeri-DSCN0778.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.18-x-Mombergeri-IMG_0399.jpg
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Fig. 19. A plant apparently seems to be a retro crossing of T. x mombergeri (from T. pseudopectinatus fruits) with T. 
pseudopectinatus again, because of the spination pattern so close resembling those of T. pseudopectinatus. 

 

It is urgent and imperative to conduct talks and educational workshops focused on habitat protection as a whole, 

rather than only garbage collection and water conservation. Focusing on sanctioning the ecosystem components 

only for one’s personal use, and underlining that it belongs to all, to the community, it becomes possible to 

accomplish a proper respect for natural resources, in order to stop diverting the concept of ecological value into 

economic value and prevent the looting of the species, and on how their protection should be achieved in their 

original habitat. 
 

The situation of the population 

The plunder happened quickly after the publication of the species, when numerous specimens were sent to Europe 

and in the original locality plants were practically removed. Over time, as the fame and the novelty status of this 

species declined, the seed banks in the soil and the large number of parent plants with the ability to recreate the 

hybrid, offered the opportunity of an incipient regeneration in the area. 

The land where T. x mombergeri is found is now privately owned, and while not suitable for agriculture, it is rather 

prone to future urban development which, fortunately for the taxon, does not pose an imminent risk due to the size 

and slow growth of nearby towns.  However, very obviously is the overgrazing of cattle, like in almost all locations 

where we visited cactus populations. 

During visits to this locality a very low density of population was observed, were able to find less than 10 individuals 

after several systematic searches. 

In the areas occupied by the three taxa were counted a density of 10 individuals of T. lauii, 5 individuals of T. 

pseudopectinatus and 0.1 individuals of T. x mombergeri per m2, approximately. In an area not exceeding 10,000 m2 

actually occupied by these populations, gives a probable number of 100 specimens of Turbinicarpus x mombergeri 

throughout their entire distribution range. 

The parents present a much broader distribution range and with a very high variability in the density of the 

populations along its wide distribution range, so the occupancy index of 0.1 and 0.05 for T. laui and, respectively, T. 

pseudopectinatus, can’t be regarded as a reliable parameter in measuring on the total individuals in their 

populations, it even would be naive to suggest. 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.19-xxMombergeri-DSCN0771.jpg
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Actions for preservation 

The taxon is reproduced in Europe from wild specimens or artificial crosses and is already available on the market. In 

Mexico it is also produced artificially in a few nurseries, botanical gardens and/or research institutions. Also at UASLP 

(Universidad Autónoma de San Luis Potosí), at the Faculty for Chemical Studies, Dr. Maria del Socorro Santos Diaz 

and her team have produced in vitro tissue cultures with good results from a specimen provided by the Biologist 

Alberto Arredondo. 
 

Threats 

Currently T. x mombergeri still is a sought-after species 

and remains under the siege of the Mexican collectors, 

which would be able to finish, “ant robbery style” an 

entire population of cacti, even knowing that they are 

the last remains of the population. Actually we believe 

that this would give them even more motivation, and 

even to feel legitimate in their struggle to "rescue" the 

plant.  

Fig. 20. T. pseudopectinatus eaten by rodents or rabbits. 
 

 

In addition it should be emphasized that collectors of 

wild Turbinicarpus are the most voracious, since they 

usually take between one and two dozen individuals of 

each species they collect. 
 

Possibilities for preservation 

The area where this species is found is a gypsum-mountain within the Sierra El Tablón mountain range, but this 

whole mountain range is home to several endemic plants that exist only in this part of the world, which provided the 

basis for the justification of a new ANP (abbreviation of Áreas Naturales Protegidas, meaning Protected natural 

Areas) in the state to protect this mountain and encourage a rational use of the ecosystem.  

     
 

     
 

Figs. 21 - 24. Mammillaria rioverdensis – top left; Mammillaria prolifera ssp. arachnoidea – top right; 
Opuntia pubescens – bottom left; Ferocactus echidne – bottom right. 

 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.21-Mammillaria-rioverdensis-cerritos-en-Cerritos.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.22-Mammillaria-sp.-cerritos-en-Cerritos2.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.23-O-pubescens-DSCF7501.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.24-F-echidne-DSCF7561.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.20-T-pectinatus-eaten-IMG_0445.jpg
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Figs. 25 - 30. Ferocactus echidne and Echinocereus pentalophus – top left; Astrophytum myriostigma – top right; 
Ariocarpus retusus subsp. scapharostroides – middle left; Coryphantha aff. delicata – middle right;   Thelocactus 

hexaedrophorus – bottom left; Mammillaria schiedeana ssp. dumetorum – bottom right. 
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The complete list of flora found in the area is included in Annex. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Najera-Turbi-x-mombergeri-Anexa-27.03.14.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.25-F-echidne-E-pentalophus-DSCF7504.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.26-A-myriostigma-DSCF7506.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.27-A-retusus-scapharostroides-DSCN0780.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.28-C-delicata-DSCF7507.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.29-T-hexaedrophorus-DSCN0805.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mombergeri-Fig.30-M-dumetorum-DSCF7547.jpg
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Leo Rodríguez 

Leo Rodríguez is a self-taught plastic artist, who became interested in fine arts under 

the influence of the Mexican muralists, and finally finding a niche in the art of engraving 

at the Salamanca Arts Centre, Guanajuato, Mexico. The knowledge acquired during this 

time completed his dedication and allowing him to learn on his own new production and 

print techniques, as recorded in the traditional workshops. Leo Rodríguez has 

participated, both alone and jointly with like-minded artists, in several exhibitions 

organized by museums like Museo Casa Diego Rivera in the city of Guanajuato, the 

Museo del Arte Olga Costa y José Chávez Morado, of the same city, as well as in 

different cultural centres and other cultural establishments of the state and throughout 

the country. Currently he is specializing in the production of art works in an old-

fashioned manner, using only black, and developing this technique for almost 3 years 

now.  

These engravings were especially produced for  magazine, a publication 

which has greatly contributed by sharing free knowledge to xerophyte plants lovers.  

 

 

The engraving art and the cacti 
by Leo Rodríguez, Salamanca, México 
 

Engraving is one of the most important forms in fine arts. In a very distinct way each image engenders its own 

dialogue between the viewer and the work, crafting awareness in this relation and allowing for all elements a 

mature work of art must have. Like most of the ancient forms of fine arts, there was, in recent decades, a moment 

of renaissance for engraving. In Mexico engraving became extremely popular, booming after its apparent breakup 

from the traditional “major arts” such as painting and sculpture. In the 1940’s and 1950’s People's Graphic 

Workshops (called TGP’s - taller de grafica popular) commissioned the quick reproduction of engraved images 

which were used very often as a political tool in the epoch. These images have always carried a clear message to 

millions of people who were faced on a daily basis with the reality of the post-revolutionary times, a fact that 

would be reflected in the fine arts, as well as across the bulk of the Mexican culture.  

 

Currently engraving is carried out in Mexico by hundreds of artists who consider this technique as a chance to pass 

through graphic images an entire language, which is always evolving, which is always complemented with each 

line, with each stroke,  with each concept. This eternal language, this bond between concept and technique is 

what has made engraving one of the preferred expression forms in contemporary fine arts, with impressions of 

translating the unconscious to real images, upholding visual structures that transcend through time.  

 

Part of this unconscious language that we all have, is the “totem” that Sigmund Freud was responsible for 

analysing it thoroughly, and which later was developed by C.G. Jung. The latter transcends the idea of the totem 

and elevates the concept to the level of an archetype. The animal totem that always identifies the spirit, the trees 

considered sacred symbols in some cultures, the stones which over time have been objects of veneration, many 

cacti collected and grown with sacred devotion… These images of natural life that appear in depictions around the 

world are the vestige of our connection to the primitive soul, sustenance of the imagination and unconscious, are 

undoubtedly one of the most important vibrant sources for culture. 
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http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-The-Engraving-art-alonsoi.jpg
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http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-The-Engraving-art-aselliformis.jpg
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http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-The-Engraving-art-lloidy.jpg
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The cacti, with their thousands of species and 

varieties, are definitely a whole world that the 

language of engraving can be leveraged to create 

unique images, as each species of cactus is. Opuntias 

lining the continent with their oval cladodes, 

Ariocarpi and the legends of northern Mexican 

tribes, the Pelecyphoras with their small pectinate 

spines, the Stombocacti with their divine geometry, 

Lohophoras and the incredible creation myth, etc…, 

all these plants and many other are unique for their 

perfect aesthetic harmony and in seamless balance 

with the evolution that brands them flawless for the 

graphic language. This complex aesthetic harmony 

appeared well before we, humans, were even 

thinking to inhabit the American deserts.  As an 

artisan engraver, I could not help but mark a humble 

tribute to these great plants shining like diamonds in 

the heart of the desert. 
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The set of engravings presented above was 

especially created for the devout readers of our 

magazine. Therefore, the author decided to 

offer for our readers four signed sets of original 

prints of these engravings for sale. Once the 36 

engravings (numbered 1 to 36) have been 

exhausted, there will be no other copies for sale 

or on any other offer. The pieces will be 

numbered. Preferential prices for our readers 

are: 

US$ 25 each and US$ 200 for a full set of nine. 
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Attila Kapitany  
Attila Kapitany is one of Australia’s most celebrated nurserymen and landscaping 

expert specializing in cacti and succulent plants, and one of the enthusiast promoters 

of Australian native succulents. He has played a major role in promoting the interest 

for succulents in Australia. He has a wide experience with unusual plant groups, 

which includes not only cacti and succulents but bromeliads, orchids, 

myrmecophytes, carnivorous plants, etc. Attila has extensively travelled through 

Australia in search of native rare flora, and also to the deserts and remote habitats of 

the U.S.A, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Chile to research a wide range of plants. He 

was for many years the President of the Cactus & Succulent Society of Australia, and 

continues to be the Editor of the Society’s journal Spinette. He is an excellent speaker 

at meetings and conventions, being invited on a regular basis in many TV gardening 

shows, and also author of numerous popular books on the subject – most 

importantly of the first monograph on Australian succulent flora – an accomplished 

botanical photographer, and collector of unusual plants.  
 

A new Australian intergeneric hybrid: xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ (*) 
 

by Attila Kapitany, Narre Warren North, Victoria, Australia 
 

Introduction 

In March 2012, I released a new Australian hybrid succulent plant of distinction; bred under a harsh summer sun, it is 

a plant truly symbolic of Australia, in green and golden colours, which I have named xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’. A 

luxuriant green, relatively compact, groundcover succulent which flowers readily and heavily throughout most of the 

year, xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ has beautiful golden, yellow/orange flowers, of more than 50 mm in diameter.  
 

Years of research and breeding with Australian native succulents has led to the creation of this intergeneric hybrid. 

The seed parent was Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum, an Australian native, which has distinctly pink, 

pink/white or, rarely, white flowers, and the pollen parent was Glottiphyllum longum, a native of South Africa, which 

has large yellow flowers. 

 

The parents 
 

Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum (Haw.) Chinnock (Aizoaceae)  

Australia has only one species of the genus Disphyma: Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum also called Round Leaf 

Pigface or Rounded Noon-flower. As there are no other recorded non-native species of this genus growing naturally 

in Australia, identification of the native species is straightforward. 

          
 

Fig. 1, 2 Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum growing in degraded farmland where salt is rising  
and xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ in garden trials 

 

Contributions 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-01-Disphyma-crassifolium-ssp.-clavellatum-growing-in-degraded-farmland-where-salt-is-rising.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-02-xDisphyllum-‘Sunburn’-in-garden-trials.jpg
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Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum is a prostrate, perennial creeper; its stems are always in close contact with 

the ground and root freely at each stem node. The mostly upright leaves to approximately 10-70 mm in length are 

cylindrical in cross-section and usually have rounded leaf tips. However, D. crassifolium ssp. clavellatum can be quite 

variable with some plants have slightly angular leaf margins and pointed tips, notably in Tasmania, while inland 

plants have large, robust leaves and flowers, especially in the north-west of its range. These features are stable and 

maintained even in cultivation. 

         
 

Fig. 3, 4  xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ with Aptenia cordifolia and Gunniopsis glabra, alongside the flowering Disphyma 
crassifolium ssp. clavellatum, near Kalgoorlie, Western Australia. 

and Gunniopsis glabra, alongside the flowering Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum 
 

Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum varies so much over its distribution range. On the southeast of the continent, 

this species has weak flowers with sparse petals and, mostly, pale pink colour. Some plants have exceptionally large and 

vivid flowers with a very well defined white centre; other plants, even from the same region, completely lack this trait 

and display a uniform pink flower. Future research in relation to this variability may warrant further divisions of this 

subspecies. Flowering most heavily in spring, occasionally at other times. Flowering is usually followed by the very 

distinctive fruit of this genus, which matures as a hard dry seed capsule that remains very erect on the plant for many 

months, and sometimes years. Flowers 20-60 mm in diameter, smaller along the southern coast, with the largest 

inland. Colours can range from very pale pink (almost white) to pink or purple, and usually with a white centre. 

          
 

Fig. 5, 6 xDisphyllum 'Sunburn' with other mesembs and xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’  in the ground over clay substrate 
 

Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum is found along the coast and inland, in or near saline soils and exposed, rocky areas. 

Endemic to the southern half of mainland Australia and Tasmania; also found on neighbouring islands. During peak 

flowering, Disphyma is among the most spectacular of Australian native plants. Along with other members of the 

Aizoaceae (Carpobrotus and Sarcozona), they comprise among the most photographed and obvious wild flowers in South 

Australia during spring. Disphyma is commonly found near roadsides, river embankments, drainage channels, seaside 

dunes, lakeside margins or any disturbed sandy soils etc. therefore photographed by tourists. The Aridland Botanic 

Gardens in Port Augusta has Disphyma and Sarcozona as its most significant and dominant attraction during spring. 

The Australian Disphyma stands apart from other succulents. Its known closest relatives are two other Australian 

genera – Carpobrotus, of which there are numerous species and Sarcozona, which has only two known species. All 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-03-xDisphyllum-‘Sunburn’-with-Aptenia-cordifolia.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-04-Gunniopsis-glabra-alongside-the-flowering-Disphyma-crassifolium-ssp.-clavellatum.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-05-xDisphyllum-Sunburn-with-other-mesembs.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-06-xDisphyllum-‘Sunburn’-in-the-ground-over-clay-substrate.jpg
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three Australian genera, Carpobrotus, Disphyma and Sarcozona, are in the same family, Aizoaceae (formerly 

Mesembryanthemaceae). It may be said by the public who come across plants of all three genera that they are the 

same, or at least quite similar, in appearance. All three have spreading stems, are relatively low growing and stay 

close to the ground, with superficially similar vegetation and have pink/purple flowers, primarily in spring and are 

commonly referred to as Pigface. 

                
 

Fig. 7, 8 Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum inland form growing amongst foliose lichens  
and a mass flowering inland population 

Therefore, a quick look at one major difference may be worthwhile. Carpobrotus and Sarcozona both have large, 

sweet, edible fruit; Disphyma does not, having a dehiscent capsule instead. Can you imagine if an inexperienced 

person tried the wrong one? What if the inedible fruit was not palatable or was even poisonous? So you need to 

know one from the other.  Without further comparing edible, visual or other taxonomic differences, of which there 

are many, it may be important for the benefit of this article to compare their habitat differences, as they can be very 

distinct. The distribution range for all three genera overlaps frequently. It can be very common to find Disphyma 

plants growing near or alongside Carpobrotus or Sarcozona. 

Disphyma survive and grow well where few other plants can, like degraded farmland where salt is rising  They can 

also be flowering at the same time and hybrids, at least between Disphyma and the other two genera, seem not to 

occur in nature (**). I have visited and researched hundreds of locations where members of the Aizoaceae grow 

naturally in Australia. Where distribution ranges overlap, it is an ideal opportunity to compare plants growing almost 

side by side, primarily along or near saline lakes, saline flood plains and clay pan margins. A major difference in soil 

preference immediately becomes apparent. Disphyma being the closest to the water’s edge where minor inundation 

from flooding can be regular and occasionally severe and long lasting. Disphyma shows a very high tolerance of salt 

(it is halophytic). Both Sarcozona and Carpobrotus are almost always found a greater distance from the water’s edge, 

usually at a slightly higher elevation and also predominantly in deeper, more sandy soil. They also have a somewhat 

lower salt tolerance. 

What all this means to the home gardener is that Disphyma prefers or can grow in totally different soils to 

Carpobrotus. So, if anyone has tried growing any Pigface or more correctly Carpobrotus, and failed, then maybe it’s 

worth trying Disphyma in the same soil and conditions. Disphyma, in trials, has certainly shown it can be grown 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-07-Disphyma-crassifolium-subsp.-clavellatum-inland-form-growing-amongst-foliose-lichens.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-08-Disphyma-crassifolium-subsp.-clavellatum-a-mass-flowering-inland-population.jpg
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successfully outdoors in most Australian gardens (except for the tropical north), without requiring deep, sandy soils.  

The Australian Disphyma grows most vigorously in the cooler/wetter months of the year and tolerates poorly 

aerated soils that are often waterlogged. The mostly shallow roots spread widely from each stem node as it creeps 

along the ground, so it is not as deep rooted as Carpobrotus. Benefits to gardeners are that Disphyma can potentially 

grow as a shallow rooted ground cover around larger, deeper rooted trees and shrubs, without competing for the 

same nutrients and water on the same soil level. Disphyma also has the benefit of helping to dry out waterlogged 

and compacted soils, while also improving general soil aeration and condition through its root activity. 
 

Glottiphyllum longum (Haw.) N.E.Br. (Aizoaceae)  

The traditional name for this species in Afrikaans is Skilpadkos, which means tortoise food. Other common names 

include Long-tongue Glottiphyllum and Tongue Leaf, neither of which is very flattering.  

          
 

Fig. 9, 10 Glottiphyllum longum in cultivation 

Glottiphyllum longum is a compact growing perennial in habitat forming a dense mat with age. Plants that grow in 

exposed positions have leaves as short as 5 cm while shade-growing plants have leaves that can readily exceed 10 cm in 

length. Plants that grow in shade generally appear lush green and more flaccid. The leaves of this species develop in 

opposing pairs that mostly lie on the ground in distichous rows. Rows of opposing leaves are fanlike, almost horizontal 

to the ground, but can grow as upright leaves and also commonly displaying horizontal leaves that have upturned leaf 

endings. All Glottiphyllum species have opposing paired leaves that are unequal in size and length and this rather 

distinct feature is best observed on newest growth. Fruit of this plant is a significant and appealing feature.   

      
 

Fig. 11, 12 Two extreme examples of Glottiphyllum longum growing in cultivation  

and a comparison: Glottiphyllum longum (pollen parent) - on the left; Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum (seed parent) 

- on the right, with pink flower;  xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ - in the centre. 
 

Glottiphyllum longum fruit are relatively large, at 15-20 mm across, and very distinct. These fruit turn bright red at 

their flattened apex before drying out to become sturdy seed capsules that are relatively long lasting. Dry fruit stay 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-09-Glottiphyllum-longum-in-cultivation.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-10-Glottiphyllum-longum-in-cultivation.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-11-Two-extreme-examples-of-G.-longum-growing-in-cultivation.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-12-Comparison-1.jpg
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upright and attached to the plant in a prominent position where they can release small portions of stored seed, 

every time it rains heavily, which results in seeds being splashed out. Close examination of dry Glottiphyllum fruit 

reveals a set of complex chambers within, that are sealed until sufficient moisture in the air, from either fog, dew or 

rain, softens the dry capsule causing its apex to automatically open. Once the apex is open, the seeds are still kept 

sealed within lower chambers until hard rain drops directly hit the top of the permeable inner chamber, which then 

fills (any air cavities) with the first drop of water, but any subsequent drops will automatically dislodge some seeds, 

which are ejected from the capsule by the force of the raindrops. This rather strange method of seed release or 

dispersal almost guarantees that seed is safely stored until the presence of good rainfall, sufficient to give the 

expelled seeds the best possible conditions in which to germinate. Typically, some seeds remain in the capsules 

awaiting another similarly wet opportunity, which in drier, desert environments can often be rare or erratic. This 

rather unique water-operated seed dispersal is called ombrohydrochory. Dry, old Glottiphyllum seed capsules open 

and close almost daily with morning dews or moisture from a garden hose and it is quite a remarkable process to 

watch, if you have a half-hour spare to go back and forth to see how it progresses. 

                   
 

Fig. 13, 14  Flower and leaf comparison: G. longum - left; D. crassifolium ssp. clavellatum - centre; xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ -  right 
and a picture where it can be seen how how flowers from a shaded part of same plant have a different colour. 

Glottiphyllum species are endemic to the southern parts of South Africa and occur over much of the southern Cape 

interior. The genus has approximately 17 species, nearly all with bright shiny yellow flowers 30 - 50 mm, except one 

with pale orange flowers, G. ochraceum.  

 
 

Fig. 15 xDisphyllum  ‘Sunburn’, the colour range that occurs during the aging -  the old flower is perishing to orange.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-13-Flower-and-leaf-comparison.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-14-Shaded-part-of-same-plant-has-diff-colour.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-15-in-summer-with-an-old-fl-perishing-to-orange.jpg
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When hard grown in pots replicate habitat, the plant can appear attractive. This way, Glottiphyllum can be grown 

happily in pots with other small compact growing mesembs. However, when planted in fertile garden soil, this plant 

often grows vigorously into a mass of green, floppy, messy leaves. These very soft leaves mark easily from snail and hail 

damage. Garden-grown plants rarely look attractive; however, the large yellow flowers are regular for much of the 

year. The few people who have it in their garden grow it only for the flowers. Unlike most mesembs the flowers open in 

the morning and stay open all day, often even in cloudy weather. Glottiphyllum is recorded in many nurseries as ‘among 

the least desirable’ of all succulent plants being sold. It feels very flaccid and weak or sickly and prospective customers 

quickly put them back down. This succulent is, perhaps, best regarded as the ‘ugly duckling’ of garden succulents. 

           
 

Fig. 16, 17 Eroding embankment that has been stabilised by planting xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’, beneath a Brachychiton 

rupestris (Bottle Tree) and xDisphyllum  ‘Sunburn’ in an 8 cm pot, with 5 flowers 
 

 

The genus Glottiphyllum is well recognised for the widespread formation of hybrids, both in habitat and in 

cultivation. It has been suggested that the genera Glottiphyllum and Disphyma derive from a common ancestor. 

Examples of reported intergeneric hybrids include xGibbaeophyllum, from a cross between a Gibbaeum and a 

Glottiphyllum; xDelospyhllum, from a cross between a Glottiphyllum and a Delosperma, which has sterile flowers. 

Other hybrids have been created between Glottiphyllum crossed with a Faucaria and a Conopyhtum respectively. In 

summary, these intergeneric hybrids show that there is no existing sterility barrier between Glottiphyllum and 

several other genera, now supplemented with this latest example of an intergeneric cross between a Glottiphyllum 

and a Disphyma, resulting in xDisphyllum. 
 

 
Fig. 18 Inland habitat of Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum. 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-16-eroding-embankment-that-has-been-stabilised-by-planting-xDisphyllum-‘Sunburn’.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-17-in-8-cm-pot-with-5-flowers.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-18-Habitat-26-sept-2009-103.jpg
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The progeny - x Disphyllum ‘Sunburn’  

A picture is said to be worth a thousand words; therefore, much of this part will consist of a pictorial presentation.  
 

In Fig. 12, Glottiphyllum longum (pollen parent) is on the left, while Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum (seed 

parent) is on the far right, with pink flower. xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’, centre, displays obvious character traits of both 

parents. In some respects, the hybrid appears to be an even mixture of the two parents. The most obvious difference 

is the internodal stem spacings (exposed stem sections) which are almost absent on G. longum, which naturally 

grows as a small, tight clump. The hybrid can develop spreading, almost creeping, stems like the Disphyma.  
 

Fig. 13, shows the flower and leaf comparisons: G. longum, left, D. crassifolium ssp. clavellatum, centre, and 

xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ at the right. Glottiphyllum has an even yellow colour while the other two flowers have 

noticeable lighter shades in the central area called the ‘eye’. Immediately below each flower are the green sepals 

and pedicel (flower stalk). Note the different lengths of the flower stalks and sepals. Finally, the leaves of all three 

show the average length and shape by comparison. 
 

The colour of the flowers of the cultivar is influenced by both light intensity and temperature. Fig. 14 illustrates the 

different colours of the flowers in shade and in full sun. While a part of the plant is in the shadow of the large rock 

during the morning, the flower colour will be orange on that part of the plant, while the other part of the plant 

exposed to the warmth of sun produces yellow flowers. As the sun rises during the morning, by about midday, if the 

temperature is warm enough, the whole plant becomes exposed and all flowers will change to a bright yellow colour, 

the intensity of which increases as the temperature rises. In addition, the flower size increases during hotter weather 

and decreases in cooler weather. Fig. 15 illustrates the colour range that occurs during the aging/maturation 

process; note the withering flower, at bottom right, has become really orange. From my experience, xDisphyllum 

‘Sunburn’ flowers more prolifically and more readily than most garden succulents and, most significantly, for much 

longer periods. 
 

The cultivar has also proved to have practical benefits in the prevention or minimization of erosion; Fig. 16 illustrates 

a large, eroding embankment that has been stabilised by planting xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’, beneath a two metre 

specimen of Brachychiton rupestris. 
 

Commercial trials for potential mass production and/or planting en masse for roof and vertical gardens of the cultivar 

were carried out. From these trials, we discovered a number of things. Fig. 17 shows an 8 cm pot (with hand for size 

comparison); the roots of the plant emerged from the bottom of the pot in search of water and nutrients. We found 

that pots sitting on a bench, with ventilation, grew more slowly and flowered less frequently and prolifically than 

their counterparts sitting on cold ground (the balance of the plants in Fig. 17) which was irregularly wet for longer 

periods. Also, note in particular the abundance of flowers in such a small pot. 

                 
 

Fig. 19, 20 - xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ in potted trials and extensively used in garden settings (author’s garden) 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-19-xDisphyllum-‘Sunburn’-in-potted-trials.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-20-Extensively-used-in-garden-settings.jpg
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Fig. 19 shows one thousand 8 cm pots of the cultivar, growing alongside numerous other different succulents 

(including cacti). This picture shows uniformity of growth and flowering of the cultivar in a comprehensive field trial.  

A government inspector from Canberra inspected all the field trials, both in pots and in-ground plantings. 

Subsequently the cultivar was approved as a new and worthwhile native succulent hybrid and registered under the 

Plant Breeders Rights Act 1994 (Cth), giving me the exclusive right to, inter alia, produce, propagate and sell the 

cultivar (or license another person to do so) for a period of years. 

       

 Fig. 21, 22 The flowers are the major feature of this hybrid and a close-up of the clump beneath the Bottle Tree 
 

xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ has proved to be a worthy specimen for both garden and pot culture. Apart from its colourful 

flowers and foliage, its attributes include:  

1. Ideal as a ground-cover or as a pot plant, in most sunny situations;  

2. Flowering season extends throughout much of the year, including during winter, albeit not as profusely as in 

summer;  

3. Tolerates cold, drought, humidity, frost and poor water quality, such as bore water, saline water and grey water;  

4. Grows in most soil types, including clay; and  

5. No weed potential - this is an infertile hybrid hence cannot produce seed; it does not creep far or smother other 

plants. 

We have used the cultivar extensively in our own gardens, examples of which is shown in Fig. 20. 

      
 

Fig. 23, 24 Gorgeous flowers! 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-21-xDisphyllum-‘Sunburn’-flowers.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-23-Gorgeous-flowers.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-24-Gorgeous-flowers.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-22-beneath-the-Bottle-Tree.jpg
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The flowers (Fig. 21, 23, 24), and the flowering season, are unquestionably the major features of this cultivar. In fact, 

everything about the flowering cycle is notable. The leaves themselves can, however, add a range in colour from a 

luxuriant lime green to bottle green, seasonally. To a collector of the weird and unusual, this plant itself could appear 

quite bland so it may not appeal to some in our societies, but it will certainly appeal to most of the gardeners among 

us! For further information, and if you are interested in purchasing this plant, please visit my website: 

http://australiansucculents.com/ 
 

 
 

Fig. 25 It was the hottest and driest summer, yet look what’s flowering! 

 

(*)   This article is based on an earlier version published in Cactus and Succulent Journal of NSW Inc., Volume 29, No. 1, Jul – Sep 

2013. 
(**) It is quite remarkable that, at the same time, the New Zealand Disphyma australe ssp. australe  is freely hybridizing with 

Carpobrotus edulis (a South african species) and with Carpobrotus aequilaterus (from Australia). See the article Is Horokaka 

(Disphyma australe ssp. australe) more than a regional form of Disphyma crassifolium? in Xerophilia Vol. 1, No. 2 (2012): 51-61. 
 

All photos by Michele and Attila Kapitany. 

 
 

Un nou hibrid intergeneric australian: xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’  
 

de Attila Kapitany, Narre Warren North, Victoria, Australia 

(traducere prescurtată) 
 

În martie 2012 am lansat un nou hibrid australian, pe care l-am numit xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’. Este o plantă viguroasă, 

relativ compactă, care înflorește abundent aproape în tot anul, și ale cărei flori galbene sau aurii-portocalii pot depăși 

5 cm în diametru. Semințele provin de la Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum, o nativă australiană cu flori 

distinctive, roz sau roz-albe, pe când polenul a fost furnizat de Glottiphyllum longum, de origine sud-africană, cu flori 

mari, galbene. 
 

Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum (Haw.) Chinnock (Aizoaceae) este o plantă târâtoare perenă, ale cărei tulpini 

formează rădăcini în zona nodală la contact cu solul. Frunzele au 10-70 mm lungime, au secțiunea cilindrică și 

http://australiansucculents.com/
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Articole-nr.2-Disphyma-australe-ssp.-australe.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Articole-nr.2-Disphyma-australe-ssp.-australe.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Poze-nr.7-XDisphyllum-Fig.-25-hottest-driest-summer-yet-look-whats-flowering.jpg
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vârfurile rotunjite. Este însă o plantă destul de variabilă, caracteristicile distinctive păstrându-se și în cultură. Unele 

forme din sud-est înfloresc timid iar florile sunt de regulă roz pal. Alte forme înfloresc din abundență, având flori 

mari, viu colorate; la unele plante centrul florii este alb, în timp ce la altele – chiar provenind din aceeași regiune – 

florile sunt colorate uniform. Sunt necesare studii ale acestei variabilități și, eventual, diviziuni în cadrul acestei 

subspecii. Fructul este o capsulă uscată care rămâne pe plantă timp de mai multe luni. Florile au 20-60 mm diametru, 

cele mai mici flori fiind întâlnite în zonele costale. Disphyma australiană este înrudită îndeaproape numai cu 

Carpobrotus și Sarcozona, toate din fam. Aizoaceae, toate având un aspect similar. Disphyma poate supraviețui acolo 

unde puține alte plante reușesc, cum ar fi terenuri sărăturate sau la marginea apei, în zone inundabile. Este o plantă 

rezistentă la sare (halofită). În schimb, Sarcozona și Carpobrotus cresc la mai mare distanță de apă, pe terenuri ușor 

elevate și în general în soluri mai nisipoase și mai adânci. Au de asemenea o toleranță la sare mai redusă. Acest 

aspect este important și în cultivarea acestor plante.   
  

Glottiphyllum longum (Haw.) N.E.Br. (Aizoaceae) este o plantă perenă, compactă, formând o pătură densă în timp. 

Plantele mai expuse sunt mai compacte, în timp ce cele crescute mai la umbră sunt de un verde luxuriant și cu un 

aspect mai flasc. Frunzele cresc în prerechi opuse, inegale ca mărime, detaliu care poate fi observat cel mai bine la 

vegetația cea mai recentă. Fructul este distinct, de 15-20 mm diametru și devine roșu aprins, mai înainte de a se usca 

și de a forma capsula destul de persistentă ce cuprinde semințele. Structura lor este specifică, ele având un complex 

de camere în interior, care se deschid dacă este ceață deasă sau rouă / ploaie abundentă. Semințele rămân totuși 

captive în camerele inferioare și sunt eliberate numai când sunt lovite direct de picături de ploaie. Crescute dur, 

Glottiphyllum longum își menține un aspect compact, solul fertil de grădină declașează însă o vegetație viguroasă, 

formată din numeroase frunze inestetice, marcate ușor de melci sau de grindină. Este considerată ’rațușca cea urâtă’ 

a suculentelor de grădină. Spre deosebire de cele mai multe mesembriantheme, florile se deschid dimineața și rămân 

deschise toată ziua, uneori și pe vreme noroasă. Genul Glottiphyllum este renumit pentru numeroși hibrizi 

intergenerici, întâlniți atât în natură, cât și în cultură: xGibbaeophyllum (Gibbaeum x Glottiphyllum), xDelospyhllum  

(Glottiphyllum x Delosperma), etc. indicând că nu există bariere de sterilitate între Glottiphyllum și alte câteva genuri 

înrudite.  
 

În ceea ce privește xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ - se spune că o fotografie spune mai mult decât o mie de vorbe. În Fig. 12 și 

13 puteți observa diferențele vegetative și în ceea ce privește floarea între cele doua specii părinți și hibridul rezultat. 

Culoarea florilor este influențată de condițiile de cultură – în mod special intensitatea luminii și temperatura; Fig. 14 

prezintă flori în nuanțe diferite pe aceeași plantă, fenomen cauzat de amplasarea unor părți ale plantei în umbră, pe 

când altele sunt expuse la soare direct. De asemenea îmbătrânirea florii determină o modificare a nuanței (Fig. 15). 

În experiența mea xDisphyllum ‘Sunburn’ are cea mai prolifică înflorire în rândul suculentelor de grădină și, aspect 

semnificativ, înflorirea se întinde pe perioade mult mai mari de timp. S-a dovedit că este foarte util în prevenirea și 

combaterea eroziunii (Fig. 16). Am derulat o serie de încercări și teste în ceea ce privește potențialul pentru 

producție de masă, plantări pe acoperișuri, grădini verticale. Am constatat că rădăcinile se dezvoltă puternic în 

ghivece de 8 cm (Fig. 17) pornind în căutarea apei și a nutrienților. Plantele cultivate pe mese, în condiții de ventilație 

au tentința de a crește mai încet și de a înflori mai puțin; în schimb în ghiceve așezate direct pe sol, expuse, udate la 

perioade aleatorii, acestea au vegetat mult mai bine și au înflorit mai abundent. De asemenea, rețineți în mod 

special, abundența de flori într-un ghiveci atât de mic. Fig. 19 prezintă 1.000 de ghivece, în care plantele vegetează și 

înfloresc uniform. Hibridul a fost înregistrat, dându-mi dreptul exclusiv de a-l produce, propaga și comercializa, 

pentru un anumit număr de ani. A fost utilizat în mod extensiv în grădinile noastre (Fig. 20), florile (Fig. 21, 23, 24) 

fiind cea mai uimitoare caracteristică. Discolo de acest aspect,  xDisphyllum ‘Sunburst’ s-a dovedit a fi un specimen 

foarte adecvat pentru cultură, atât în ghiveci cât și în grădini: este o plantă ideală pentru poziții însorite, sezonul 

înfloririi acoperă aproape întreg anul, este tolerantă la umezeală, frig, ger chiar, la apă de calitate proastă – cum ar fi  

apa de puț, apa sărăturată, apa sălcie, crește în aproape orice tip de substrat – inclusiv argilă, nu are potențial invaziv 

întrucât este un hibrid steril și nu se împânzește vegetativ. Pentru mai multe informații vă rog să vizitați site-ul meu:  

http://australiansucculents.com/. 
 

 

 

 

http://australiansucculents.com/
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MondoCactus – Andrea’s magic world 
 

by Dag Panco, Țegheș, Romania 

 

It all started with a 14 year old boy who fell in love with succulents and especially 

with cacti. Often teenage passions burn like a flash in the pan, devouring everything 

around, only to be soon replaced by some other fierce passion. However, Andrea’s 

passion was lenghty and even life-changing. Aged 17 he started sowing his first plants 

of the genus Ariocarpus - plants still alive and well today ...  at the age of 18 he made 

his first trip to Brazil ... in search of the mysterious cacti of the genera Discocactus and 

Arrojadoa. It was a great exploration with plenty of adventures and some lessons to 

learn. It was also the decisive step, crucial moment when people decide for the first 

time in their lives what they want to do. Young Andrea chose to study the natural 

sciences, which he also graduated. In 1992 he 

made his first trip to Mexico, an incredible tour 

that changed his vision on both cacti and on how 

to understand their needs in culture. Seeing with 

the eyes of the naturalist, but also with those of an 

avid grower, Andrea understood wonderful 

adaptation of these beings bound to consume poor 

soils where there is nothing else to eat. A second 

trip in 1994, which was intended to study the 

newly discovered Geohintonia mexicana and the 

fascinating columnar Backebergia militaris, had 

only confirmed his view on cacti and their culture. 

For two years now, his plants have been already 

repotted from classic soils, into a new combination 

that others believed it never will work. 

  

Looking at the photos of this material, you may find that adding an infinite patience and sustained consistency - 

these essential qualities for a cactus grower - Andrea Cattabriga has proved today that he can provide the world with 

incredible collection of plants, of a unique value in the world, and especially got to be able to provide nursery 

products to all those interested, collection items impossible to find anywhere else ... well, unless you ransack the 

martyred habitats of the American continent. Because, even if you take a good look at the photos, you will still have 

difficulty in believing that the plants you see are nursery products. And, yet they are!  

News & Events 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Prezentare-Dag-Panco.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.01-P-aselliformis.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.02-MONDOCACTUS_ADV_XERO_02.jpg
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For more than 30 years Andrea Cattabriga grows plants from seeds in hard conditions, 
using mineral soil, patience and careful observation. Over the years he transformed his skills in art. 

MondoCactus.com is a nursery holding a special and eclectic niche, a niche reserved for those of us who understand 

the true value of a collection plant, value given by its authenticity and refinement. More, it is not unimportant that in 

the spirit of laws and morals, this nursery is CITES registered and certified, and is licensed to export worldwide!

                    
 

All these plants, rare plants, rare and huge specimens, incredible achievements, all kept out of our sight for us until now, 
are available on http://www.mondocactus.com. Search, have a look and accept the revelation! 

 

Traducerea integrală în limba română este în Anexă. 
 

http://www.mondocactus.com/
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/MondoCactus-anexa-27.03.14.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.06-_MG_1204.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.07-_MG_3057.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.08_MG_3802.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.03-MONDOCACTUS_ADV_XERO_01.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.04_MG_3778.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Mondocactus-Fig.05_MG_3795.jpg
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David Rubbo  
Born in 1968, David Rubbo is growing cacti with a great passion from the age of 

20. His first plants were spontaneous and naturalized cacti and succulents 

growing in his countryside area. Some of them still exist in the yard of the house 

where he used to live. Although he doesn’t possess a specific academic 

education David was trying to document as much as possible in order to 

understand all stages of plant propagation. As a result he likes to start raising 

them from seed, to be a complete grower. He likes his plants retaining their 

natural aspect, but was experimenting with different soil mixtures and different 

fertilizers since he started growing plants, allowing them a relatively fast growth. 

He sometimes trials new cultivation techniques, some unpopular or even 

completely against the grain. Innovation becomes essential as everything that 

has been done for decades, or centuries, wasn’t necessarily the best possible 

choice. David recognized the importance of seeing how plants grow in their 

natural habitat and as a result he travelled to Mexico 5 times. His main interest 

lays with exquisite Mexican genera notably Ariocarpus and allied genera, but in 

later years he started growing rare globular Asclepiadaceae.     

 

My experience of growing Whitesloanea crassa from seed 
 

by David Rubbo, Arezzo, Italy  
 
 

I was born in 1968, and I am growing cacti with great passion since 1988, from the age of 20. I was born and raised in 

the countryside as a child and brought home offsets of cacti and succulents from the spontaneous or naturalized 

species growing in my area, such as Opuntia humifusa, or other hardy species, such as Sedum or Sempervivum. Some 

of these plants are still growing in the grounds of the house where I used to live, a testament to their strength, 

almost to the point of 'immortality’! I'm not an insider and I do not have a specific academic preparation, but I try to 

document as much as possible. I want to understand all the stages of plant propagation and therefore I like to start 

from seed and scroll through all subsequent stages of cultivation. I try to be a complete grower. My goal is to have 

plants that maintain a natural form as possible combined with a relatively fast growth, a compromise which is often 

not easy. I experiment with different mixtures of soil and different fertilizers for over 20 years, noting all the data in 

order to have the ability to control the variables and repeat the happenings. I am open to new cultivation 

techniques, unpopular or even completely against the grain. I do not believe in approximation and feel not bound by 

the traditional methods; I believe only in what I can prove. Everything that has been done for decades, or centuries, 

wasn’t necessarily the best possible choice.  I do not like distressed plants, but also do not like plants deformed by 

techniques forcing plants growth, such as excessive and / or incorrect fertilization, grafting, and excessive shading. 

I've been to Mexico 5 times and I think it is very useful to see where and how the plants grow in their habitat; you 

can avoid gross cultivation errors. I grow mainly North American cacti; the favourite genera are Ariocarpus and allied 

genera, Echinocereus, but also some Mammillaria, Thelocactus, Tephrocactus species. However, few years ago I also 

started growing Asclepiadaceae (mainly globular Pseudolithos) and hardy Sclerocactus and other related genera. 

 

A few years ago while browsing the catalogue of a well-known German cactus dealer I stumbled across a 

Whitesloanea crassa seed offer. My taste lies almost exclusively with growing North American cacti, but for certain 

globose Asclepiadaceae I’m always willing to make an exception! So I bought 5 seeds of W. crassa, paying not exactly 

a modest sum (25 Euro); the seeds which were sown in March 2012. It was not the first time that I was sowing 

Asclepiadaceae; I had tried a few years earlier with Pseudolithos migiurtinus, quite successfully. It would be folly to 

do it without a little experience; I usually prefer to experiment first with similar plants considered easier to grow and 

cheaper of course. I was fascinated by the aura of mystery that surrounded this rare species, the difficulty of finding 

the seeds and the presumed difficulty of cultivation, so I had to second thoughts and immediately purchased the 

Connoisseur's Notes 
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seeds. In my experience, this species cannot be considered more difficult to cultivate than the globular Pseudolithos 

migiurtinus or P. cubiformis, I would say that they have very similar needs.  

      
 

Fig. 1, 2   Whitesloanea crassa, two and a half months old seedlings in a 6 cm square pot (left).  
Seedlings grow fast, they are 4 months old now and filling the 6 cm square pot (right). 

 

The seeds all germinated and until today the plants are alive and well, all of them. I’m using a home-made 

propagator, artificial light and heat, fertile soil with 30-40% peat, the rest consisting of volcanic lava, pumice gravel 

and a bit of quartz, with grain size about 1-3 mm. Using quality materials, very few fungicide treatment and taking 

care of a good hygiene during and after planting, usually only very few seedlings are rotting, and sometimes none of 

them.  After less than 3 months from sowing the seeds in the tray I moved the plants to the greenhouse, placing 

them all for a start in a partially shaded place, and towards the end of summer and I gradually exposed the plants to 

full sun. That’s how do I do with other species as well. Watering was every 8-10 days, initially by immersion, then 

watering from above, abundantly, adding sometimes a complete fertilizer, but very diluted. They love Magnesium. 
 

      
 

Fig. 3, 4   Whitesloanea crassa, 6 months old now, with other seed grown plants (left).  
Seedlings are 6 months old, but still in their small pot (right). 

 

 

In October 2013, about 1 year and a half after sowing, the plants were repotted from the narrow planting pot.  They 

had a huge mass of roots, thin but very long, which had been spun around the bottom of the pot. I cut most of them, 

leaving only the more robust, with a length of about 5-6 cm, and repotted immediately in deep pots with poor soil 

mixture, consisting of volcanic inert, non-calcareous gravel, a bit of fine siliceous sand (about 5% ) and also a bit of 

sieved peat (about 5%). It seems that they do not love calcareous materials. 
 

In my modest experience with growing the globular Asclepiadaceae I noticed some peculiarities. They like a sunny 

position, perhaps more during the winter than in summer. If they get fair amounts of sun and heat during the day 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Whitesloanea-crassa-Fig.01-25-month-after-sow-sq-pot-6-cm.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Whitesloanea-crassa-Fig.02-4-month-after-sow-sq-pot-6-cm.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Whitesloanea-crassa-Fig.03-6-month-after-sow-and-others.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Whitesloanea-crassa-Fig.04-6-month-after-sow-sq-pot-6-cm.jpg
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they do not require particularly high temperatures during night time. For them only 7-8 °C may be sufficient for short 

periods of time and they probably might tolerate even lower temperatures. During the winter they like superficial 

watering, however, making sure to keep dry the body of the plant, which, when wet, can be attacked by rot with 

some extremely damaging consequences. They have the tendency to dehydrate a lot and can lose its roots if kept dry 

for too long.  
 

          
 

Fig. 5, 6   After 7 months the seedlings were repotted into 7 cm wide and 10 cm deep pots. 
 

They also tend to have a period of reduced vegetative activity during the summer season (longer days). This is 

probably due to the fact that living near the equator the length of the days and nights is stable, not fluctuating, no 

matter the season. Our summer days are perhaps too long for them? Repotting seems to be better tolerated if done 

in the period of full vegetation rather than during rest. It was very good in between seasons, from April to May or 

September to October. When at rest, in the middle of winter or in summer, they seem to have problems in 

recovering after being repotted, perhaps struggling in growing the new roots. It is worth experiencing a lot, as some 

changes may trigger a very generous feedback from plants and induce a relatively rapid growth! 

 
 

Experiența mea în creșterea Whitesloanea crassa din semințe 
 

de David Rubbo, Arezzo, Italia  
 
 

M-am născut în 1968 şi am crescut cactuşi mânat de o mare pasiune de când aveam 20 de ani. Cum am crescut într-o 

regiune rurală, de mic copil am adus acasă butaşi de cactuşi şi suculente din flora spontană sau naturalizată care 

creştea în zonă, cum ar fi Opuntia humifusa sau alte plante rezistente ca Sedum sau Sempervivum. Unele din aceste 

plante aduse de mine încă mai cresc în curtea casei în care am locuit atunci, o dovadă a rezistenţei lor dusă până în 

pragul ‘imortalității’! Nu sunt un specialist şi nu am o educaţie academică specifică, dar încerc să mă documentez cât 

mai bine cu putinţă. Doresc să înțeleg cât mai bine toate stadiile propagării plantelor şi de aceea, prefer să le cresc 

din seminţe, pentru ca apoi să parcurg toate stadiile cultivării lor. Încerc să devin un horticultor complet. Ţelul meu 

este să menţin aspectul natural al plantelor, combinat pe cât posibil cu o creştere rapidă, un compromis care deseori 

este destul de dificil. Experimentez cu diverse amestecuri de sol precum şi cu diverşi fertilizanţi de peste 20 de ani, 

notând toate datele pentru a putea controla variabilele şi a putea repeta întâmplarea. Sunt deschis pentru noi tehnici 

de cultură, unele chiar nepopulare sau care merg împotriva curentului. Nu cred în aproximaţii şi nici nu mă simt legat 

de metode tradiţionale; cred numai în ceea ce pot dovedi. Metodele tradiţionale, practicate de decenii sau chiar 

secole, nu au fost în mod necesar cea mai bună alegere. Nu îmi plac plantele care suferă, dar nu-mi plac nici plantele 

deformate prin tehnici de creştere forţată, cum ar fi fertilizarea incorectă sau excesivă, altoirea, sau umbrirea 

excesivă. Am fost în Mexic de 5 ori şi am convingerea că este foarte instructiv să observi unde şi cum cresc plantele în 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Whitesloanea-crassa-Fig.05-7-month-after-sow-2-sq-pot-7-cm-h-10-cm.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Poze-nr.8-Whitesloanea-crassa-Fig.06-7-month-after-sow.jpg
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habitatul lor natural; astfel poţi evita erori de cultură grosolane. Cresc mai ales cactuşi nord-americani; genurile 

favorite sunt Ariocarpus şi aliaţii săi; Echinocereus, Sclerocactus şi alte genuri aliate; dar agreez şi unele specii de 

Mammillaria, Thelocactus și Tephrocactus. În orice caz, de câţiva ani am început să cultiv şi Asclepiadaceae (în mod 

special Pseudolithos globulari). 
  

Acum câțiva ani, în timp ce frunzăream catalogul unui mare comerciant de cactuşi german, am dat peste o ofertă de 

seminţe de Whitesloanea crassa. Cultiv aproape exclusiv cactuşi din America de Nord, dar, așa cum am spus, pentru 

anumite Asclepiadaceae globulare sunt mereu dispus să fac o excepție. Aşa că am cumpărat 5 seminţe de W. crassa 

pentru care am plătit o sumă nu tocmai modestă (25 de Euro), seminţe care au fost semănate în martie 2012. Nu a 

fost prima dată când am semănat Asclepiadaceae, încercasem cu câţiva ani mai înainte cu Pseudolithos migiurtinus şi 

chiar am avut succes! Ar fi fost o neghiobie să o fac, fără un pic de experienţă! De obicei, prefer să experimentez mai 

întâi cu plante similare, dar considerate mai puţin dificile şi mai ieftine, desigur. Am fost fascinat însă şi de aura de 

mister care înconjoară această specie, de dificultatea de a găsi seminţe şi de presupusa dificultate în cultură, aşa că 

nu am stat mult pe gânduri, ci am cumpărat imediat seminţele. În experienţa mea, cultura acestei specii nu poate fi 

considerată mai dificilă decât Pseudolithos migiurtinus sau Pseudolithos cubiformis, aş spune mai degrabă că au 

cerinţe foarte similare. 
 

Toate seminţele au germinat şi toate plantele sunt încă în viață şi o duc bine. Am folosit un propagator artizanal, 

lumină artificială şi căldură, un sol fertil conţinând 30-40% turbă, iar restul constând din lavă vulcanică, pietriş de 

piatră ponce și puţin cuarţ, cu granulaţie de 1-3 mm. Folosind materiale de calitate, un uşor tratament antifungic şi 

având grijă să existe o bună igienă în timpul plantării şi după aceasta, de obicei, doar foarte puţine plăntuțe 

putrezesc, şi, uneori, chiar nici una dintre ele. După mai puțin de 3 luni de la semănare, am mutat plantele în seră, 

punându-le pentru început într-un loc parţial umbrit, pentru ca spre sfârşitul verii, să încep o expunere treptată la 

soare din plin. La fel procedez şi cu alte specii. Udarea a fost la fiecare 8-10 zile, inițial prin imersie, apoi prin udare de 

sus, din belşug, adăugând uneori un îngrășământ complet, dar foarte diluat. Ele iubesc magneziul.  
 

În octombrie 2013, aproximativ la un an şi jumătate după semănare, plantele au fost transplantate din ghiveciul 

scund în care se aflau, ele având deja o masă mare de rădăcini, subţiri dar foarte lungi, care stătuseră răsucite pe 

fundul ghiveciului. Am scurtat cele mai multe dintre ele, lăsându-le numai pe cele mai robuste, cu o lungime de 

aproximativ 5-6 cm, şi le-am transplantat imediat în ghivece adânci cu amestec de sol sărac, constând din rocă 

vulcanică inertă, pietriş necalcaros, un pic de nisip cuarţos fin (aproximativ 5%) şi, de asemenea, puţină turbă cernută 

(circa 5%). Se pare că nu iubesc componente calcaroase în sol. 
 

În modesta mea experienţă de cultivare a Asclepiadaceaelor globulare, am observat unele particularităţi. Le place o 

poziţie însorită, poate mai mult în timpul iernii decât în timpul verii. Dacă primesc soare şi căldură în cantități 

rezonabile în timpul zilei nu mai au nevoie de temperaturi deosebit de ridicate pe timpul nopţii. Pentru ele o 

temperatură de 7-8 °C devine suficientă pentru perioade scurte de timp şi, foarte probabil, ar putea tolera şi 

temperaturi mai scăzute. Pe timpul iernii le place să fie udate superficial. Cu toate acestea, trebuie să vă asiguraţi că 

menţineţi uscat corpul plantei care, atunci când este ud, poate putrezi. Au tendinţa de a se deshidrata foarte mult şi 

își pot pierde rădăcinile dacă sunt ţinute pe uscat timp prea îndelungat.   
 

De asemenea, ele au tendinţa să vegeteze mai puţin în timpul verii (zile lungi). Acest lucru se datorează probabil 

faptului că ele cresc în natură în apropierea ecuatorului unde lungimea zilei şi a nopţii este constantă, nu fluctuează, 

indiferent de anotimp. Să fie zilele noastre de vară prea lungi pentru ele? Transplantarea pare să fie mai bine tolerată 

în perioadele de plină vegetaţie, mai degrabă decât în timpul repaosului. O perioadă foarte bună pentru această 

operație a fost între sezoane, aprilie-mai sau septembrie-octombrie. Atunci când sunt în repaos, fie în miezul iernii, 

fie în plină vară, ele par să aibă probleme în recuperarea de după transplantare, probabil străduindu-se să formeze 

noi rădăcini. Merită din plin să experimentaţi mult, pentru că unele modificări produc o reacţie foarte generoasă şi 

duc la o creştere relativ rapidă!  
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 Werner  J. Uebelmann (1921 – 2014) 
 

by Cyrill Hunkeler, Zug, Switzerland 
 

 

Werner J. Uebelmann is no more among us. He left this world on the 1st of 

March 2014. All people who were, for the last few decades, cactus 

enthusiasts, and especially those specializing in South American cacti, know 

how influential Werner‘s passion was, as he set his mark  on all generations 

of cactus collectors that followed.  
 

Werner Uebelmann was born on 16th of March 1921 in Wittnau, and grew 

up as the fifth child of his family, in a small rural area northwest of the city 

of Aarau, Canton Aargau (Switzerland). He experienced the turmoil of the 

war years, among other things as a truck driver in the transport industry. 

Even after the 2nd World War he remained true to this profession, but then 

he started driving around Switzerland and Europe distinguished gentlemen 

of the time.  
 

Starting with 1946 he developed a keen interest for succulent plants and he 

visited on a regular basis the Zürich municipal succulents collection, then 

conducted by Hans Krainz. In 1948, he joined the Zürich branch of the Swiss Cactus Society and from an initial hobby 

and interest in his prickly companions; things have developed starting with 1958 into a small side-line business. The 

greenhouses were replaced from time to time with larger ones and became even more crowded. The story 

developed slowly but steadily.  
 

In 1957 Werner married his Rösly (nee Frick). The dear soul next to Werner was probably always a great help! He 

beautifully wrote this in the preface of his 1996 field number list: "Without her help, creativity and foresight, 

together with 2 children and household to take care of, the whole thing would never have been possible." 
 

In 1964 he moved together with his family to Wohlen (Kt. Aargau) and established the su-ka-flor nursery specializing 

in cacti.  In this eventful year, he also joined the then very popular TV show "What I am" by Robert Lembcke on ZDF. 

In addition, during the same year the contact to Leopoldo Horst from Arroio since Seca, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil 

developed. Werner negotiated with Leopoldo an exclusive contract, which also included premium payments for new 

discoveries. Brazil was certainly visited at that time only by very few people in search of cacti or succulents. 
 

From the beginning seed imports from Mrs. Dorothea Muhr and Mr. Otto Fechner (both Argentina), Hans Lemcke 

(Chile), Gustavo autumn (Peru), Willi Wagner (Mexico) were for that time establishing a range specially intended for 

connoisseurs. The extensive range also attracted people of high calibre, such as Curt Backeberg, who took notes 

every time he was visiting the nursery. Over time, the wholesale division and connoisseurs division developed 

separately. Becoming a well-known national retail chain, the su-ka-flor nursery was able to deliver pretty much 

everything and on a large scale. The cactus hobby was booming at the time and the idea of planted cacti in glass 

bowls turned out to be a big hit. Of course, the demand could not be met by the current own production. 
 

Horst and Uebelmann allocated to the discovered plants HU collection numbers. Some items were collected 

together, however, most of them by Horst who was travelling across Brazil with several other companions, such as  

Friedrich Ritter. HU collection numbers are not field numbers in the real sense and, subsequently, anomalies also 

occurs. Nevertheless, the great treasure of Brazilian plants that have been collected and distributed to expert 

collectors, currently still available in many collections, is clearly Werner’s major contribution and a legacy for coming 

generations. 

News & Events 
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1967 Albert Buining described the genus Uebelmannia and so perpetuated Werner‘s surname on the genus level. 

Uebelmannia is a very isolated genus which includes only three species U. pectinifera, U. gummifera and U. buiningii. 

Several species of cacti, such as Parodia werneri, Tacinga werneri or Gymnocalycium uebelmannianum, were named 

to honour Werner Uebelmann. 
 

In 1975 Werner moved the nursery to Sarmensdorf, in modern greenhouses, top of the range for that time, and 

continued to attract a large savvy clientele. 
 

In 1980 Werner and Rösly Uebelmann sold the su-ka-flor nursery (which still exists under the same name) and 

henceforth enjoyed the bustling Retirement very active. Overall, Werner travelled to Brazil six times, for several 

months at a time, his last journey being in 1991. 
 

The visitors allowed being guests at Uebelmann`s in Zufikon/AG in the past few years, experienced two generous, 

open, friendly people with a great sense of humour. The large greenhouse on the beautifully situated property was 

the realm of Werner where he cultivated his treasures. He ran very accurate accounts on grafts, repottings, etc., very 

active and also with the help of the PC and all this up to well over 80 of age. Who knows how much work in a 100 

square meter greenhouse by default is, can only pay respect to the old gentleman. 

  

In later years, the liquidation of the collection and the move to an assisted living facility have been certainly very 

difficult for Werner, but the age-related disabilities and the dwindling force required this further step. 

 

Werni, we will all miss you……. 
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New first records for New Zealand naturalized and casual succulent flora 
 

by Eduart Zimer, Auckland, New Zealand 
 

Introduction 
 

After many years of intense study of the adventive (meaning additional) New Zealand flora, materialized in the 

publication, over the years, of various checklists and overviews, it seems that a lack of interest entrenched among 

local botanists in recent years. Maybe priorities and focus have shifted elsewhere. The last complete summary 

appeared 8 years ago (Howell & Sawyer, 2006), and the last additional checklist (which included observations dated 

2004-2006) was published 6 years ago (Heenan & al., 2008). Even if little has been published since, although new 

herbarium collections do not prove the presence of new additional species, this does not mean that they do not exist 

or appear, sometimes, insidiously infiltrating pristine habitats. The purpose of this article is to point out their 

presence in uncontrolled natural environments. Some species listed below are the result of completely new 

observations, while others correct possible inaccurate references and identifications (e.g. Opuntia engelmannii var. 

linguiformis could have been confused with other common Opuntioids, most likely with Opuntia ficus-indica, very 

common in New Zealand). No herbarium collection has been made by me; however, in all cases there are precise 

locations and photographic documentations available.  The invasive or unsupported propagation potential has been 

assessed in each and every case, and species have been assigned to one of the categories as outlined in Heenan & al. 

(2008): “fully naturalized” and “casual” (with its subcategories “cultivation escape”, “spontaneous occurrence”, 

“garden discard” and “intentional release”).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 A huge Agave Americana, one of the most common naturalized New Zealand succulent (Napier south, SH2). 

Contributions 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Prezentare-Eduart-Zimer-2.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.01-Agave-americana-Napier.jpg
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Aeonium arboreum Webb & Berthelot ‘Atropurpureum’ Hort. ex Nichols (Crassulaceae) 
 

Location: Napier south, along the railway line that runs parallel to and between SH2 and Te Awa Avenue / Waitangi 

Road.  

Date: July 2011 

Category: Fully naturalized.  

Origin: Possibly Gran Canaria Island. 

Comments: Undoubtedly it originates here from discarded garden waste, however, plants are numerous, freely 

flowering (and certainly copiously scattering seeds in the area). More, vegetative propagation occurs quite often 

from broken stem segments, which root very easily. Aeonium plants have the capacity to recover sometimes even 

after crippling diseases such as collar rot. Locally abundant, forming thickets, associated with numerous other exotic 

species. Browsing animals, railway maintenance workers or uncanny enthusiasts like me could perturb those 

thickets, but this would only uphold vegetative propagation. Aeonium arboreum has been mentioned several times 

in botanical records (sometimes in error, being confused with A. undulatum or A. ciliatum), however, Aeonium 

arboreum ‘Atropurpureum’ wasn’t. It usually is considered a cultivar of garden origin. Rudolf Schulz (2007) suggests 

this cultivar is known since at least 1820 and it comes from the Gran Canary Island, where “most likely originated as 

a natural mutation in habitat”. The specific Napier neophyte location could be destroyed by future railway line 

works, developments or earthworks; however, this form is extremely popular in New Zealand. Its escape and 

establishment in other locations cannot be excluded. Isolated plants have been also observed in July 2011 on a 

Napier height called “The Bluff” in a very composite mixture of exotic plants.  

 

 

          

Figs. 2 - 4 The inflorescence of Aeonium arboreum 'Atropurpureum' is a large panicle of small yellow flowers (Napier 
south, SH2) – left. Thickets of Aeonium arboreum 'Atropurpureum' – top right.  

Aeonium arboreum 'Atropurpureum' and the type form on the left - bottom right. 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.02-Aeonium-arboreum-Atropurpureum.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.03-Aeonium-arboreum-Atropurpureum.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.04-Aeonium-arboreum-Atropurpureum-with-the-type-form-on-the-left..jpg
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xGraptosedum ‘Ghosty’ Hort. (Crassulaceae) 
 

Location: Napier south, along the railway line that runs parallel to and between SH2 and Te Awa Avenue / Waitangi 

Road.  

Date: July 2011 

Category: Casual (Garden discard).  

Origin: Garden origin. 

Comments: One dilapidated few branched plant almost smothered and heavily shaded by exotic vegetation. This 

hybrid is of unknown origin; however, an out-of-use American synonym is xGraptosedum ‘Poindexter’ suggesting 

that it could be a hybrid produced and released in the first half of the 20th century by R.W. Poindexter (? – 1943) a 

plant collector and contributor to the Natural History Museum of the time, or maybe named in his honour. This plant 

is extremely popular in New Zealand and sometimes confused for Graptopetalum paraguayense, which is one of its 

parents, the other being an unknown Sedum species. Apart from a slightly different colour of the leaves, 

xGraptosedum ‘Ghosty’ can be positively identified only by its yellow flowers (the true Graptopetalum paraguayense 

has white flowers). One small cutting taken then proved few months later this Napier plant was truly xGraptosedum 

‘Ghosty’.  The botanical literature (Heenan, P.B. & al., 2008) refers Graptopetalum paraguayense in a single location 

in Christchurch; however, this information has to be accepted with caution. Unless flowers have been observed, the 

general aspect of the plant can be deceiving. More, the true Graptopetalum paraguayense is not that common in 

cultivation, while xGraptosedum ‘Ghosty’ is, and is also often confused for the true species by most growers. Long 

range dispersal of this hybrid is highly unlikely especially as being found on a flat gravitational dispersal is impossible, 

but strictly local propagation occurs relatively trouble-free as detached leaves root easily and form new plants. 
 

         
   

Fig. 5, 6 The struggling xGraptosedum 'Ghosty' (Napier south, SH2) – left. 
Yellow flower cries out loud: it’s not the true species, but a hybrid (cultivated, ex Napier south, SH2) - right 

 

 

Trichocereus sp. (Berger) Riccobono (Cactaceae) 
 

Location: Napier south, along the railway line that runs parallel to and between SH2 and Te Awa Avenue / Waitangi 

Road.  

Date: July 2011 

Category: Casual (Garden discard). 

Origin: South America (Bolivia?). 

Comments: The first non-opuntioid escape documented in New Zealand. This plant could be Trichocereus bridgesii 

(at least it looks like it), but with all the cultivated plants from dubious origins grown here and possibly uncontrolled 

hybridisation any attempt to positively identify becomes relatively risky. As I haven’t seen the flower, I’m even more 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.05-xGraptosedum-Ghosty.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.06-xGraptosedum-Ghosty.jpg
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undecided.  Couple of larger stems (60-70 cm tall) and couple of shorter offsets from the base, hidden by the grasses. 

The setup is intriguing – a large, dense grass patch. The origin is very clear – discarded garden waste! You can still see 

the original pot of the plant leaning on the side. Being thrown sideways to the ground I think in time the stem rooted 

and grew the taller stems. Probably, later on, while the original plant rotted (in tall grass is always very wet) but the 

two larger stems were able to form strong supporting roots. The two major stems were completely independent and 

deeply rooted, connected only by the remnants of dead tissue. They were very healthy looking considering the 

circumstances, dormant, but otherwise happy.  
 

      
 

Fig. 7, 8 An unexpected found – Trichocereus sp. (Napier south, SH2) – left. 
Trichocereus sp. – the first non-opuntioid cactus documented in New Zealand’s adventive flora (Napier south, SH2) - right. 

 

 

         
 

Fig. 9, 10 Origin: garden waste! You can still see the old pot lying on the side - left. 
More discarded garden waste! – right. 

  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.07-Trichocereus.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.08-Trichocereus.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.09-garden-waste.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.10-more-garden-waste.jpg
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Opuntia engelmannii Salm-Dyck ex Engelmann var. linguiformis (Griffiths) B. D. Parfitt & Pinkava (Cactaceae) 
 

Location: Nelson, SH6 (Rocks Road), on a very steep slope.  

Date: January 2014 

Category: Fully naturalized 

Origin: Texas, USA. 

Comments: Several (dozens) larger plants on the steep slopes, shrubby (no trunks), with many detached pads 

scattered around and below, rooting freely and forming new plants (in the hundreds maybe). From an initial 

infestation source above, the plants spread and seem to be vegetative self-propagating. Although it has an extremely 

localized distribution I would consider it fully naturalized as nothing seems to stop its propagation. The only 

limitation – it is frost tender. This species could have been confused in the past with Opuntia ficus-indica (which also 

knows a ‘linguiformis’ variant, not known to be cultivated in New Zealand) but areole patterns and distance, irregular 

spination and the mostly distal arrangement, shorter than the type, pads colour and peculiar elongated shape 

(narrowly lanceolated), generally the undetermined growth are very good indicators of the species. It is a weak 

flowerer and often reproduces only vegetative (Weniger, 1984). Anderson (2001) considers that, although 

extensively cultivated, this plant could be extinct in the wild in its original locality (Bexar County, Texas) and only 

introduced elsewhere. It is also known as Opuntia lindheimeri var. linguiformis; however, currently O. lindheimeri has 

only a varietal status within O. engelmannii. Among other adventive succulent plants spotted at the same location 

are xGraptosedum 'Francesco Baldi' (=Graptopetalum paraguayense x Sedum pachyphyllum) – the only confirmed 

site for this plant, and Carpobrotus edulis – a quite unusual company considering the surroundings. 

   

   
 

Figs. 11 - 14 O. engelmannii var. linguiformis often confused with O. ficus-indica (Nelson, SH6 - Rocks Road) – top left.          
A very large, shrubby Opuntia engelmannii var. linguiformis – top right. 

Detached pads root easily and form new plants in couple of seasons – bottom left. 
Nearby Carpobrotus edulis & xGraptosedum 'Francesco Baldi' (Nelson, SH6 - Rocks Road) - bottom right. 

 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.11-Opuntia-engelmannii-var.-linguiformis.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.12-Opuntia-engelmannii-var.-linguiformis.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.13-Opuntia-engelmannii-var.-linguiformis.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.14-Carpobrotus-edulis-xGraptosedum-Francesco-Baldi.jpg
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Agave salmiana var. ferox (K.Koch) Gentry (Agavoideae in Asparagaceae) 
 

Location: Napier south, along the railway line that runs parallel to and between SH2 and Te Awa Avenue / Waitangi 

Road.  

Date: July 2011 

Category: Casual (Cultivation escape).  

Origin: Mexico (Oaxaca and possibly elsewhere). 

Comments: Relatively common in cultivation in New Zealand and very popular in Europe from the mid-19th century 

(Berger, 1915). As described by Gentry (1982) “its regular habit of suckering provides continuous propagation”. This 

is exactly what happened here. Suckers from cultivated plants from the backyards spread into the public domain, and 

further along the railway line, establishing new plants, and so on. Plants have been seen up to 40-50 m from the 

initial dispersal point, invading grassland. All plants seemed to be relatively young (no more than an estimated 15 

years old), with numerous much younger suckers in the proximity.  Agave salmiana var. ferox is a medium sized 

plant, up to 150 cm high and wide (but none of the plants seen by me were higher than 120 cm), remaining 

comparatively smaller than Agave americana, very abundant and fully naturalized in this area. Younger leaves are 

mostly erect, while older leaves become outcurving, very easy to recognize again once you have seen one.  

     
 

 
 

Figs. 15 - 17 First step to naturalization: a large Agave salmiana var. ferox only 5-6 meters outside on public domain (Napier 
south, SH2) - top left. 

Agave salmiana var. ferox suckers occupy grassy areas at great distance from the mother plant – top right. 
Agave salmiana var. ferox marginal teeth detail - bottom. 

 
 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.15-Agave-ferox.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.16-Agave-ferox.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.17-Agave-ferox.jpg
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Fig. 18 Whangamata beach  
 

 

Agave sisalana Perrine (Agavoideae in Asparagaceae) 
 

Location: Whangamata, Coromandel Peninsula, on the sand dunes of the Whangamata beach.  

Date: March 2012 

Category: Casual (Garden discard). 

Origin: Known only from cultivation, but it is native to Central America (probably Mexico). 

Comments: Few smallish plants (half a dozen or so) seen on the narrow sand dunes strip, close to the line where the 

grassy hinterland begins. No obvious dispersal source in the populated areas nearby, or any adult sized plants on the 

beach, so these were probably regrowth from discarded garden waste. Plants seen were relatively young and small, 

not more than 40 cm high and across. One or two of the plants appeared to have been severely damaged (possibly 

vegetation check in the past?). Because of the small size from the distance I thought they were Yucca gloriosa, very 

common on this beach and elsewhere in New Zealand; however, after approaching, the terminal spines told a 

completely different story.  Gentry (1982): “Agave sisalana is readily recognized by its green unarmed mature leaves 

with short dark brown, conic to subulate, non-decurrent spine. It is a sexually sterile clone, probably of hybrid origin. 

This is evidenced by its general inability to produce seed and by its chromosomes”.   

      
 

Fig. 19, 20 Agave sisalana, growing between xeric grasses (Whangamata beach) - left. 
Agave sisalana, terminal spine detail - right. 

  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.18-Whangamata-beach.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.19-Agave-sisalana.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.20-Agave-sisalana.jpg
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Being sterile it is probably a matter of time until the Department of Conservation completely checks this species from 

the Whangamata beach. Leaves are toothless, except for the very young ones, which have few minute teeth. Among 

other adventive succulent plants seen here are Agave americana (including variegated forms), Cakile maritima, 

Cotyledon orbiculata, Yucca gloriosa, Carpobrotus edulis, and Yucca filamentosa 'Variegata'.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yucca filamentosa Linnaeus 'Variegata' (Agavoideae in Asparagaceae) 
 

Location: Whangamata, Coromandel Peninsula, on the sand dunes of the Whangamata beach.  

Date: March 2012 

Category: Casual (Garden discard, intentional release?). 

Origin: south-eastern USA (from Louisiana to Virginia). Variegated forms are of garden origin. 

Comments: A single, but well established plant, possibly regrowth from garden waste or intentional planting. The 

specimen was almost immaculate. Variegated plants are even more popular in New Zealand than the original 

species, so there’s no wonder here. Unassisted propagation of this species is quite difficult and therefore I can’t think 

of a long term survival even if unchecked. Yucca filamentosa is closely related to Yucca flaccida which deserves 

probably only a varietal status (Yucca filamentosa var. flaccida). It is highly variable, several varieties have been 

described in the late 19th century (especially by Engelmann) before understanding the complex.  
 

         
 

Fig. 21, 22 Yucca filamentosa 'Variegata', a single plant almost hidden in the xeric grasses (Whangamata beach) - left. 
Yucca filamentosa 'Variegata', an almost immaculate nice little specimen! – right. 

 
 

Yucca gigantea Baker (Agavoideae in Asparagaceae) 
 

Location: Napier south, along the railway line that runs parallel to and between SH2 and Te Awa Avenue / Waitangi 

Road, especially in the northern third of the stretch.  

Date: July 2011 

Category: Casual (Garden discard, Intentional release?) 

Origin: Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico. 

Comments: Extremely variable, known mostly as Yucca elephantipes or Yucca guatemalensis, which are synonyms. 

Several other forms / names are synonymised (I guess this is, again, unnecessary lumping). All specimens seen here 

seem to be Garden Centre material. Several dozens of smallish to middle sized single or multi-stemmed specimens, 

especially in the northern part of the stretch. Very popular in New Zealand gardens and landscaping, some reach a 

height of several metres (3-6, up to 9). Again, this species is highly variable; several varieties have been described in 

the late 19th century (this time by Baker).  In cultivation vegetative propagation is easy: you cut a stem (which you 

can root) and several new branches will appear under the cut. This is how it works in horticulture; this is also how 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.21-Yucca-filamentosa-Variegata.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.22-Yucca-filamentosa-Variegata.jpg
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multi-stemmed specimens are created. However, I can’t see how this could have happened naturally.  One local man 

I was talking to told me that in the early days (35 to 40 years ago) people used to plant there to “enhance” the 

desolated look of the railway banks. He was talking mainly pines and other trees, but I guess such lovely landscaping 

plants as Yucca gigantea could have been also planted, possibly in more recent times. 

     
 

Fig. 23, 24 Yucca gigantea, mostly known as Yucca elephantipes or Yucca guatemalensis, which are synonyms (Napier 
south, SH2) - left. A budding thicket of Yucca gigantea - right. 

  

 

 

Aloe macrocarpa Todaro (Asphodeloideae in Xanthorrhoeaceae) (?) 
 

Location: Napier south, along the railway line that runs parallel to and between SH2 and Te Awa Avenue / Waitangi 

Road, few small patches towards the southern third of the stretch.  

Date: July 2011 

Category: Fully naturalized. 

Origin: Tropical Africa, particularly East Africa (common in Erithrea, Ethiopie, Kenya, Somálsko, Benin, Kamerun, Mali, 

Sudan, Nigerie, Ghana). 

Comments: Spotted Aloes are notoriously difficult to identify. Here’s a curly one… a plant I believe it is Aloe 

macrocarpa Todaro. The matter is very confusing and, instead of relying on different sources, often contradictory, 

from the internet you would better refer to “Clarifying the application of the long-confused name Aloe commutata, 

and the establishment of Aloe ×commutata Tod. (Asphodelaceae)” – Figueiredo & Smith, 2012. I have seen an almost 

identical plant also on the Alfriston Botanic Gardens grounds in Auckland labelled Aloe barteri, which makes things 

even more complicated and confusing. Long story short, I believe the plant from Napier south is not Aloe maculata 

(the only adventive spotted Aloe reported in New Zealand), but Aloe macrocarpa Todaro (more closely related to 

Aloe zebrina). I trust that a collected cutting and few seed grown young plants will prove, in time, based on 

information revealed by flower, the true identity of the plant. Definitely, sooner or later, I will come back on this 

matter. There were several dense patches at the southern end of the stretch containing quite a few dozens of plants 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.23-Yucca-gigantea.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.24-Yucca-gigantea.jpg
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each, seed has been dispersed in the area, older plants were suckering, and so unassisted propagation was working 

perfectly. Probably the populations have originated form disposed garden waste as well, but now it has to be 

considered as fully naturalized. 
 

     
 

      
 

Figs. 25 - 28 A plant I believe is Aloe macrocarpa (Napier south, SH2) – top left. 
Just for comparison Aloe maculata from the same location – top right. 

One of the dense patches of Aloe macrocarpa (note plants have flowered profusely in the past) – bottom left. 
1. Aloe macrocarpa. Note the rust on the leaves, a sign this tropical plant struggles to cope with low winter temperatures – 

bottom right. 
 
 

 

 

Conclusion and brief list of species in the three above mentioned locations 
 

One detail becomes extremely clear and relevant: with a single exception these newly recorded species, and the 

others that were observed in the areas mentioned before, originate from discarded garden waste! There is nothing 

more to say! It was proved in the past that such behaviour has triggered serious environmental devastations. Large 

scale pests like gorse (Ulex europaeus) should be always a reminder of the possible consequences. Even if less than 

1% of the adventive plant species display invasive behaviour, the potential is there in many of them and is entirely 

not appropriate to ignore, or even worse, to play the The Sorcerer's Apprentice role.  
 

In the end, an incomplete list of exotic succulents and some other vascular plants encountered in the three above 

mentioned locations: 
 

Whangamata beach: Agapanthus praecox ssp. orientalis, Agave americana, Agave americana ‘Variegata’, Agave 

sisalana, Cakile maritima, Carpobrotus edulis, Cotyledon orbiculata var. orbiculata, Crassula multicava, Cyrtanthus 

elatus, Ipomoea indica, Yucca filamentosa 'Variegata', Yucca gloriosa.  

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.25-Aloe-macrocarpa.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.26-Aloe-maculata-at-the-same-location.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.27-Aloe-macrocarpa.jpg
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.28-Aloe-macrocarpa.jpg
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Fig. 29, 30 Cotyledon orbiculata var. orbiculata (Whangamata beach) - left. 
Euphorbia characias ssp. characias (Napier south, SH2) - right. 

  

Nelson, SH6 (Rocks Road): Aloe arborescens, Carpobrotus edulis, Centranthus ruber, Crassula multicava, Hedera 

helix, Lupinus arboreus, Opuntia engelmannii var. linguiformis, xGraptosedum 'Francesco Baldi'.  
 

Napier south, SH2: Aeonium arboreum, Aeonium arboreum ‘Atropurpureum’, Aeonium haworthii (plus some hybrid 

plants), Aeonium urbicum (or one of its hybrids), Aloe arborescens, Aloe ciliaris, Aloe macrocarpa Todaro (?), Aloe 

maculata, Agapanthus praecox ssp. orientalis, Agave americana, Agave americana ‘Variegata’, Agave attenuata, 

Agave salmiana var. ferox, Artemisia sp., Beschorneria yuccoides, Beta vulgaris ssp. cicla (silverbeet), Centranthus 

ruber, Cotyledon orbiculata var. orbiculata (at least three different forms), Crassula multicava, Crassula tetragona 

ssp. robusta, Echium candicans, Euphorbia characias ssp. characias, Hedera canariensis 'Variegata', Hedera helix, 

Kniphofia uvaria, Lathyrus  sp., Narcissus tazetta, Opuntia ficus-indica (at least two different forms), Opuntia 

monacantha, Opuntia robusta, Osteospermum fruticosum (several forms), Pelargonium ×hortorum, Senecio 

angulatus, Sedum praealtum ssp. praealtum, Sedum reflexum, Trichocereus sp. (possibly T. bridgesii ?), Vinca major, 

Yucca gloriosa, Yucca gigantea, xGraptosedum ‘Ghosty’. 

      
 

Fig. 31, 32 Cotyledon orbiculata var. orbiculata (Napier, The Bluff) - left. 
Opuntia monacantha (Napier south, SH2) - right. 
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Noi prime înregistrări de specii din flora suculentă naturalizată sau ocazională din Noua Zeelandă 

de Eduart Zimer, Auckland, Noua Zeelandă  

(abstract) 

După mulţi ani de studiu susţinut şi de publicare ritmică a noilor specii din flora adiţională a Noii Zeelande, în ultimii 6 

ani publicarea acestora a devenit sporadică, botaniştii 

neo-zeelandezi părând să-şi îndrepte atenţia spre alte 

aspecte. Chiar dacă nu au fost consemnate sau 

colectate pentru ierbar specii noi, nu înseamnă că ele 

nu există în teren. Scopul acestui articol este de a 

semnala prezenţa lor într-un mediu natural necontrolat. 

Unele specii enumerate mai jos sunt rezultatul unor 

observaţii noi, în timp ce altele pot corecta eventuale 

referinţe sau identificări eronate (de exemplu Opuntia 

engelmannii var. linguiformis, care ar fi putut fi 

confundată cu alte Opuntoide, cel mai probabil cu 

Opuntia ficus-indica). Autorul nu a efectuat colecţii de 

ierbar înregistrate, dar toate speciile și locaţiile au fost 

documentate fotografic.  
 

Fig.  33 A random bunch of exotic succulents: Yucca 
gigantea, Opuntia ficus-indica, Aeonium arboreum 

'Atropurpureum', Aloe maculata,  
plus a small Bromeliad (Napier, The Bluff). 

  

În intervalul 2011 – 2014 au fost documentate 

următoarele specii noi pentru flora adițională a Noii Zeelande: Aeonium arboreum ‘Atropurpureum’ (Napier, iulie 

2011, floră naturalizată, probabil apărută iniţial ca mutaţie spontană în insula Gran Canaria);  xGraptosedum 

‘Ghosty’ (Napier, iulie 2011, floră ocazională, origine horticolă); Trichocereus sp. (Napier, iulie 2011, floră ocazională, 

posibil T. bridgesii, Bolivia?); Opuntia engelmannii var. linguiformis (Nelson, ianuarie 2014, floră naturalizată, Texas, 

SUA); Agave salmiana var. ferox (Napier, iulie 2011, floră ocazională, originară din Mexic (Oaxaca şi posibil şi alte 

state), Agave sisalana (Whangamata, martie 2012, floră ocazională, cunoscută numai din cultură, dar posibil 

originară din Mexic sau America Centrală); Yucca filamentosa 'Variegata' (Whangamata, martie 2012, floră 

ocazională, originară din sud-estul SUA); Yucca gigantea (Napier, iulie 2011, floră ocazională, grupând în mod 

discutabil un complex variabil cu plante cunoscute mai ales sub numele Yucca elephantipes şi Yucca guatemalensis, 

originară din Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras și Mexic); Aloe macrocarpa Todaro (?) (Napier, 

iulie 2011, floră naturalizată, originară din Africa tropicală, o specie mult discutată şi disputată, asupra căreia autorul 

va reveni în momentul în care înflorirea va produce clarificări).  

În final sunt prezentate liste (posibil incomplete) ale florei exotice suculente şi câteva menţiuni de specii din flora 

vasculară exotică non-suculentă din locaţiile menţionate mai sus. 
 

 

 

 

http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Prezentare-Eduart-Zimer-2.pdf
http://xerophilia.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Poze-nr.8-New-first-record-Fig.33-the-random-bunch-The-Bluff.jpg
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Online magazines  
 

Monthly journals: Acta Succulenta seems to have opened a new layout  trend for online journals  - the landscape 

format. The first to react 

was the Acc Aztekium 

Journal. (Romanian).  We 

have seen two issues so far 

and, even if still a work in 

progress, we think that they 

will find their visual 

identity. To be honest, 

some of the articles seem 

to be better suited by the 

new layout, some not. 

From the February issue we 

woud like to mention the spotlight article on Conophytum by Lévai Melchior.  
 

Avonia-News continues a long string of remarkable issues; their latest March 2014 issue includes a stunning report on 

Kap Agulhas (South Africa) and the succulent plants growing here, written by Ernst van Jaarsveld & James Deacon. 

(German).   
   

Quarterly journals: Succulentopi@, the journal edited by our francophone colleagues, includes in its latest issue (No. 

8), a number of interesting articles focused specifically on the presentation and description of cacti and succulent 

plants: Adenium by Philippe Corman,  Schlumbergera by Michel Combernoux, Moroccan Stapeliads by Jean-André 

Audisou, and  a continuation of the Conophytum, Lithops & Co. series by Romain. This issue opens with a very vivid 

review of the most exciting pictures published by the Cactus Francophone website. The flat Gymnocalycium 

bodenbenderianum on page 4 was my absolute favourite and is a must see! (French).  

     
 

 

The Cactus Explorer No. 10 was a bit delayed by Graham Charles’ Peruvian trip last year, but what a feast: The story 

of the 2013 Explorers Weekend reported by Roland Tebbenham, Nicaraguan field notes by Leland Smith, while Zlatko 

Janeba continues his cactus expert adventures in the US, this time presenting the habitat of few Sclerocactus species, 

The type locality of Melocactus paucispinus by Graham Charles, and few other fascinating articles. No. 11 is expected to 

be online any day, but we haven’t seen it yet. 
 

Bits and Pieces 
 

http://www.aztekium.ro/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=149
http://www.aztekium.ro/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=149
http://www.fgas-sukkulenten.de/news/index.php/viewcategory/11-2014
http://www.cactuspro.com/succulentopia/Succulentopia-N6-2013-07.pdf
http://www.cactusexplorers.org.uk/journal1.htm
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Echinocereus Online-Journal – fifth issue (German) was the first online journal to be online in the new Year , and 

includes a first description (more and more often in free online journals lately):  Echinocereus koehresianus (G.R.W. 

Frank) W. Rischer subsp. gruberianus W. Rischer, from Durango, 

Mexico. Another highlight of this issue is USA 2010 - diary of an 

unusual journey, travel impressions by Dieter Felix. As usually, a great 

editorial quality! The next (sith) issue is announced for the 1st of April 

2014. 

 

Boletín electrónico de la SLCCS  (Sociedad Latinoamericana y del 

Caribe de Cactáceas y otras Suculentas) – the latest issue (Spanish & 

Portugueze) is for May-August 2013, however, was published 

apparently  in December last year. Contains a good range of articles 

(mostly of scientific level) for Spanish / Portugueze speaking cactus and 

succulent enthusiasts. We would like to mention Phytopathogenic 

fungi from Opuntia ficus-indica (L.) Mill. cultivated in area of tropical 

dry forest in Brazil by a large team of scientists from the Department of 

Mycology of the Federal University of Pernambuco.  
 

 

Acta Succulenta – one issue has been published since our last review in early December last year. No. 2 (December 

2013) includes interesting articles such as Sempervivum soculense sp. nov., a first description by  Davide Donati and 

Gérard Dumont, Six days in the Big Bend 

National Park, Texas by Aldo Delladdio, 

Honckenya peploides a succulent on the 

beach by Gérard Dumont and Antoine 

Mazzacurati, and few others. No. 3 (March 

2014) just appeared minutes before 

concluding this review. Few outstanding 

titles:  Ancistrocactus pinkavanus a new 

species from Northern Mexico by y L.J. 

García-Morales, M.A. González-Botello 

and R.H. González G., Sempervivum 

grandiflorum by Davide Donati and Gérard 

Dumont, Cakile maritima by Gérard 

Dumont and Antoine Mazzacurati, 

Travelogue of a photographer and a 

naturalist (part 1) by Stefano Baglioni, and much more! 
 

 

Schütziana and Crassulacea – we did not see new releases by the time we had to close off our current edition. Next 

Sansevieria Online issue was announced for 01.05.2014. It seems that from late March to early May we will have a 

lot of reading to do... And a last second announcement: the new issue of The Cactician is online: The Generitaxa of 

the Cacataceae: An annotated index by Roy Mottram. We didn’t have the time to read it properly, but we are 

convinced it will become an extremely valuable reference. More on this issue in June! 

http://www.echinocereus.eu/
http://www.ibiologia.unam.mx/slccs/www/boletin.htm
http://www.acta-succulenta.eu/
http://www.schuetziana.org/downloads.php
http://www.crassulaceae.ch/index.php?TPL=10389
http://www.sansevieria-online.de/doku.php
http://www.crassulaceae.ch/index.php?TPL=10398
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 What else do we have prepared for our future issues? 
 

Well, well, well… we’ve been quite busy at the start of 

2014… coming out with our third special issue Epiphytic 

myrmecophytes of southern Asia and the southwest 

Pacific, by Derrick J. Rowe, New Zealand, and with our 

fourth:  A new sub-species of Turbinicarpus (Cactaceae) 

from Tamaulipas, Mexico, that is Turbinicarpus 

schmiedickeanus (Böedeker) Buxb. & Backeb. subsp. 

sanchezi-mejoradae, by García-Morales, González-

Botello & Vargas-Vázquez. As per usual in English, 

Spanish and Romanian. Both are extremely interesting 

and if you missed them you won’t regret downloading 

them now – better later than never. And now, few titles 

picked from the next regular Xerophilia issue – in a new layout – due online by the 30th of June 2014:  

Aldo Delladdio - Tula, Tamaulipas – where Ariocarpus agavoides and Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus var. albiflorus 

meet – an outstanding account on two species, which, in a particular location, grow only few centimetres apart; 

Benjamin Catarino Morales - Escobaria abdita (a new pictorial) – another delight from one of the best nature 

photographers we have published to date; Håkan Sönnermo - Peruvian travelogues – prepare yourselves to see and 

read about plants not very often encountered in the average cactus collection;  Cristian Perez Badillo - Rapicactus  

mandragora – and more than the title reveals; New cactus and succulent drawings by Ján Baran – I trust you  

remember Ján’s artistic skills challenging the strictness of botanical drawings… and much, much, much  more! 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

We would like to thank to all who contributed with articles, pictures and translations to this new issue! These 
are the ones who allowed us this time to share the knowledge: Alexandru Tar, Romania; Attila  & Michele 
Kapitany, Australia; Basarab Popa, Romania; Benjamín Catarino Morales, México; Claudia López Martinez, 
México; Cristian Perez Badillo, México; Cyrill Hunkeler, Switzerland; Davide Donati, Italy; David Rubbo, Italy; 
Gabriel Millán Garduño, México; Jovana Jaime Hernández, México; John Exarhou, Greece; John Lavranos, 
Greece; Leccinum J. García Morales, México; Leo Rodriguez, México; Miguel Ángel González-Botello, México; 
Miklós Ficzere, Hungary; Paolo Panarotto, Italy; Sandi Karina Neri Cardona, México; Silvan Freudiger, 
Switzerland. We also specially thank to Ileana Nicola, Romania, for helping us with Romanian text processing. 

 

All our gratfull thanks to Valentin Posea, one of the founders of this magazine, for all his efforts to make 
Xerophilia a great journal – and he succed!  
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Aymeric de Barmon La Psy Serre 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADBLPS http://www.adblps-graines-cactus.com produces and sells more than 
3000 entries of seeds from cacti and succulents. New list 2013 available now! 

 
Many germination rates are available at 

http://www.semeurs-de-cactus.fr 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.adblps-graines-cactus.com/
http://www.adblps-graines-cactus.com/
http://www.semeurs-de-cactus.fr/
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